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Thesis Summary
Aston University
Attracted to Death: Apoptotic Cell-derived Extracellular Vesicles towards a basic
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Allan Cameron
Doctor of Philosophy
2018
Apoptosis, the tightly regulated process of cell death, plays an essential role in
health and disease. Although ill-defined, extracellular vesicles derived from dying
cells (ACdEV) are known to modulate immune responses. Little work has been
carried out into these potentially important mediators, work here aims to provide a
foundational basis for understanding of ACdEV.
Here, apoptosis was induced in different cell lines and ACdEV size was
determined, as well as concentration and zeta potential. ACdEV were
characterised by Tuneable Resistive Pulse Sensing, with the kinetics of apoptosis
being defined using flow cytometric analysis. we provide substantial evidence for
the presence of exosomes in ACdEV isolations.
Functional studies were performed assessing the role of ACdEV and their
secretome in MØ migration and differentiation, T-cell proliferation, wound closure,
bystander effect. The uptake of ACdEV by macrophage-like cells was also
assessed. Key functional differences were identified between early and late
ACdEV. Furthermore the complexity of apoptotic cell secretomes was highlighted.
The development of a zeta potential based method for phenotyping of extracellular
vesicles is carried out, proving the ability of TRPS to identify changes in zeta
potential. This method once developed further can be applied to phenotyping of
extracellular vesicles derived from biological samples.
Data presented here suggests that ACdEV may be a complex mechanism of
communication utilised by dying cells to make clear their location and their stage
of death as well as modulating immune responses to the dead cell.
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Introduction
1.1 Apoptosis
1.1.1 Primary Function and Overview
Apoptosis, otherwise known as programmed cell death is a highly conserved
mechanism by which dead, damaged, infected or superfluous cells are removed
from tissues mediated by the immune system. This targeted disposal mechanism
is a controlled and safe process that ensures the deconstruction and degradation
of cellular structures to facilitate uptake and further degradation by cells, through
phagocytosis. All while maintaining membrane integrity[1]. Cells follow specific
morphological stages culminating in release of apoptotic bodies(Figure.1) and
removal (clearance) by phagocytes. Necrosis, an alternative form of cell death,
can see dying cells lose membrane integrity and erupt their contents into the
tissue, propagating inflammation and causing damage to the local environment[2].
A build up of necrotic cells and decomposing tissue that is not cleared can result in
conditions such as gangrene and necrotising fasciitis[3, 4].

In order for dying cells to be effectively removed from the tissue and for
homeostasis to be maintained, dying cells have to communicate their location and
status to professional phagocytes and non-professional phagocytes. Patrolling
phagocytes follow chemoattractant signals, including extracellular vesicles (EVs),
to sites of cell death, where other factors mediate easy access to the tissue from
the circulation[5]. Phagocytes then make physical contact with cell corpses and
initiate phagocytosis to engulf cellular debris. Characteristically, membrane blebs
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Figure.1: Morphology of apopto4c cells. (a) HeLa cells display a
normal morphology two hours post induc8on of apoptosis using
daunorubicin. A=er >4 hours cells begin to show a typical
apopto8c morphology, with clear blebbing. (b) Nuclear
condensa8on is shown in cell stained with Hoechst dye,
apopto8c cell nuclei are iden8ﬁed with arrows in comparison to
viable cells in the mixture. (c) Mitochondrial staining was carried
to reveal the fragmenta8on of the mitochondrial network. Cells
were transfected with mitochondrially targeted GFP then either
treated with ac8nomycin D or le= untreated.
From: Apoptosis: controlled demoli8on at the cellular level.
(2008) Taylor, Cullen and Mar8n

are pinched-off and enter the extracellular milieu and are termed ‘apoptotic
bodies’, which are also cleared by phagocytes[6]. Following engulfment the dead
cell ‘packages’ contained within the phagolysosome are degraded by a range of
oxygen-dependent or oxygen independent factors, such as lysozyme and products
of the respiratory burst[7]. Failed clearance of apoptotic cells, leads to secondary
necrosis and the inflammation associated with it. Genetic defects in this clearance
process are well evidenced in the development of autoimmune diseases such as
systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)[8, 9].
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Programmed cell death is primarily considered to be a waste disposal system
that facilitates recycling of dying or unwanted cells removing them silently before
they damage surrounding cells[10-12].

1.1.2 Pathways of Induction
The induction of apoptosis in mammalian cells can broadly be categorised
into three pathways of initiation, with extrinsic and intrinsic pathways being the
most widely characterised (Figure.2). The extrinsic pathway is mediated by
interaction of ligands with transmembrane death receptors on the apoptotic cell
surface transducing signals via these receptors, initiating a signalling cascade.
These death receptors are members of the tumour necrosis factor (TNF) receptor
gene superfamily and interact with several corresponding ligands the most well
defined being TNF-α, TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) and the first
apoptosis signal (Fas) ligand[6, 13-15]. The intrinsic pathway is activated by
intrinsic stimuli, typically DNA damage whether by UV radiation, chemical, growth
factor deprivation or oxidative stress and involves mitochondria committing the cell
to death[16]. Additionally an unresolved unfolded protein response can amplify
positive feedback to the mitochondria from the endoplasmic reticulum resulting in
release of increasing amounts of cytochrome c[17, 18]. A final pathway, the
granzyme B dependent route is executed by cytotoxic T cells and Natural Killer
cells in response to tumour or virus-infected cells. Rather than the typical death
receptor pathway used by cytotoxic T cells, this pathway is characterised by the
release of a transmembrane pore forming protein, Perforin[19, 20]. This is followed
by granules containing proteases granzyme A and B, which penetrate the target
cell[21]. Their activity then activates caspases[22, 23].
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Once these pathways are initiated, caspases, a family of cysteine proteases
are central effectors of the apoptotic process[24, 25]. Caspases are generated as
inactive zymogens or pro-caspases which when cleaved can exert a function
acting on other caspases or directly as part of an execution cascade to degrade
hundreds of cellular components to produce the morphological changes of
apoptosis[26].

Figure.2: Pathways of apoptosis caspase induc8on. The extrinsic pathway
of caspase induc4on follows the binding of extracellular death ligands to
transmembrane receptors. Adaptor proteins are recruited such as FADD
which then recruit caspase-8 resul4ng in its ac4va4on. This ini4ates a
caspase cascade resul4ng in proteoly4c cleavage and cell death. The intrinsic
pathway, is typically ac4vated by stress signals that ini4ates BH3-only
protein family. Once BH3-only protein family proteins reach a threshold they
overcome BCL-2 family members and assemble BAK-BAX oligomers in the
mitochondrial membrane. The eﬄux of proteins such as cytochrome c
follows, into the cell cytosol resul4ng in forma4on of the apoptosome. The
granzyme B-dependent route is ac4vated by delivery of granules to the
cytoplasm by cytotoxic T lymphocytes and NK cells. From: Apoptosis:
controlled demoli4on at the cellular level. (2008) Taylor, Cullen and Mar4n

Extrinsic signalling is initiated by transmembrane receptor-ligand interaction,
the best characterised being FasL/FasR, TNF-α/TNFR1 and TRAIL/Death
Receptors 4 or 5. In response to stimulus, death receptors dissociate the silencer
of death domain (SODD), which masks the proteins signalling ability[27]. TRADD,
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a death domain adaptor, is then recruited, linked to FADD and receptor associated
factor TRAF2 and receptor interacting kinase RIP association follows[28, 29]. I𝛋B
kinase 1&2 (IKK) complexes are recruited and stabilised by these adaptors, along
with NEMO, constructing the death-inducing signalling complex (DISC)[30]. These
proteins create a scaffold allowing the recruitment of procaspase-8 which when
proteolytically cleaved is activated. Active caspase-8 enzymatically cleaves
executioner procaspase-3 and activates the execution pathway[31]. This can
alternatively lead to intrinsic pathway activation via interaction with the proapoptotic BH3 interacting-domain death agonist (BID)[32].

The intrinsic pathway involves a range of non-death receptor mediated
stimuli, leading to mitochondrial-initiated events in response to either negative or
positive signals as a result of cell stress. These stress signals result in the
activation of Bcl-2 homology domain 3 (BH3)-only protein activation, leading to
BAX and BAK activity causing changes in the inner mitochondrial membrane
opening the mitochondrial permeability transition (MPT) pore[33, 34].
Mitochondrial membrane potential is lost as MPT regulates matrix Ca2+, pH and
voltage and apoptogenic factors; cytochrome c, Smac and Omi. Cytochrome c
activates APAF-1 and procaspase-9, to form an apoptosome, leading to caspase-9
activation. Smac and Omi act by inhibiting inhibitors of apoptotic proteins (IAP)[1].
A second group of apoptogenic factors are released later in apoptosis after
committal to cell death, namely AIF, endonuclease G and CAD. AIF causes DNA
fragmentation in the nucleus and stage I condensation of peripheral chromatin[35].
Endonuclease G and CAD also translocate to the nucleus, directly and following
cleavage by caspase-3 respectively produce oligonucleosomal DNA
fragments[36]. CAD then initiates stage II chromatin condensation[37].
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A granzyme B-dependent route of apoptosis sees granzyme entering the
target cell following perforin puncturing the cell membrane, then cleaving
procaspase-10 to its active form along with inhibitor of caspase activated DNase
(ICAD)[22]. This route can also utilise the intrinsic mitochondrial pathway to
amplify death signals, cleaving BID to promote release of cytochrome c[38].
Granzyme B can also activate caspase-3, directly inducing the execution
pathway[23].
Granzyme A also acts in cytotoxic T cell mediated cell death, in a caspase
independent fashion, through DNase NM23-H1 which nicks DNA. It also
contributes to apoptosis by blocking perpetuation of DNA and chromatin structural
integrity[1, 39].

All pathways eventually feed into the caspase execution pathway from
caspase-3 activation initiating the execution phase. Caspases activate
endonuclease which degrade nuclear material and proteases to degrade nuclear
and cytoskeletal proteins. Caspases-3, -6 and -7 act as effectors of demolition,
cleaving poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP), α-fodrin, nuclear proteins and
others[40-42]. Plasma membrane dysregulation and externalisation of
phosphatidylserine (PS) is facilitated by the conserved Ca2+ -independent
scramblase Xk-related protein 8(Xkr8), following activation by caspase-3 or-7[43].
Caspase-3, cleaves ICAD releasing the endonuclease CAD which degrades DNA
and condenses chromatin, as well as disassembling the cell via release of
apoptotic bodies. Furthermore, caspase-3 cleaves gelsolin, allowing its action on
actin and ultimately disrupting trafficking, signalling, division and the
cytoskeleton[44]. The cytoskeletal rearrangement associated with apoptosis is
widely reviewed[45, 46]. Blebs are formed by actin, forming a ring, which contacts
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with myosin II, followed by actin depolymerisation and apoptotic body
formation[45].

1.1.3 Molecular changes that facilitate location,
tethering and disposal of apoptotic cells
Following transduction of the apoptotic signal and commitment of the target
cell to programmed cell death, morphological, molecular and physical changes
occur that are characteristic and mediate clearance of cell corpses. Apoptosis is a
process of homeostasis for tissue maintenance, cell corpses must be cleared
quickly and replaced by a new cell to ensure tissue integrity and resolution of any
hazardous inflammatory signals. This quick clean-up prevents apoptotic cells
persisting and proceeding to secondary necrosis, risking eruption of cytotoxic
contents and antigenic factors which could sensitise the immune system to ‘self’,
leading to autoimmunity.
Typically dying cells may be phagocytosed by neighbouring cells (nonprofessional phagocytes) and digested to facilitate the quick disposal of small
occurrences of cell death. When the situation is more serious and the surrounding
tissue is overwhelmed, professional phagocytes of the immune system may be
recruited to the site taking over from exhausted non-professional cells[47, 48].
Professional phagocytes resident in the circulation require information as to the
whereabouts of sites of cell death allowing them to migrate towards the apoptotic
cells[5]. These ‘find-me’ signals typically producing a chemotactic gradient are
soluble and/or vesicle-associated, including lipids, chemokines and
nucleotides[49-52]. Specific molecules are widely described including fractalkine,
UTP, ATP, lysoPC[5]. Furthermore, molecules characterised in detail on the
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surface of apoptotic cells such as PS and ICAM-3 are also present on vesicles
derived from apoptotic cells, suggesting many of the AC-phagocyte interaction
mechanisms may also occur on vesicles[53]. The extent to which different ‘find-me’
signals act has not been fully evaluated with little understanding of their specific
different roles. Nucleotides have been shown to act over a short distance and lipid
mediators in an autocrine fashion[51, 54].
These studies focus on in vitro work which potentiates a lack of
understanding of the in vivo interplay between different molecules, and how they
might enhance or ameliorate each other. The complex balance of various factors is
important here as well as in other areas of responses to apoptosis, especially
inflammation and its resolution. This balance is evident in the competition of ‘findme’ signals with ‘keep-out’ signals such as lactoferrin, which selectively inhibits
granulocyte migration limiting potentially deleterious inflammation[55, 56]. Further
possible ‘keep-out’ or tolerogenic signals are discussed in Park & Kim, 2017.,
highlighting the potentially synergistic role of vesicle-associated chromatin and
DNase1L3[57].
It has been posited that other than just recruiting circulating phagocytes, ‘findme’ signals possibly have other roles. Recruitment of phagocytes is necessary for
clearance of a dying thymocyte as neighbouring cells do not phagocytose, yet this
cell could be cleared by neighbours in the epithelium[58]. Potentially, these signals
just act as a ‘primer’ for up-regulating machinery necessary for engulfment in both
professional and non-professional phagocytes[59, 60].
Following attraction of phagocytes to sites of cell death, dying cells must be
distinguished from viable cells and identified as cells to be engulfed. The
expression of ‘eat-me’ signals is up-regulated and ‘don’t eat-me’ down regulated to
encourage phagocytes to quickly remove the apoptotic cells before apoptosis or
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cell death more generally spreads to surrounding healthy cells and throughout the
tissue, limiting inflammation and damage.
Externalisation of PS, which is normally retained in the inner leaflet of the
phospholipid bilayer is caused by deregulation of lipid sorting processes such as
scramblase[61]. Exposing this lipid allows PS-specific receptors to recognise dying
cells, but is not always sufficient to ensure phagocytosis sometimes driving
immune cell proliferation instead[62, 63]. Immune cell response to PS can be
mediated by ‘don’t eat-me’ signals such as CD31 and CD47 but also the
physiological context of the PS signal plays a role[64-66]. Several receptors for PS
have been identified in recent years, T-cell immunoglobulin 4 (TIM-4), stabilin-2,
the Receptor for Advanced Glycation End products (RAGE) and Brain-specific
Angiogenesis Inhibitor-1 (BAI-1)[66-69]. Additionally, growth arrest specific 6
(Gas6), protein S and MFG-E8 act as a bridge between PS and Mer and αv
integrins, respectively[70]. CD91 on the phagocyte binds co-localised calreticulin
dysregulated in apoptosis and PS[71]. Opsonins C1q and MBL can also both act
as bridging molecules facilitating binding with CD91[72]. Secreted Pattern
Recognition Receptors (PRRs) such as collectins (MBL, surfactant proteins- A &
D), pentraxins (CRP, Serum Amyloid P component (SAP) and PTX3) and ficolins,
as well as complement components (C1q, C3b & C4b) facilitate phagocyte
interactions bridging links to dying cells[72-78]. This opsonisation makes cells
more appetising, boosting the interaction through altering surface zeta potential to
favour phagocyte:opsonin interaction[79]. Immunoglobulins G and M also act as
opsonins[80, 81].
The mechanisms by which signalling and cytoskeletal rearrangements,
operate to engulf apoptotic cells, as determined through genetic analysis of
Caenorhabditis elegans are discussed in Park & Kim, 2017[57]. In the CED-1,6
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and 7 pathway, multiple EGF-like domains 10 (MEGF10) recognised PS through
C1q bridging[82]. Along with MEGF10, MEGF12 bind Gulp1 leading to cytoskeletal
rearrangement converging on Rac1 and its downstream pathway which regulates
several phagocytic receptors including ABCA1 & 7 to manage engulfment[57,
83-86]. Following phagocytosis, phagosomes acidify and fuse with lysosomes
forming phagolysosomes[7]. Similarly to uptake of ‘find-me’ signals and EVs,
uptake of AC leads to increased engulfment activity and cytokine release[87, 88].

The inflammatory response interwoven into the process of apoptosis is
important in delivering appropriate action and resolution of dying cells, tightly
regulated it is a necessary well moderated mechanism for tissue homeostasis. In
this way inflammation acts as a warning sign of danger. Dead cells (necrotic or
apoptotic) located in tissues can promote vasodilation and vascular permeability,
allowing for the migration of blood borne cells along with antibodies and
complement into the tissue[2]. Potentially this response may counteract
pathological processes such as in an ischaemic infarct, improving tissue perfusion
and delivery of oxygenated blood. Alternatively, it may drain away damaging
soluble factors. In the aftermath of uptake of apoptotic cells, resident phagocytes
release anti-inflammatory mediators such as IL-10 and TGF-β1[87, 89]. These
cells also promote the repair of the compromised tissue encouraging fibroblasts
and epithelial cells to proliferate and re-establish tissue integrity. Specifically in the
case of macrophages, their responses to cell death and inflammation are plastic
and reversible depending on the stimuli which activates them[90, 91]. Traditionally
a polar classification system of M1/M2 or classically-activate/alternatively-activated
has been used, yet this is simplistic and an ever increasing array of subcategories
have been defined. A more relevant concept may be a spectrum of type based on
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local stimuli determining a more precise response[92]. Mosser and Edwards
(2008) have previously described a ‘colour wheel’ of activation reflecting the small
variations between different sub-types that are difficult to define by precise
markers due to considerable overlap[93].

Simplistically M1 or classically-activated macrophages produce an
inflammatory response mediated by tumour necrosis factor or toll-like receptor
ligand stimuli. The polar opposite being M2 or alternatively-activated macrophages
which have a reparative, anti-inflammatory response to IL-4 or IL-13[93]. Through
transcriptome analysis in response to varied stimuli a broader range of phenotypes
have been identified[92].
The macrophage phenotype response seen in the context of apoptotic cells is
an anti-inflammatory/pro-resolving one dampening pro-inflammatory cytokine
release and increased production of IL-10 often acting in a paracrine fashion on
local cells[87, 94]. One of the key factors determining the phenotype of
macrophages or tissue to cell death may be the timeframe in which dying cells
persist. Cells that are not cleared early on in apoptosis may persist to secondary
necrosis releasing pro-inflammatory mediators inducing a greater inflammatory
phenotype compared to dead cells that are removed quickly[95]. Supporting this is
that sites of high apoptosis, such as the thymus which regularly kills off developing
T-cells do not exhibit inflammation and cells are cleared silently[2]. Whereas, in
FasL mediated cell death a strong inflammatory response is induced in mice[96].
The circumstance of cell death is clearly important, whether pathogen initiated or
tolerogenic apoptosis initiated.
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1.1.4 Cell death; a comparison
Apoptosis, as described previously was first characterised in the 1970s with
the seminal works of Kerr, Wyllie, Currie and later by Fadok[10, 97, 98]. Kerr,
Wyllie and Currie along with Crawford linked a 1951 review by Glücksmann to the
programmed cell death they had noted indicating a role for apoptosis in
development[10, 99].
The morphological changes in apoptosis are categorised into two stages with
the first stage resulting in production of apoptotic bodies and the second being the
taking up of these membrane-bounded vesicles by surrounding cells. The
apoptotic bodies (ABs) formed are of greatly varying sizes and some contained
pyknotic remnants of nuclei and condensed cytoplasm. The separation of
protuberances (blebs) from the cell surface eventually form the apoptotic bodies,
yet these could be defined now as Apoptotic Cell-derived Extracellular Vesicles
(ACdEV). Furthermore, lucent cytoplasmic vacuoles contained within ABs bear
resemblance to exosome-containing multi-vesicular bodies[10]. Prior to blebbing,
cells detach from surrounding tissue and nuclear chromatin is aggregated in dense
masses beneath the nuclear envelope[100]. Cells then externalise PS from the
inner leaflet of the plasma membrane which facilitates recognition by phagocytic
cells and provides a key marker for identification of dying cells[101]. The process
then leads to caspase activation and initiation of the execution cascade.

Necrosis is characterised as a volatile, accidental and destructive process,
distinct from apoptosis, with rapid permeabilisation of plasma membrane. During
necrosis, cells swell then the cell membrane collapses followed by rapid cell lysis
[102]. The biochemical dismantling of apoptotic cells, DNA fragmentation and
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procaspase activation are usually absent in necrotic cells. Tissues are typically
rapidly infiltrated with leukocytes, neutrophils followed by monocytes[103]. A
convincing argument is made in Porskuryakov et al. (2002), for necrosis being just
another type of programmed cell death on an opposing end of the cell death
spectrum to apoptosis. A potentially delicate balance of apoptosis and
programmed necrosis may be at play ensuring a suitably inflammatory response to
stimuli based on their pathological effects.

The morphologies may differ but both cell types express a crossover of a
biochemical network termed the ‘apoptosis-necrosis continuum’[104]. Ongoing
apoptosis can be converted to necrosis by a decrease in the availability of
caspases and ATP[1, 105, 106]. Multiple factors dictate whether the cell death
process is apoptotic or necrotic and as mentioned these distinct factors are often
ill-defined and attributed to both apoptosis and necrosis[102].

Necroptosis, as a mechanism addressing some of the observations made in
Porskuryakov et al. (2002), is a now well documented mechanism of cell suicide in
response to viral infection. The cell, as a defensive response to infection, is able to
initiate caspase-independent cell death, as typically cells cannot undergo
apoptosis due to viral inhibition[107, 108]. Without the more prolonged process of
apoptosis the number of apoptotic EVs is reduced which may help to prevent the
dissemination of encapsulated virus into the circulation [109].

Autophagy, the process by which cells dismantle and recycle unnecessary or
unwanted components is a relevant but distinct process to the cellular renewal and
homeostasis in cell death[110]. Damaged organelle or membrane can be
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degraded and replaced to prevent persistence of dysfunctional or deleterious
structures and ‘clean-up’ the cell[111]. In this way it functions on a cellular level
how apoptosis does in an organism. In cell death, cells may attempt to abrogate
their fate through autophagy, utilising cellular components as energy sources
when under stress[112].

1.1.5 Health & Disease: defects in apoptosis
Apoptosis was initially identified in work by embryologists as programmed cell
death and plays a role in many normal physiological processes[99].
Developmental biology, is used as the archetypal morphological example where
programmed cell death helps form structures such as hands and toes in the
womb[45]. Through apoptosis of inter-digital tissue single digits are formed and
syndactyly avoided. Two models for this process exist (Figure.3) the first is where
the paw develops and grows with apoptosis removing the superfluous tissue
between digits. Alternatively apoptotic induction retards the growth of inter-digit
tissue while digits grow, with models varying between species[113]. The process is
mediated by FGF8 expression providing a survival stimuli, whilst BMPs induce
down regulation of this survival signal orchestrating tissue architecture[114].

Apoptosis is also fundamental in immune tolerance and the immune privilege
exhibited at the maternal-foetal interface[115]. Human syncytiotrophoblasts and
cytotrophoblasts produce FasL and meditate cell death of activated lymphocytes,
with mice lacking functional Fas-L suffering leukocyte infiltrations and cell death at
the decidua[116, 117]. Furthermore, the large amount of apoptosis seen in the
thymus is as a result of clonal selection and tolerance of self that is essential to
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Figure.3: Possible models of cell death for 7ssue remodeling. (A) The digits are
formed ﬁrst followed by massive interdigital cell death causing the removal of
interdigital excess <ssue. (B) Diﬀeren<al growth is achieved between digits and
connec<ng <ssue by limi<ng cell growth at interdigit regions. From: Interdigital cell
death func<on and regula<on: New insights on an old programmed cell death model
(2011), Hernández-Mar<nez & Covarrubias.
prevent auto reactive T-cell expansion. This tolerance can be central (deletion
during development) or peripheral (secondary deletion following release from the
thymus)[118]. Double positive (CD4+/CD8+) selection occurs following stochastic
rearrangement of receptor structures in the thymus. Low avidity interactions of Tcell receptors with MHC-peptide on APCs lead to positive selection dependent on
Erk1/2, classical MAP kinases. Negative selection and induction of apoptosis
occurs in cases of high avidity, recruitment of Grb2/Sos and activation of p38 and
Jnk[119]. Alternatively negative selection can be initiated due to ‘neglect' in part
dependent on glucocorticoids[120].
A further peripheral selection process can occur, involving several
mechanisms, but of relevance is clonal deletion. Immature dendrites can present
self antigen in secondary lymphoid organs to CD4 and CD8 T-cells, recognition
then leads to deletion or conversion to a Treg[121].
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Failed apoptotic cell clearance, auto immunity and deficient immune
tolerance all have significant effects in pathological process associated with
disease. Auto-immunity is well characterised in a number of disorders and
presents one of the most common methods by which apoptotic cells can induce
deleterious responses. The key to protection from autoimmunity is internalisation
of potentially inflammatory self antigens which shield these antigens from immune
cells. When apoptotic cells are not cleared and progress to secondary necrosis,
these contents erupt and released into the extracellular milieu. Systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE), a condition where the immune system attacks healthy
tissues across the body, occurs in response to DNA and HMGB1-containing
nucleosomes which have not been cleared and degraded by DNase in the
phagolysosome[122, 123]. Delayed or impaired clearance of dying cells leads to
this systemic auto antigen response[9].
Atherosclerotic plaques are propagated by the aggregation of ‘foam cell’
macrophages which are formed due to uptake of oxidised-LDL via scavenger
receptors. These cells then undergo apoptosis[124]. Further leukocytes are
recruited to the plaque and the inflammatory response grows as apoptotic cell
death increases. Mouse models deficient in bridging molecules such as MFG-E8
develop atherosclerosis and increased plaque associated apoptotic cells[125].
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1.2 Structure & Function of Extracellular
Vesicles
1.2.1 Physical Structure and Nomenclature
Extracellular vesicles are a group of phospholipid bilayer bounded particles
constitutively released from all cells so far studied and behave fundamentally as a
mechanism of communication between cells[126]. These vesicles contents
especially their membrane, mirror that of their progenitor cell and include
glycophosphatidylinositol-anchored molecules and members of the tetraspanin
protein family[127, 128]. EVs range in size from <30nm to >2µm and can broadly
be defined as one of three sub-groups. These vesicles have been implicated in
communication mechanisms, conveying chemoattractive messages, as well as
modulating cellular activity and regulating protein expression through transport of
miRNA and mRNA[129, 130].

Exosomes are the smallest(<30nm-~150nm) group of vesicles observed and
have been studied extensively as potent progenitors of various pathological and
physiological processes. Exosome production is distinct from other EVs and
defines them rather than size. Their small size allows for passage through barrier
structures such as the blood brain barrier and for rapid circulation throughout the
body allowing for distal effects. Exosomes have been shown to carry an array of
cargo that interacts directly with surface receptors and are also taken up by
phagocytosis and receptor mediated phagocytosis[131]. Exosome cargo includes
proteins, lipids, nucleic acid and some other cytosolic components. This range of
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cargo and ability to travel coupled with modulatory effects, highlights the potential
of exosomes in therapeutics and diagnostics[132-134].
Microvesicles, the next largest subcategory exhibits an overlap in size range
with both exosomes and smaller apoptotic bodies at ~100nm-~800nm. Originally
described as platelet dust, wider functions have been attributed to them in recent
years. This grouping is the second most well studied group in recent years after
exosomes. Similar to exosomes, they carry an array of cargo and are able to
modulate cells locally or elsewhere in the body. Uptake of vesicles, as with
exosomes, can be via phagocytosis, endocytosis, membrane fusion or they can
interact by receptor ligand interactions transducing signals to the recipient cells
[135].
Apoptotic bodies whilst, often identified as larger (>800nm) than other groups
of vesicles, when first described were characterised as “compact, but otherwise
well preserved cell remnants of greatly varying size”[10]. This sub-group of
vesicles is produced as part of programmed cell death as both a mechanism for
deconstructing the cell but also for communication with surrounding cells and
recruitment of immune cells[49, 50]. By nature of their large size, apoptotic bodies
contents are more wide ranging and can consist of various intact structures from
within the dying cells such as mitochondria[136].

Inherent within the study of EVs is the classification of different vesicles
based on specific characteristics. Often size is used as an approximation of
groupings of EVs normally in the study of viable cell vesicles, yet this method is
inaccurate and does not suitably account for the release of extracellular vesicles
from cells undergoing apoptosis. Some groups refer to all EVs from dying cells as
apoptotic bodies in line with the research that first described apoptosis[131, 137,
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138]. Some define apoptotic bodies without any acknowledgement that smaller
vesicles are released from dying cells[139-141]. As such here the term ‘apoptotic
cell-derived extracellular vesicles’ (ACdEV) will be used going forwards as a catchall term.
Furthermore the problems with effective communication and facilitation of
understanding is hampered by ill-defined terms that are utilised in silos of scientific
societies such as the International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis
(ISTH) and International Society for Extracellular Vesicles (ISEV)[142, 143].

Extracellular Vesicles:
Exosomes, Microvesicles,
Apopto;c bodies,
micropar1cles, oncosomes, bleb
vesicles, dexosomes, ectosomes,
exovesicles, matrix vesicles,
nanovesicles, prostasomes,
shedding vesicles, texosomes,
tolerosomes, synap1c vesicles,
agrosomes, calcifying matrix
vesicles, platelet dust, Etc.

Figure.4 : Confusion in nomenclature persists. The array of names for similar or iden1cal vesicles
derived from various cell types persists, with some of the terms noted here. Adapted from Recent
developments in the nomenclature, presence, isola1on, detec1on and clinical impact of extracellular
vesicles. (2015) van der Pol, Böing, Gool and Nieuwland.
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Diverse nomenclature has developed over the past 30 years (Figure.4), often
simply being coined based on the cell type of origin rather than differing structure
or biogenesis, especially as EVs have myriad cargo and effects.

1.2.2 Mechanisms of Production
Apoptotic bodies (ABs), rather than ACdEV are produced from cells
undergoing programmed cell death following receipt of appropriate stimuli
activating the pathways of apoptosis, through a process called zeiosis[144].
Zeiosis or membrane blebbing, culminates in the packaging of dangerous,
enzymatically active dying cell components into bleb protrusions that are released
as ABs to be phagocytosed[6]. To allow this breaking away of ‘chunks’ of cell, cell
cytoskeleton needs to be weakened and cleaved by caspases. Accompanying this
is the detachment of the cell from surrounding tissue, releasing itself from the
extracellular matrix strictures. Membrane blebbing is mediated by caspase-3
activation of ROCK1 and follows a specific process of formation, expansion,
retraction then finally pinching off[145]. Actin polymerisation causes caspase
activated gelosin, forms restriction rings at sites of blebbing, forming their basic
structure[44, 146]. Bleb expansion and contraction is then mediated by myosin
light chain phosphorylation acting to contact actomyosin[147]. Cycles of bleb
expansion and contraction are key to packaging of the lumen, before pinching off
to form an apoptotic body.

Microvesicle biogenesis is distinct from exosome production in that it
culminates in the outward budding of the plasma membrane and pinching off to
release vesicles as well as a composition lacking endosomal features. Calcium
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activated calpains, among others induce disassembly of the cytoskeleton structure
separating it from the plasma membrane. Lipid translocases are activated and
externalise PS, which alters the plasma membrane structure that favours outward
budding, in addition to floppases further enriching PS and plasma membrane (PM)
curvature[138, 148]. Cytoskeleton contraction is activated by enzymatic action
such as ADP-ribosylation factor 6 (ARF6) initiated signalling cascades to mobilise
extracellular-signal regulated kinase (ERK) action[149]. Eventually actomyosin
contraction pinches off the microvesicle into the extracellular milieu.

Exosomes are initially formed as intraluminal vesicles (ILVs) contained within
a multi-vesicular body (MVB), with the MVB being trafficked to the plasma
membrane where it fuses and releases exosomes. The endosomal sorting
complex required for transport (ESCRT) proteins in conjunction with accessory
proteins are responsible for exosome formation and secretion[150]. Endosomal
membrane is reorganised with CD9 and CD63 into tetraspanins-enriched microdomains, which work to cluster the ESCRT and ILV forming machinery
together[151, 152]. The sequential formation of the ESCRT proteins begins with
ESCRT-0 and ESCRT-I (TSG-101 & Vps28) at the endosomal membrane sorting
ubiquitinylated proteins, followed by ESCRT-II activated budding of ILVs into the
MVB, involuting with cargo captured from the cytosol. ESCRT-III (ALIX & Vps2)
recruitment by the previously established ESCRT components results in pinching
off of the ILV into the lumen of the MVB. The interaction of the ALIX subunit with
the ESCRT complex appears to be the driving force behind luminal cargo
acquisition[153]. The activity of alternative pathways of MVB creation have been
suggested with work from Stuffers et al. where cells devoid of ESCRT machinery
still produce MVBs[154]. This alternative pathway involves the formation of
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ceramide from lipid rafts but is poorly understood[155]. Finally, tetraspanins and
RAB GTPases mediate trafficking of the MVB to the cell plasma membrane and
fusion to release the ILVs into the extracellular milieu as free exosomes[156]. The
production of ILVs is not the only function of MVBs, they are also responsible for
the degradation of MVB contents through fusing with lysosomes recycling
unwanted cellular contents[157].

1.2.3 Function of EVs in Health
Other than the previously mentioned homeostatic functions, extracellular
vesicles are implicated in many physiological processes, mediating normal
function of cells throughout the body. The immune modulation functions are well
characterised in immune cell vesicles. A multifunctional effect has been
documented with vesicles acting as antigen presenters or as mediators of immune
tolerance dampening for example inflammatory responses. Raposo et al. (1996),
originally demonstrated the ability of B-cell vesicles to stimulate T-cells, with
several works since demonstrating professional APC vesicles being able to act
similarly, carrying MHCs & co-stimulatory molecules[158, 159]. An
immunosuppressive mechanism facilitated by exosomes has been demonstrated
with NKG2D receptor ligand, carried on vesicles released from tumour cells[160].
Exosomes derived from placental cells also act on NK cells carrying the same
ligand potentiating a dampening of the mothers cytotoxic NK response[161].
Syncytiotrophoblasts constitutively secrete vesicles into the maternal blood
stream, which display a “redundant number of mechanisms” to inhibit the maternal
immune system and improve foetus survival[162]. These mechanisms act to induct
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T-cell anergy (via FasL - JAK3) or T-cell death through expression of FasL and PDL1[163, 164].
The immune cells of the nervous system, microglia have been shown to
communicate with other neuronal cells via EVs, exchanging biomolecules and
inducing responses. One response documented is the regulation of synaptic
transmission through stimulation of enhanced neuronal sphingolipid metabolism,
increasing excitatory neurotransmission[165, 166]. Furthermore, a recent study
from Cui et al. (2017) highlighted the potential of EVs derived from hypoxiapreconditioned mesenchymal stromal cells to rescue synaptic signalling and
dampen inflammation (TNF-α and IL-1β release), in a murine Alzheimer’s
model[166, 167].
Extracellular vesicles provide a source of biomarkers to act as a liquid biopsy
source overcoming some of the issues associated with conventional tissue
biopsies such as accessibility of diseased sites and invasiveness of biopsy
excision[168]. In diseases such as glioblastoma, the methods to assess the clinical
stage of the cancer often show significant changes too late for effective
intervention[169]. Some developments have been noted in the application of liquid
biopsies of EVs to assess the disease burden and therapeutic responses, through
harvesting ‘biofluid’ allowing for more targeted treatment[170].
Deployment of EVs as a therapeutic device is also of great interest currently
and has garnered much attention in media of late. A matter of concern is the rapid
growth of clinics offering unproven therapies normally based on stem cell derived
exosomes in the treatment of an array of conditions. Clinics have grown popular
across Europe, the US and the more traditionally under regulated markets of
South America, often exploiting vulnerable patrons with high priced ‘treatments’.
Ultimately this may lead to a regulatory crack down on unlicensed treatments and
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undermine the public’s confidence in what could be a revolutionary field of
medicine.

1.2.4 Function of EVs in Disease
Involvement of EVs in pathologies is wide ranging from multiple myeloma to
neurodegenerative diseases including bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE)
[171-173]. Specific responses that utilise EVs such as rapid membrane attach
complex (MAC) shedding following complement attack have been observed in
many cell lines, allowing for cell survival and evasion of the immune system[174,
175].
EVs can play several important roles in cancer pathology from supporting
immune suppression to transferring oncogenic capacity, one of the most important
is their ability to confer anti-cancer drug resistance[176, 177]. Other than shedding
microvesicles containing anti-cancer drugs that have successfully penetrated the
cell detoxifying the cell, resistance can also be genetically mediated[178]. Studies
from Chen et al. (2014) have evaluated the role of EV conferred drug resistance in
the breast cancer cell MCF-7[179]. EVs from doxorubicin resistant MCF-7 cells,
transferred resistance to sensitive MCF-7s. MicroRNAs miR-17, -30a, -100 and
-222 were elevated in newly resistant cells post treatment with EVs suggesting
horizontal transfer[180, 181]. GSTP1, which binds glutathione to drugs as a
method of detoxification, was found in significantly higher levels in resistant and
newly resistant cells, with this ability conferred by dose dependent delivery of
GTSP1 mRNA[182].
Another route potentiating disease progression, may be the ability of
metastatic cell derived EVs to fuse more easily with target cells than primary
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tumour vesicles. This process is facilitated by an acidic pH altering membrane
fluidity, lipid composition and rigidity, allowing for easier advancement of metastatic
disease[183].

As part of the Farmington Heart Study, an examination of EVs, conducted by
Amabile et al., identified a correlation between circulating endothelial
microvesicles and cardiometabolic risk factors. The authors noted an increase in
endothelial microvesicles associated with increased triglyceride levels,
independent of “total cholesterol levels, cardiovascular risk factors and
medications for cardiovascular risk factors”[184]. Localised preliminary damage to
the endothelium due to oxidative stress and the associated inflammatory response
due to disruption of endothelial homeostasis, drives production of EVs and
ACdEVs. This vesicle production serves to exacerbate inflammation until chronic.

1.3 Isolation of Extracellular Vesicles
1.3.1 Conventional Methods of Isolation
Integral to understanding and fundamental research in to extracellular
vesicles is isolation of vesicles. Due to their nature as small, lipid-rich, complex
structures effective isolation from soluble factors, proteins, cellular debris and
other contaminants proves a challenge. New methods are constantly being
developed and as the significance of the field becomes more apparent in a clinical
context, large biosciences businesses are investing in the field. The majority of
isolation techniques are widely used but often vary slightly between groups
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especially as only recently have there been standardised approaches defined by
ISEV[185].
Centrifugation is a ubiquitous technique and allows for an easily accessible
method for EV isolation from either sera, tissue culture supernatant or other bodily
fluids. Various iterations of differential centrifugation allow for extraction of EVs of
differing sizes and densities[186]. Often ultracentrifugation is applied to fractionate
or pellet EVs, normally exosomes as high g forces are required to overcome
particle buoyancy. Sucrose gradients and sucrose cushions are also used to
reduce the effects of such high g forces on delicate vesicles producing layers of
enriched vesicles at the sucrose suspension interface for harvesting. Chemical
density gradients such as iodixanol are also used similarly to sucrose, adapted
from techniques to isolate various blood cells or lipoproteins. As iodixanol is able
to create isosmotic solutions at differing densities, this maintains the structural
integrity and composition of vesicles[187].
Size exclusion chromatography has also been applied to isolate vesicles from
protein contaminants, which again has been adapted from other fields where SEC
is used to buffer exchange proteins or lipoproteins following extraction from culture
or blood. This technique is gentle in comparison to centrifugation but does require
significant optimisation and time to identify elution fractions containing the
vesicles. Furthermore, dilution of vesicles and some loss of sample is inevitable.
Chemical precipitation techniques have been developed, specifically
ExoQuick from System Bioscience. Here, a polymer mesh is formed which traps
vesicles and allows their pelleting at lower centrifugation speeds, for resuspension.
Manufacturer's claim that functionality of vesicles is unchanged and sample
recovery is better than other techniques with vesicles as small as 90nm being
comfortably isolated. Yet precipitated vesicles still contain polymer and co-isolated
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protein contamination and the technique is not widely utilised in the field. Other
precipitation techniques utilise protamine or sodium acetate among others,
positively charged protamine aggregates negatively charged vesicles, whereas
sodium acetate works by inducing hydrophobic interactions[188].
Several capture methods have been developed either bead based or
alternatively chip-based immunoaffinity methods[189]. Immobilisation beads which
function by capturing usually exosomes on antibody coated beads allow for
washing and separation from suspension. This technique is most often applied
using magnetic beads when working with small sample volumes or with complex
biological suspensions such as sera or whole blood[190]. Beads can be easily
isolated using a magnet and repeated wash step used with little effort to to
produce isolated vesicles which can then be used in down stream processes such
as western blot or RNA analysis.
A new application that is recommended prior to SEC isolation of EVs is
tangential flow filtration used in TFF-Easy (HansaBioMed, Tallinn, Estonia).
Through repeated flow through of sample suspensions, EVs are concentrated with
the filter cartridge hollow polysulfone fibres removing small proteins and excess
liquid. EVs of specific size can be isolated by altering the MWCO of the filter used
allowing from further fractionation if required. Whilst this application has only
recently been used in the field it provides promise for low intervention EV isolation
techniques and a viable commercialisation of filtration techniques[191].
Several other isolation methods including microfluidic applications have been
described but have not yet been widely adopted[192]. The principle of
deterministic lateral displacement uses geometry to isolate vesicles based on size,
alternatively a low disruption method is described using acoustic waves to isolate
EVs[193, 194].
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The array of methodology in the field ultimately confounds a unified or
‘approved’ approach to vesicle separation and isolation, which will not be
overcome until protocols are successfully adapted and developed to encapsulated
applications in varying downstream processes.

1.3.2 Challenges faced in effective isolation of
Extracellular Vesicles
Considerable challenges are noted within the field and a one-size fits all
isolation technique is elusive and potentially not possible. Without proper definition
and consideration for what is being studied, research on EVs can easily become
either irrelevant or a corrupted facsimile of native function or attributes. Artefacts
introduced through EV processing may not have been eliminated or controlled for
and may prove challenging when translating basic research into therapeutics.
One such potential artefact is what effect the alteration of vesicle containing
media changes exert on molecules in conditioned media and how washing of
vesicle preparations may alter the microenvironment and subsequently their
biological function. The issue of adsorped protein and biomolecules is noted in the
field of synthetic particles and liposomes. Extensive work here highlights the
importance of these factors in altering functional and physical properties. The
distance particles travel in vivo, the rates at which they are taken up by immune
cells and their interaction with specific tissues can all be altered[195-197].
Size heterogeneity of vesicles is another considerable stumbling block in the
study of EVs, which is limited somewhat by a tendency in the study of viable cellderived vesicles to focus on either microvesicles or exosomes. When studying
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apoptotic bodies as well this can become more problematic. Buoyancy and
membrane composition can also affect the physical properties of vesicles, altering
their stability under force and their surface interactions further complicating
isolation and underlining the variability in all vesicle preparations.
As mentioned previously, the density of vesicles in suspension can be a
problem, with some isolation techniques diluting samples considerably. Some of
the necessary methods to then concentrate vesicles result in low recovery and
loss of membrane integrity.

1.4 Characterisation of Extracellular Vesicles
1.4.1 Basic Characterisation of Extracellular Vesicles:
Current Methodology
Techniques for basic characterisation of EVs, are utilised to determine size
and concentration of vesicles as well as where possible morphological
features[198].
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is the gold standard for vesicle
visualisation and allows for detailed determination of vesicle structures and when
combined with immunogold labelling can be expanded to molecular
applications[199]. The process of mounting and staining to provide contrast for
visualisation introduces artefacts which often alter the presentation of vesicles.
Dehydration of vesicles is the most common cause of artefact introduced with
larger vesicles displaying a ‘deflated ball’ morphology and smaller vesicles
displaying what was described as a ‘characteristic cup shape’[200, 201].
Limitations of the technique include the inability to accurately quantify vesicle
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concentrations and difficulties presented by buffers that contain vesicles reacting
with uranyl acetate. Electron microscopy, is typically expensive and specialist
requiring technical support limiting its availability to many scientists, furthermore
the time involved in the processing and imaging of mounted grids limits
throughput.
Platforms specifically developed for EV analysis (quantification and size), are
limited but competitive and as such there is considerable tension within the field as
to which technology is best. This determination if often made based on a groups
links to developers or applications specific to their research. Early methods used
total protein as a method of EV quantity estimation, but based on vesicle
heterogeneity this is somewhat futile[131]. The main techniques operate either by
analysing light scattering, brownian motion or through disruption of an electrical
current.
Tuneable Resistive Pulse Sensing (TRPS) is most successfully deployed in
the qNano platform produced by iZON Science (Christchurch, NZ). TRPS unlike
other technologies, assesses samples in a particle-by-particle manner allowing for
accurate quantification of defined vesicle populations. As vesicles pass through a
pore separating two wells, the vesicle disrupts the current across the pore,
creating a blockade event. The size of the blockade event is proportional to the
size of the vesicle and can travel through the pore, driven by the charge of the
vesicle or by applied pressure. As particles travel through the conical pore, various
points in the transaction are noted at a given time, allowing for determination of
charge[202]. Optimisation of the qNano allows for greater resolution and
characterisation of very small vesicles of ~50nm in relatively high throughput, this
is achieved through changeable stretchable pores and alterations in pressure and
applied voltage. The dynamic range at which the machine works allows for
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characterisation of very small vesicles as well as larger vesicles such as those
produced by apoptotic cells. The machine is relatively low cost, but somewhat
difficult to use limiting its applications to the laboratory. Whilst the data produced
by the qNano is of higher quality, the lack of automation can be an impediment for
inexperienced users.
Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) is another popular methodology widely
used in the field, this method along with dynamic light scatter systems uses an
ensemble analysis to determine the concentrations of vesicle populations. The
basis of the machine is Stokes-Einstein calculations which can identify a large size
range of vesicles and provide concentration estimates[203]. Concentration
estimates on this system are considerably variable and unreliable with
measurement error up to 70%[204]. The very nature of the technology, allows for
masking of small vesicles by larger vesicles which leads to a general under
estimation of small vesicles in heterogenous populations, increasing the error of
measurements. Dynamic Light Scattering works similarly to NTA but uses
Brownian motion to determine size distribution, with smaller particles moving more
quickly than larger particles in suspension[205].
Flow cytometry is used most effectively with large vesicles or small vesicles
captured on larger beads, and is somewhat poor in comparison to NTA or TRPS
for size and concentration determination[198]. Optimisation of machines based on
trigger thresholds, vesicle refractive index and distinguishing EVs from background
and noise all pose large time-consuming challenges. Several strategies exist to
optimise machines, from utilising different lasers, triggering detection on
fluorescence, improved electronics and fluidics[206]. Furthermore, widely
discussed is swarm theory, the hypothesis that vesicles may aggregate when
passing through the machine fluidics, providing false positives and inaccurate size
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determinations[207]. The next generation of flow cytometers will be perfectly
placed to provide high resolution vesicle characterisation especially in terms of
molecular characterisation.

1.4.2 Basic Characterisation of Extracellular Vesicles:
Current Understanding
Early work from key researchers in the field of extracellular vesicles have
described vesicle size and morphology using electron microscopy as well as TRPS
and NTA. Vesicle plasma membrane phospholipid bi-layer is clearly visible in TEM
images and although artefacts are introduced vesicle morphology is
apparent[208]. The size of vesicles ranges in most samples, and due to the
dehydration of vesicles accurate determination of size distributions can be difficult.
Instead rough estimates of size distribution are used to support more sensitive and
definitive analysis. TRPS of exosomes from various cell types have shown a size
range of 30nm-~150nm[209, 210]. Analysis of a more whole culture supernatant
shows a wider distribution of vesicles sizes highlighting the overlapping and
indistinguishable size continuum of EVs.
EV concentration has been assessed using TRPS and NTA and vesicle
production correlated with pathological processes, but no overarching correlation
of vesicle quantity with pathological effects determined. Melo and colleagues
(2014) showed the increase of exosomes circulating in patient blood samples
compared to healthy controls, with cancer cell-derived exosomes potentially
mediating disease progression and spreading of oncogenic effects[199].
Furthermore the positive correlation of exosome production with the metastatic
potential of cancer cell lines was documented elsewhere in human hepatoma and
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mouse melanoma cells[211]. Increases in circulating EVs were also described in
autoimmune conditions[212]. This increased EV production does not appear to be
a direct effect of a diseased state as the effect is not conserved in Alzheimer’s
disease[213]. The concentration of EVs has been shown to decrease with age with
a suggested mechanism being the increased internalisation of EVs by B cells,
providing some background for basic understanding in diagnostic
applications[214].
Extracellular vesicles used in the development of a precipitation technique
were shown to have a negative surface charge as evaluated using zeta potential
measurement. Whilst all EV samples measured showed negative zeta potentials,
a variance was seen between samples of different origins[215]. This negative
charge was also seen in other EV samples, a potential molecule responsible for
this charge across all EV was identified as PS and surface charge as important in
vesicle pharmacokinetics[216]. The heavy sialylation of surface glycans may also
be responsible for the negative surface charge of vesicles[217]. Furthermore, the
increased uptake of certain EVs was associated with charge suggesting a link to
their observed function[218].

1.4.3 Molecular Characterisation of Extracellular
Vesicles: Current Methodology
As research in the field of extracellular vesicles has grown rapidly over the
past 20 years, detailed molecular characterisation has been a major focus. In
order to determine the lipid, protein, DNA, RNA and other nucleic acids contained
in EVs, a range of techniques are used.
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Specialist analysis such as mass spectrometry can identify metabolites,
proteins, lipids and RNAs depending on which pre analysis processing is
employed[219, 220]. Due to the expertise and cost of the equipment required this
analysis is out reach for most researchers. Profiling of the glycome of EVs
attempted through MS analysis remains a significant challenge, due to the small
carbohydrate molecules that form them also forming part of other molecules[221].
The glycome of EVs shows consistency in lectin interactions indicating the
importance of N-acetylglucosamine[221]. Glycans present in EVs play a role in EV
uptake, attachment and protein trafficking[222].
Western blot analysis of vesicles has allowed for the identification of markers
in vesicle populations. Samples are homogenised and lysed, the proteins
separated based on size, transferred to a membrane then immune-probed for
molecules of interest. Tetraspanins, cytosolic proteins and membrane proteins
such as MHC can all be identified[223]. This method alone is not sufficient to make
a determination that vesicles are present. One of the limitations of this technique,
other than the homogenisation of vesicles for analysis, is whether vesicle
concentration, lipid or total protein is used to normalise loading of samples.
Vesicles of different sizes may have different compositions and normalisation may
be different.
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) analysis has been used to
provide information about the presence of proteins on the surface of EVs in
suspension. Several kits have been developed to analyse key EV markers, whilst
these kits are limited currently, they can be easily adapted for analysis of other
proteins[224, 225]. Appropriate calibration is required when utilising the assay for
quantification of EVs to account for the difference in diffusion constant between
whole EVs and standards[226].
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Flow cytometry has been used for some time to assess larger vesicles but is
not applicable to vesicles <~300nm as their identification cannot be determined
reliably. A new generation of flow cytometers has improved resolution through the
introduction of new lasers, namely UV lasers but still dedicated cytometers with
optimised setup are required to identify vesicles ~200-300nm in size, well above
the size of most exosomes. The technical advances being made in machine
development are reviewed by Lacroix et al. (2010)[227]. The application of
fluorescently labeled antibodies allowed for identification of an array of protein
markers on the vesicle surface. A nonspecific fluorescent staining has been used
to trigger detection of vesicles rather than conventional forward scatter, improving
resolution of vesicles from background. Variations in vesicle size and as such the
expression of target proteins on their surface can vary which is not representative
of relative abundance. Beads coated with antibodies against vesicle proteins can
immobilise small vesicles for probing with antibodies allowing for analysis of small
vesicles and exosomes <200nm.
Modern NTA machines allow for detection of fluorescent signals from vesicle
samples, whilst all the limitations of the technique are still present. Additionally,
bleaching of fluorophores can be problematic, the addition of syringe pumps to
increase flow of sample and minimise exposure has been used to limit this.
Furthermore, NanoSight have developed a synchronisation cable to pulse the
laser light in line with camera exposure, reducing the rate at which fluorescent
particle bleach.
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1.4.4 Molecular Characterisation of Extracellular
Vesicles: Current Understanding
Thery et al, (2001) describes markers assessed by proteomic analysis that
were conserved in exosomes irrespective of the cell of origin and as such were
adopted as key identifiers of this vesicle subset[137]. The markers identified here,
ESRCT components, ALIX, TSG-101, and chaperone proteins such as HSP90 are
used often in the field to distinguish exosomes from microvesicles[137, 228].
Microvesicles are enriched with different proteins by virtue of their method of
production and tend to exhibit post-translational modifications such as
glycoproteins[229]. Glycoproteins are depleted in apoptotic bodies and according
to Thery et al. (2001), contain DNA-binding histones, yet these histones are also
present in exosomes[137, 230]. The presence of key makers such as TSG-101,
ALIX and CD markers in microvesicles highlights the futility of using markers in EV
identification, nevertheless these markers are currently accepted.

SDS-PAGE and western blotting have been used in the analysis of EVs
derived from cardiac cells as part of an assessment of preconditioning conferring
cardio-protective benefits[223, 231]. This protection seems to be mediated by
HSPs as well as up regulation of other genes mediated by vesicles[232]. Hypoxic
preconditioning of cardiomyocytes, results in up regulation of HSP70 and other
key EV markers in vesicles. GeneChip miRNA 4.0 analysis of preconditioned EV
cargo, showed three miRNAs related to cardiovascular disease were
unregulated(miR-541-5p, miR761 & miR-155) and four down regulated(miR-290,
miR-92b-3p, let-7a-1-3p & let-7c-2-3p)[231]. Several of these microRNAs are
linked to attenuation of cardiomyocyte apoptosis[233, 234]. Myocardium protection
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by EVs is achieved through dampening inflammatory responses, reducing cell
death, enhancing angiogenesis while decreasing oxidative stress[235].

Identification of RNA in vesicles is achieved through various strategies[211,
236, 237]. Chip-based analysis of exosome RNA has been described in the
immune-magnetic exosome RNA (iMER) analysis platform, allowing for rapid
processing of cancer-specific exosomes[237]. This system uses magnetic beads
to select exosomes, followed by on-chip RNA isolation using electrostatic
adherence to glass beads. RNA is then eluted, reverse transcribed and rare-target
gene pre-amplified prior to multiple qPCRs to detect specific RNA signatures. The
system was validated by spiking cancer exosomes into sera and analysed directly
or via the system, correlation to pure cancer-cell exosomes was R2=0.693 and
R2=0.951 respectively, underlining the utility of the system[237]. This system can
be optimised to target specific cancer markers and can be run in ~2 hours, rather
than the several hours required for isolation of vesicles using differential
centrifugation. A quantitive method has been described by Zhu et al. (2014), using
surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRi) combines with microarrays specific to
exosome membrane proteins[211]. Vesicle abundance was measured through
conventional SPR whereby changes in refractive index caused by exosome
binding is monitored to detect molecular interactions[238]. Specific antibody
printing onto a microarrays, combined with this technique can identify surface
molecules present but also their relative abundance in un-purified samples[211].

Immunoassays, ELISA and Lateral Flow Immunoassay (LFIA) experiments
have shown that use of ‘scarce’ cancer antigens can in some cases be preferable
targets for isolation to more abundant antigens[239]. LFIA works by pre-incubating
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samples with a gold conjugated antibody against a target protein to allow detection
of a positive sample. The sample is then run up a nitrocellulose membrane by
capillary action and exposed to a second antibody against another target protein.
Samples that are positive for both targets will be captured and produce a coloured
band[240]. This system can be optimised based on abundance of detection and
capture antigen. Steric hinderance of the antibody interaction with epitope of the
secondary capture antibody due to the primary detection Au-conjugated antibody
affected identification of markers[241]. Utilising a low abundance exosome marker
as a detection target such as MHC class I chain-related protein A (MICA) allows
for capture but minimises blocking by detection antibodies (Figure.5). The MICA
protein binds to NKG2D receptor expressed on NK and CD8+ T cells has been
shown to co-localise with exosome fractions, and soluble NKG2D ligands are
correlated with worse cancer prognosis[239, 242, 243]. Using this LFIA, the
presence of MICA was proven in exosome marker containing vesicles, confirming
its carriage in EVs.

Figure 5: Targe,ng abundant proteins in immunoassays prevents capture
due to steric hindrance. U"lising a detec"on an"body against an abundant
protein prevents interac"on of surface proteins with capture an"bodies,
providing a false nega"ve. Targe"ng detec"on an"bodies to scarce proteins
reduces the eﬀect of steric hindrance, improving the sensi"vity of the assay.
From: Immunoassays for scarce tumour-an"gens in exosomes: detec"on of
the human NKG2D-Ligand, MICA, in tetraspanin-containing nanovesicles
from melanoma. (2018) López-Cobo et al.
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No consistent default characterisation, especially on a molecular level is
carried on EVs which prevents effective comparisons and prevents a toolkit being
developed as minimum requirements for EV characterisation currently.

1.4.5 Exosome presence in ACdEV isolations
The presence of exosomes is not widely acknowledged in apoptotic cellderived vesicle preparations, this is in part due to confusion in nomenclature, and
non-standardised approaches to classification. In a comprehensive review by
Muhsin-Sharafaldine and McLellan, ACdEV are described as distinct from
exosomes and instead they define small apoptotic blebs as ApoEVs along with
other larger apoptotic blebs[222]. Whilst simplifying the definition of apoptotic
vesicles, this assumes no role or ignores the production of exosomes in a
conventional manner from apoptotic cells, which may still exert a function. The
time-point at which you consider a cell to be apoptotic is a key determinant in this
issue. Once a cell has been induced to apoptosis, it has not been shown to cease
production of exosomes and especially early on in apoptosis this would be
ineffectual as it achieves no benefit and the dying cell still needs to signal. The
critical definition favoured in this thesis is vesicles produced in an apoptosisrelated manner.
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1.5 Apoptotic Cell derived Extracellular
Vesicles (ACdEV)
1.5.1 Overview of ACdEV
Until very recently there has been little research focussing on vesicles
derived from dying cells[222, 244, 245]. Various categorisations of apoptotic cellderived vesicles have been applied to these studies, for simplicity all will be
referred to here as ACdEV. Increasing evidence of ACdEVs role in various immune
regulatory processes is becoming clear, underlining their relevance to various
conditions such as autoimmunity, cancer and immune tolerance[245]. As
previously discussed the importance of ‘find-me’ and ‘eat-me’ signals in successful
resolution of apoptotic cell death are directly linked to autoimmune disease,
ACdEV are important factors in the success of the process. Furthermore direct
and indirect presentation of antigen for immune regulation is mediated via
ACdEV[246, 247].
The composition of ACdEV as with viable cell vesicles reflect the components
of their parental cells, as such ACdEV contain DNA fragments which are able to
horizontally transfer genes to target cells. These cells are then able to reuse the
DNA and express the transferred genetic material[248]. The externalisation of PS
is also noted and achieved through the dysregulation of the lipid sorting
mechanisms that normally maintain membrane phospholipid asymmetry. PS acts
as an ‘eat-me’ signal to surrounding phagocytes and allows for engulfment and
clearance of ACdEV via various receptor interactions[141]. Dendritic cells are able
to effectively present antigen that has been delivered via ACdEV and stimulate
MHC-restricted T cell responses[249]. ACdEV appears to exert both
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immunosuppressive and immunostimulatory effects dependent on the
microenvironment in which they act[250]. Presentation of PS on ACdEV to
macrophages resulted in increased expression of TGF-β producing an
immunosuppressive effect[87]. ACdEV potentially promote tumour growth insofar
as chemotherapy treated cancer cells, promote PS-dependent macrophage
release of pro-inflammatory cytokine that promote tumour growth[222, 251].
Interestingly, the size of ACdEV appear to play some role in their phagocyte
recruitment capabilities, either through different biogenesis or differing
composition. Larger ACdEV are able to promote migration of neutrophils unlike
small ACdEV, suggesting differing roles for potential subtypes[252].

1.5.2 Potential roles of ACdEV in inflammation and
wider pathologies
Other than the conventional coagulation or inflammatory communication roles
through DAMPS and vesicle-associated cytokines, ACdEV play a part in other
physiological and pathological processes[230, 253]. The procoagulant role of
ACdEV may result in the hypercoagulative state seen in cancer patients,
especially in the increased risk of venous thromboembolism(VTE) in those treated
with specific anti-cancer drugs[222]. The procoagulant role of ACdEV is mediated
by their exposure of PS and tissue factor, which are released by tumour cells killed
as part of the treatment[247, 254]. This coagulation predisposition increases the
risk of treatments and VTE is now the leading cause of death in patients receiving
chemotherapy[255]. Furthermore this coagulation may promote metastasis, via
ACdEV[217]. The uptake of ACdEV has also been shown to mediate the horizontal
transfer of oncogenes[244, 256]. The release of vesicles by cancer cells in
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response to chemotherapy treatments appears to undermine the effectiveness of
treatment[257]. The concept of an “onco-regenerative niche (ORN)” whereby a
network of repair and regeneration mechanisms driven by cell death is hijacked by
cancer has implicated ACdEV[244]. The ORN, essentially acts as a “wound that
fails to stop healing”,with ACdEVs potentially mediating its formation and growth
through promoting angiogenesis, matrix degradation and chemoattraction[258].
ACdEVs ability to transport antigen to be taken up by APCs implicates them
in driving autoimmunity via auto-antigens. Sjögrens syndrome antigens, namely
hy1-RNA have been identified in ACdEV isolations and are thought to help prime
the auto immune response against secretory glands[259].
Viruses may also hijack the production of EVs, especially ACdEV to potentate
their spread to new host cells. Viruses may act to reduce the immune response
against them as in HIV infected cell-ACdEV which modulate DC responses,
reducing cytokine production and inhibiting interactions with NK & T cells[260]
[261]. Additionally, horizontal transfer of virons to healthy recipient cells
propagating viral infection is also noted[248].
A clear role for vesicles derived from apoptotic cells have been noted in work
looking at the function of a molecule, intercellular adhesion molecule 3 (ICAM-3) in
apoptotic cell clearance[53]. This study showed that ICAM-3 reduced as cells
progressed through apoptosis, even though cell-associated ICAM-3 acts to aid
tethering of apoptotic cells to phagocytes. This protein was also shown to be
released as cells progress through apoptosis, carried on apoptotic cell-derived
extracellular vesicles[53].
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1.5.3 Potential uses of ACdEV in therapeutics
Muhsin-Sharafaldine and McLellan discuss the potential role of ACdEV as a
vaccine against cancer. This possible function is deemed superior to the
application of viable cell exosomes, which have been unsuccessful in clinical
trials[222]. As ACdEV express PS in higher levels than viable cell derived vesicles
they elicit a stronger immune recognition and interaction, as immune cells
efficiently recognise antigens on ACdEV[217, 262, 263]. ACdEV immunised mice
were protected from future tumour challenges, as ACdEV transported tumour
antigen to APCs facilitating an immune response[247]. Furthermore ACdEV may
present a method of vaccination for TB, in vivo M. tuberculosis ACdEV harvested
from infected cells were able to immunise naive animals against Tuberculosis
infection[264].

1.6 Project Aims
1.6.1 Determine the Physical Structure of ACdEV
derived from different cell lines
The determination of the physical characteristics of vesicles derived from
apoptotic cells is necessary to understand any potential relationship between
these physicochemical characteristic and any observed functions. To achieve this
aim the effective characterisation of, and reliable induction of cells to apoptosis.
Furthermore providing a foundational basis of information for the vesicles released
by apoptotic cells is central to this work. As part of this investigation the basic
evaluation of some methodology in the field of EVs is undertaken.
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1.6.2 Assess function of ACdEV in relation to their
physical structure
Following fundamental physicochemical characterisation the identification of
potential roles of ACdEV and their function in the context of the immune system
and mechanisms of cell death, is necessary. Key functional assessments were
undertaken and a broad understanding of ACdEVs role was sought. This work was
undertaken with a view to correlate ACdEV functions with previously established
structure and physical characteristics.

1.6.3 Develop a synthetic extracellular vesicle which
closely mimics desired functions of ACdEV and
methods for analysis of ACdEV
Ultimately if this correlation can be achieved then a synthetic vesicle can be
made adapting liposome formulations to mirror physical properties of ACdEV in
order to exert a desired functional output. As part of this process effective
characterisation of vesicles contents can be explored.
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Materials and Methods
2.0 Methods
2.1.1 Cell culture and Cells
Cell lines Jurkat (ATCC, USA), THP-1 (ATCC, USA), Mutu (Edinburgh
University, UK) and BJ Fibroblasts (ATCC, USA) were cultured in complete RPMI
(Sigma, UK)(RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% v/v fetal bovine serum, 2mM LGlutamine, 100 µg/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin) unless otherwise stated.
HEK 293 cells were similarly incubated but in complete DMEM (Sigma, UK)
(DMEM supplemented with 10% v/v fetal bovine serum, 2mM L-Glutamine, 100
µg/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin) unless otherwise stated.
Cells were incubated at 37ºC in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator and
passaged when confluence was neared, approximately every 2-3 days.

2.1.2 Cell lines
Jurkat: Human T-cell leukaemia cell line. (ATCC - CRL-2900)
THP-1: Human monocytic leukaemia cell line, suitable for differentiation to
macrophage-like cells. (ATCC - TIB-202)
Mutu-BL: EBV-positive Burkitt’s lymphoma cell line provided kindly by Prof.
Gregory (Edinburgh University)
BJ Fibroblast: Adherent Human foreskin fibroblast. (ATCC - CRL-2522)
HEK 293: Adherent Human adenovirus transformed human embryonic kidney
cell line . (ATCC - CRL-1573)
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2.2 Induction of apoptosis
All cell lines were dosed with 60mJ/cm2 of UV-B radiation, using a Chromatavue C71 light box (UV-P Inc., USA) to induce apoptosis. A range of UV-B doses
were used to establish this dose from 0-200mJ/cm2. Cells from each cell line were
suspended in serum-free RPMI culture medium at a density of 1x106 cells/ml.

2.3 Cell viability assessment
Cell viability was assessed using flow cytometric staining utilising annexin VFITC (AnxV) and propidium iodide(PI) (BioLegend, CA, USA), AnxV⁻/PI⁻ indicated
cells were live, AnxV⁺/PI⁻ indicated apoptosis and AnxV⁺/PI⁺ indicated secondary
necrosis[265]. A further method of cell viability detection, JC-1 mitochondrial
staining was used to establish mitochondrial changes that preface cell surface or
nuclear changes[266].

2.4 Isolation of Apoptotic Cell-derived Extracellular
Vesicles
Vesicles from apoptotic cells suspended in culture supernatant were isolated
using standard methods of differential centrifugation[267, 268]. Figure 5 depicts
the process that whole culture supernatants underwent to isolate vesicle
preparations. Subsequently a pellet of ACdEV was isolated from suspension using
ultracentrifugation (120,000 x g, 90 min) for protein solubilisation to be assessed
using western blot analysis.
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2.5 Further ACdEV processing
ACdEV preparation pellets were further processed using resuspension in
zwitterionic detergent CHAPS solution(7 M urea; 2 M thiourea; 4% CHAPS),
followed by two x 30 seconds sonication on ice. The solution was then centrifuged
at 14,000 x g for 10 minutes and the supernatant collected for protein
quantification and analysis by western blot.

2.6 Vesicle size and concentration measurements
using TRPS
TRPS on the qNano platform (iZON Science, New Zealand) was utilised to
establish size and concentration of vesicle preparations, dilution of samples was
carried out as necessary and accounted for in calculations. Filtered (0.2µm) PBS
(Sigma-Aldrich, UK) was used as electrolyte and diluent for samples and CPC200
calibration particles (iZON Science, New Zealand), NP200 Nanopores (iZON
Science, New Zealand) were used for all measurements. Measurements were
taken following manufacturer's instructions. A maximum stretch of 47mm, 7 psi of
pressure were applied.

2.7 Vesicle size measurements using DLS
Dynamic light scattering on a NanoBrook 90Plus Zeta (Brookhaven
Instruments Corp., USA) was used to assess the size of vesicles samples for later
comparison. All samples were measured in line with manufacturer's instructions.
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2.8 Vesicle Zeta potential measurements using TRPS
& DLS
TRPS was also used to measure the relative zeta potential of vesicle
suspensions. Several calibration measurements were taken in line with
manufacturer guidance at three voltages (100%=~140mA, 80%, 60%) and two,
applying pressure or vacuum up to ± 1kPa. CPC200 calibration particles as well as
NP200 & NP400 Nanopores were used for all measurements. Data collected was
then analysed using Zeta Template V3.1D Custom from iZON Science (iZON
Science, New Zealand).
DLS measurements for zeta potential were made on the NanoBrook 90Plus
Zeta following manufacturer's instructions.

2.9 Electron Microscopy of ACdEV
Samples were adhered to ‘de-glowed’ 300 mesh formvar carbon coated grids
(Agar Scientific, UK) and left under cover for 5 minutes. Grids were then washed
by gently running the coated grids through droplets of water. Grids were inverted
and floated on ice cold Methyl cellulose - Uranyl Acetate (180µl 3% (w/v) UA &
20µl 2% (w/v) Methyl cellulose)(MCUA) (Sigma-Aldrich,UK) droplets for 5 minutes.
Excess stain was wicked away and grids were left to dry undercover. Vesicles
were imaged on a T12 Tecnai transmission electron microscope (FEI, Hillsboro,
OR, USA).
Further to MCUA staining, samples were probed for TSG-101 protein using
anti-TSG-101 (ab83, Abcam) & anti-mouse gold (5nm) immunogold (SigmaAldrich, UK) antibodies. Vesicles were adhered to grids and incubated for 1 hour
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with anti-TSG-101 antibody then washed 5 times by running the grid through PBS
droplets. Grids were further incubated with a secondary anti-mouse 5nm gold
conjugated antibody for a further two hours, then briefly washed 5 times. Following
this, grids were stained with Methyl cellulose-Uranyl Acetate as described
previously. Grids were then imaged on a T12 Tecnai transmission electron
microscope. TEM analysis was carried out with the technical support of Institute of
Biology, Environmental and Rural Sciences at Aberystwyth University, Wales.

2.10 Western blot analysis of ACdEV protein marker
Solubilised protein concentration was assessed for each sample using a BCA
assay(Thermo Scientific, UK) and 30µg of total protein loaded per sample.
Western blots were carried out on vesicle preparations and whole cell isolates
after solubilisation under reducing and denaturing conditions, separated using
standard 10% SDS-PAGE (in-house) and electroblotted to nitrocellulose (0.45µm,
Schleicher & Schuell). Membranes were blocked with 5% w/v milk powder in TBSTween(100ml 10X TBS(24g Tris base, 88g NaCl, 1000ml dH2O;pH 7.6), 900ml
dH2O) (Tween 20 0.05% v/v; pH7.2), probed with anti-TSG-101 (ab83, Abcam)
and detected using anti-mouse HRP and ECL detection kit (GE Healthcare, UK).

2.11 Flow cytometric analysis of dying cells
Cells for staining for annexin V/PI were suspended at ~50,000 cells per tube
with 500µl of binding buffer (150mM NaCl, 10mM HEPES, 2.5mM CaCl2 in dH2O).
5µl (0.2mg/ml) of annexin V-FITC dye and 5µl (0.05mg/ml) of Propidium Iodide dye
were added to each tube and run immediately on the flow cytometer. This staining
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method allows for identification of viable and apoptotic cells using forward scatter
(FSC) and side scatter (SSC) plots as well as staining for annexin V/PI[269].
Unstained cells are used as a negative control.
Alternatively JC-1 was used to stain cells and identify mitochondrial
membrane potential states to assess the health of cells and provide an earlier
indicator of apoptosis. Cells were incubated with JC-1 stain and for 20 minutes at
37°C then washed 3 times with warm PBS and analysed immediately by flow
cytometry, gated following manufacturer's instructions. Stained cells were
analysed on a FC500 flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter, USA) with an excitation at
488nm laser. JC-1 monomers (apoptotic) emit light at 590nm (green) and Jaggregates (healthy) at 530nm (Red). The ratio of red to green emitted light was
assessed.

2.12 Differentiation of THP-1 cell to a macrophage-like
phenotype
THP-1 monocytes were differentiated into macrophage-like cells (MØ) using
100nM 1α,25-Dihydroxyvitamin D3 (VD3) (Enzo Life Sciences, Exeter, UK),
incubated for 48-72h at 37°C in 5% CO2[270, 271]. Cell differentiation was
confirmed using anti-CD14-PE conjugated antibody (Sigma, UK) and analysed
using flow cytometry. Differentiated cells are resuspended in serum-free
macrophage medium (SFMØ) (Gibco, CA, USA) before use in assays.
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2.13 Vertical Chemotaxis Assay
Preparations of ACdEV, secretome or controls were added to each well
(700µl/well) of a 24-well companion plate (Corning Life Sciences, NY, USA) then
an 8µm pore transwell insert (Corning Life Sciences, NY, USA) was added to each
well. Vitamin D3 differentiated THP-1 cells were resuspended at 2.66x105 cell/ml in
fresh SFMØ. Differentiated THP-1 were gently pipetted into the transwell insert
(300µl/insert) and the plate covered with a vented Cell IQ plate cover and sealed
with electrical tape. The plate was then quickly inserted into the Cell IQ tracking
system (CM Technologies) and the lower well (containing ACdEV, secretome or
control) was imaged for 10 hours. Data was analysed using Cell IQ Imaging
software.

2.14 Lipopolysaccharide stimulation of macrophagelike cells
Differentiated THP-1 cells were incubated with 1µg/ml of Lipopolysaccharide
(LPS) from Escherichia coli 0111:B4 (Sigma-Aldrich,UK) to induce an immune
response. All medium used for LPS experiments used complete medium,
supplement with FBS (as with normal culture conditions) which was centrifuged at
120,000 x g overnight to minimise bovine vesicle exposure whilst providing a
source of lipopolysaccharide binding protein[272].
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2.15 RNA isolation of macrophage-like cells
Differentiated THP-1 cells were incubated with/without LPS for 6 hours at a
density of 1x106 cell/ml then resuspended in 50% v/v - secretome treatment /
serum-free medium (control) and 50% -fresh SFMØ and incubated for a further 4
hours at 37°C in 5% CO2. Cells were then centrifuged at 2000 x g for 10 minutes,
the pellet was frozen for later RNA extraction.

RNA was then extracted using TOTAL RNA I kit (OMEGA-biotek, GA, USA).
Briefly, 350µl of TRK Lysis Buffer was added to the pellets and homogenised using
a 21 gauge needle, passing the solution through the needle 10 times. This
homogenisation step shears high-molecular-weight DNA. 350µl of 70% ethanol in
sterile DEPC-treated water was added and vortexed to mix. This mix was
transferred to a HiBind RNA Mini column with collection tube and centrifuged at
10,000 x g for 1 minute. The filtrate was discarded and 500µl RNA Wash Buffer I
was added , then centrifuged for 30 seconds at 10,000 x g. 500µl of RNA Wash
Buffer II was added to the column and centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 1 minute, this
step was repeated once more. Following these wash steps and discarding of the
flow-through the column was centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 5 minutes to ensure it
was completely dry. The dry column was transferred to a clean 1.5ml
microcentrifuge tube and 40µl of DEPC-treated water, heated to 60°C was added
and centrifuged at top speed for 2 minutes to elute RNA. RNA was stored at -80°C
until needed.
Eluted RNA concentrations were measured using a NanoDrop
spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific,), absorbance was measured at 260 nm and
280nm. A ratio of 2.0 A260/A280 is equivalent to pure nucleic acid, 80-100% purity
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gives a ratio of 1.8-2.0, samples with a minimum of 80% purity were used for
further analysis.
Agarose gel electrophoresis was used to assess integrity of RNA samples in
addition to NanoDrop analysis. 1% w/v agarose in 1X TAE buffer with 0.5µg/ml of
ethidium bromide were prepared in RNAse free tanks. 500ng of RNA was added
per well with gel-loading buffer, as well as a 1kb ladder. The gel was run in 1X TAE
buffer with 0.25µg/ml of ethidium bromide added, at 100V for 1 hour. Gels were
then imaged using a G:Box UV transilluminator(Syngene, Cambridge, UK).

2.16 RT-qPCR of RNA from macrophage-like cells
Isolated RNA was reverse transcribed to obtain complementary DNA (cDNA),
100ng of RNA was mixed with reverse transcription primer (RT-nanoscript Kit,
Primerdesign, Southampton, UK) in a thin-walled 0.2mL PCR tube and heated at
65°C for 5 minutes then put on dry ice immediately, per sample as below.
Component

1 Reaction

RNA template 100ng (sample)

X µl e.g. 2µl

Reverse transcription primer

1 µl

RNAse/DNAse free water

X µl - make up to 10µl e.g.7µl

Final Volume

10 µl

RNA with annealed primer was then extended using an extension step
master mix (as below), 10µl of extension master mix was added per sample of
RNA and vortexed briefly followed by a short pulse centrifuge to collect all liquid in
the bottom of the tube.
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Component

1 Reaction

NanoScript2 4X buffer

5 µl

dNTP mix 10mM

1 µl

RNAse/DNAse free water

3 µl

NanoScript2 enzyme

1 µl

Final Volume

10 µl

In a thermocycler (Techne CT-312, Cole-Palmer, UK) the mixed samples
were run on a program of: 42°C for 20 minutes, 75°C for 10 minutes, then cDNA
was diluted 1:10 with RNAse free water and stored at -20°C until use.
Reverse Transcription PCR reagents were prepared in a laminar hood
decontaminated with UV irradiation and RNAse AWAY (Sigma-Aldrich, UK).
Master mixes for house-keeping genes (HK) and genes of interest (GOI) were
prepared as detailed below.
House-keeping gene: β-actin (Invitrogen by Thermo fisher Scientific, UK)
Component

1 Reaction

SYBR green

10 µl

RNAse/DNAse free water

3 µl

Actin Forward primer

1 µl

Actin Reverse primer

1 µl

Final Volume

15 µl

Gene of interest: IL-10, TNF-α, CCL18 & TGF-β (Primerdesign,
Southampton, UK)
Component

1 Reaction

SYBR green

10 µl

RNAse/DNAse free water

4 µl

IL-10/TNF-α/CCL18/TGF-β

1 µl

Final Volume

15 µl
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5µl of diluted sample cDNA was added per well to the PCR plate with 15µl of
HK or GOI master mix of a 96 well PCR plate. Each sample was run in triplicate
for each GOI and HK gene as well a ‘blank’ no template control (RNAse/DNAse
free water). Loaded plates were sealed and spun briefly to collect all liquid at the
bottom of the plate wells, ensuring samples were well mixed. The plate was then
analysed on a Pikoreal PCR machine (ThermoFisher, UK), on the following
program: 95°C for 10 minutes, then 95°C for 15 seconds, 60°C for 1 minute - for
40 cycles and then 95°C for 30 seconds, 55°C for 30 seconds and 95°C for 30
seconds. Melt curves were analysed using PikoReal software to ensure specificity
of primers.
β-actin forward primer: 5’ CTGGAACGGTGAAGGTGACA 3’
β-actin reverse primer: 5’ AAGGGACTTCCTGTAACAATGCA 3’
IL-10 forward primer: 5’ 3’ GCTGGAGGACTTTAAGGGTTAC 3’
IL-10 reverse primer: 5’ 3’ TGATGTCTGGGTCTTGGTTCT 3’
TGF-β forward primer: 5’ 3’ CACTCCCACTCCCTCTCTC 3’
TGF-β reverse primer: 5’ 3’ GTCCCCTGTGCCTTGATG 3’
TNF-α forward primer: 5’ AGGTTCTCTTCCTCTCACATAC 3’
TNF-α reverse primer: 5’ ATCATGCTTTCAGTGCTCATG 3’
CCL18 forward primer: 5’ TTGTCCTCGTCTGCACCAT 3’
CCL18 reverse primer: 5’ AGTCAACTATGAACTTTTGTGGAAT 3’

2.17 Isolation of primary T-cells from blood cones
Whole blood cones were acquired from the National Health Service Blood &
Transplant division from healthy donors, post donation screening information was
unavailable for these samples. Cones are produced as a by-product of apheresis,
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and contain lymphocytes and red blood cells. Cones were emptied using gentle
pipetting and washed with PBS, into a 50ml falcon tube. T-cells were isolated
using a negative selection protocol as following the enrichment antibody cocktail
manufacturer's instructions.
50µl of Human T-cell enrichment cocktail (Stemcell Technologies, Cambridge,
UK) was added per ml of blood then gently mixed and incubated at room
temperature for 30 minutes. The sample was then diluted 1:2 with PBS containing
2% (v/v) FCS (P2 buffer). 15ml of Histopaque (Sigma) was carefully pipetted into a
clean 50ml tube, then the blood-PBS mixture was layered on top. The tube was
then centrifuged at 1200 x g for 20 minutes at room temperature, in a swing bucket
rotor with brake off. The enriched T-cell fraction was then harvested and washed
with P2 buffer and centrifuged at 300 x g for 10 minutes, brake low. The cell pellet
was then incubated with ACK buffer (Sigma) for 10 minutes at room temperature to
remove red blood cell contamination.
Enriched cells were then washed three times in P2 to remove any ACK buffer
and resuspended in P2 buffer for counting. Cells were then validated as CD25+ Tcells using flow cytometry staining.

2.18 Stimulation of primary T-cell with CD28/CD3
Dynabeads
Isolated primary CD3+ T-cells were resuspended at 5x105 cell/ml in complete
RPMI, and 25,000 cell/well (50µl) were plated into a 96-well plate. Cells were
incubated with 50µl of serum-free RPMI 1640 or Human T-activator CD3/CD28
Dynabeads (Gibco, MA, USA) at cell:bead ratios of 3:1, 2:1 and 1:1. 100µl of
ACdEV preparations or blanks (Serum-free RPMI 1640) were added to each well.
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Plates were incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2 for five days, then harvested by
pipetting.
Total well contents were acquired by the flow cytometer and populations
assessed.

2.19 Wound healing Scratch Assay
BJ fibroblasts were cultured to ~90% confluence in 6 well tissue culture
plates. Wells were then scratched using a P10 pipette tip to form a cross and the
wells were gently washed using PBS. Scratched wells were then resuspended in
ACdEV preparations or control serum-free RPMI 1640.
Plates were then covered with a vented Cell IQ plate cover and sealed with
electrical tape. The plate was then inserted into the Cell IQ tracking system (CM
Technologies) and imaged for 30 hours at 37°C in 5% CO2. Images were then
scored for scratch closure and wound closure times recorded based on the
timecode of the relevant image.

2.20 Repeated exposure of viable cells to secretome
preparations
2ml of Mutu cells at a concentration of 1x106 cell/ml were suspended in
serum-free RPMI 1640 and then incubated with or without (control) 1 ml
secretome preparation for each cell line. Wells received either no vesicles,
vesicles at 0 hours, 0 hours & 24 hours or 0 hours and, 24 hours and 48 hours
post culture, as below. All wells were assessed for viability at 60 hours using
annexin V/PI or JC-1 staining and flow cytometric analysis.
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Condition

0 Hour

24 Hour

48 Hour

60 Hour

No Vesicles
SF-RPMI

SFRPMI

SFRPMI

SFRPMI

Harvest

No Vesicles
C-RPMI

SFRPMI

SFRPMI

SFRPMI

Harvest

0 hours only

Secretome

SFRPMI

SFRPMI

Harvest

0 & 24 hours

Secretome

Secretome

SFRPMI

Harvest

0, 24 & 48
hours

Secretome

Secretome

Secretome

Harvest

2.21 Vesicle cell uptake
Bodipy FL Maleimide, a thiol-reactive, non-charge, low molecular weight
fluorescent dye was used in the assessment of vesicle uptake. Secretome
preparations (2000 x g supernatant) were incubated with Bodipy FL Maleimide
(Molecular Probes, MA, USA) 0.5µM for 2 hours in 4°C in the dark. Stained
ACdEV were washed to remove unbound dye by passing the samples through a
qEV size exclusion column (iZON Science, Oxford, UK). Initial flow-through was
discarded (1 bed volume) and purified ACdEV fractions (1.5ml) subsequently
collected.
Collected fractions for each sample were then incubated with MØ (5x105 cell/
well) for 0, 30, 60, 120 minutes at 37°C in 5% CO2. Cells were then harvested and
washed with PBS and fixed with ice-cold 1% (w/v) formaldehyde in PBS and
stored at 4°C until analysed by flow cytometry.

2.22 Selection of E. coli colonies from glycerol stocks
E. coli (MC1061/P3) competent cells transformed with pcDNA3 from glycerol
stocks were spread on Lysogeny Broth agar plates containing carbenicillin (100µg/
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ml) and incubated overnight at 37°C. Five colonies were harvested and 10 ml of
LB broth with Carbenicillin (100µg/ml) was inoculated with each colony. Cultures
were grown overnight on a shaker at 37°C to saturation. Small scale plasmid
isolations were produced using a GeneJET Plasmid Mini-prep Kit (Thermo
Scientific, UK) following the manufacturer's instructions. Bacterial cells were
isolated from 3ml of culture by centrifugation (6800 x g, for 2 minutes) and the
supernatant discarded. Cells were resuspended in 250µl of resuspension solution
by vortexing, followed by 250µl of lysis solution and then mixed gently by inversion
until the mixture becomes viscous. Immediately after this, 350µl of neutralisation
buffer was added and mixed by inversion until mixture became cloudy. The
solution was then centrifuged for 5 minutes at 6800 x g to isolate precipitated
genomic DNA. The supernatant was transferred to a GeneJET column and
centrifuges at 10,000 x g for 1 minute and flow through discarded. The column was
washed twice with 500µl of wash buffer and centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 1 minute.
The column was then transferred to a fresh collection tube and 50µl of elution
buffer added to the column bed. Following a 2 minute incubation on the bench, the
column was centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 2 minutes to elute the plasmid DNA. The
plasmid DNA was then quantified using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer and
analysed further using agarose electrophoresis.
Following validation of successful plasmid isolation and digestion, large scale
preparations were grown. 1ml of Mini-prep culture inoculated a 300ml conical flask
of LB broth with Carbenicillin and incubated in a shaker incubator over night at
37°C. A GeneJET Maxi-prep kit (Thermo Scientific, UK) was used to isolate
plasmid DNA following manufacturer's instructions similarly to the Mini-prep
protocol.
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2.23 Digestion and analysis of plasmids by agarose gel
Plasmid cDNA isolated from Maxi/Mini-prep kits were digested with NotI
(10U/µl) and HindIII (10U/µl) (Thermo Scientific, UK) restriction enzymes to excise
the fragment of interest. 1µg of DNA was mixed with 10 Units of each restriction
enzyme, along with 2.5µl of 10x SuRE/Cut Buffer H (Roche Diagnostics,
Germany). The mixture was made up to 25µl with dH20 and incubated at 37°C for
1 hour.

Following digestion samples were analysed using an 2% w/v agarose gel
electrophoresis. Gels were prepared with 2% (w/v) agarose in 1x TAE buffer with
ethidium bromide (0.5µg/ml). DNA samples were mixed with gel-loading dye (6x)
(Thermo Fisher, UK) and 2µl of 1kb DNA ladder was run alongside. The gel
electrophoresis was run at 100V for ~1 hour and viewed in a UV transilluminator.

2.24 Transient transfection of HEK 293 cells using
Calcium Chloride and TransIT-LT1
Human Embryonic Kidney (HEK) 293 cells were subcultured with trypsinEDTA and cells counted. Cells were seeded at 5x106 cells per intergrid dish for
transfection, at a density of 2x105 cells/ml in complete DMEM medium. Using a
sterile glass Pasteur pipette, air was bubbled through 2.5ml of 2X HBS, 2.5ml of
0.25M CaCl2 +20µg of DNA was added in a drop-wise fashion. After mixing, the
solution was incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes to allow a calcium
phosphate precipitate to form. 50ml of cells was then added to each DNA
preparation and incubated in a tissue culture dish overnight at 37°C. Following
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overnight incubation the culture medium was replaced with fresh complete DMEM
containing 1% v/v FCS which has been pre-absorbed by protein G. Pre-absorbtion
ensures no protein G-reactive bovine proteins were present in the culture. Culture
supernatant was then harvested after 2 days of incubation and centrifuged to
remove any cells or large debris, then analysed.
Additionally, cells were seeded to 6 well tissue culture plates 18 hours prior to
transfection at a density of 2x105 cells/ml and incubated overnight at 37°C. The
following day cell confluence was ~80%, as recommended by TransIT-LT1 (Mirus
Bio, USA) manufacturer's instructions. The transfection reagent was warmed to
room temperature and mixed. For each transfection well, 250µl of EX-CELL 293
Serum-free medium(Sigma, UK) was added to 2.5µg of plasmid DNA and gently
mixed by pipetting. 7.5 µl of TransIT-LT1 was then added and mixed, the mixture
was then incubated at room temperature for 15-30 minutes. The transfection
mixture was then added to each well containing cells seeded in complete DMEM
medium with 1% v/v pre-absorbed FCS in a drop-wise fashion. The plates were
then mixed by rocking. Plates were then incubated at 37°C for 48 hours to allow
protein expression and then cell culture supernatants were harvested.

2.25 Validation of HEK 293 transient transfection and
protein production by sandwich ELISA
Before processing of cell culture supernatant and isolation of the desired
secreted Fc fusion proteins the presence of these proteins was evaluated, to
confirm successful transfection and protein production. A sandwich ELISA was
carried out to give an indication of the presence or absence of the protein of
interest. ELISA plates were coated in 1µg/ml of anti- human Fc capture antibody in
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PBS (100µl/well) and incubated overnight at room temperature. Plates were then
washed with ELISA wash buffer(PBS, 0.05% v/v Tween-20), three times and then
200µl of blocking buffer (5% (w/v) BSA in PBS-T) was added to each well for 1
hour at room temperature. Plates were then washed a further three times with
ELISA wash buffer. Crude supernatant after centrifugation was added to relevant
wells for each culture supernatant or PBS as a blank and incubated for 2 hours at
room temperature. Plates were washed then incubated with appropriate dilutions
of MA4 (α-ICAM-3) or 61D3 (α-CD14) antibodies for 2 hours at room temperature.
ELISA plates were washed again and anti-mouse streptavidin-HRP (1:2000
dilution) added to appropriate wells and incubated for 45 minutes at room
temperature. Following washing, plates were incubated with 100µl SigmaFast
OPD (Sigma, USA) and monitored for colour change. When a colour change was
achieved 1M HCl (50µl) was added to each well to stop the reaction and plates
were read at 490nm absorbance.

2.26 Isolation of Fc proteins using ÄKTA pure and HiTrap protein-G column
Whole cultures containing secreted proteins of interest were centrifuged at
2000 x g for 10 minutes to pellet any cells or cell debris, and the supernatant
harvested. Samples were then filtered using a 0.45µm filter. A HiTrap Protein G HP
column(GE Healthcare, UK) utilises Protein G, a surface protein of streptococci
group G and type III Fc receptor. The protein contains two regions for binding Fc
regions of IgG and the albumin binding region of the native protein has been
genetically deleted to prevent albumin cross-reactions. Supernatants were diluted
in binding buffer (20mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0), then run through a 1ml
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column, following manufacturer's instructions using a peristaltic pump to recirculate the supernatant. Following binding of the protein of interest to the column,
the column was washed with 10 column volumes of binding buffer. The column
was then attached to an ÄKTA pure system and the protein eluted with up to 5 ml
of elution buffer (0.1M glycine-HCl, pH 2.7) and fractions collected in a 96 well
plate. As proteins were eluted, the protein content of fractions was evaluated with
exposure to UV 280 light.

2.27 Analysis of Fc protein column isolates using SDSPAGE, western blotting and Bradford Assay
The content of eluted fractions were analysed using SDS-PAGE and western
blotting to evaluate the presence or absence of protein of interest. Samples for
CD14-Fc and ICAM-3-Fc; whole supernatant, column run through and eluted
fractions identified by ÄKTA pure as containing eluted protein, were incubated with
reducing Laemmli buffer and heated at 95°C for 5 minutes to denature proteins.
Samples were then run on an SDS-PAGE gel to separate proteins according
to size along with a protein ladder. A 10% polyacrylamide stacking and 3.75%
resolving gel was prepared as below, with the resolving gel left to polymerise
under isopropanol to remove bubbles. Following polymerisation isopropanol was
removed and gel dried then stacking gel and comb added.

The gel was run in 1X running buffer (3g Tris base, 14.4g glycine and 1g SDS
in 1000ml of H2O) at 100V for ~90 minutes until samples have run to the bottom of
gel.
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Resolving gel (10%)

2 gels

H 20

9ml

30% (37.5:1) Acrylamide/Bisacrylamide

5.1ml

1.5M Tris pH 8.8

5.2ml

10% SDS

200µl

10% APS

200µl

TEMED

20µl

Stacking gel (3.75%)

2 gels

H 20

6.29ml

30% (37.5:1) Acrylamide/Bisacrylamide

1ml

0.5M Tris pH 6.8

2.5ml

10% SDS

100µl

10% APS

100µl

TEMED

10µl

Gels were then transferred to PVDF membranes. PVDF membranes were
soaked in 100% methanol for a minimum of 10 seconds then transferred to
transfer buffer (3g Tris base, 14.4g glycine, 200ml Methanol and 800ml H2O) for
equilibration. Gels and membranes were loaded into cassettes (sponge, blotting
paper, gel, PVDF membrane, blotting paper & sponge) with the gel at the cathode
end of the cassette. Care was taken to eliminate bubbles from the gel/PVDF
interface. Sandwiched cassettes were then loaded into a blotting tank surrounded
by ice. The tank was topped up with transfer buffer and an ice pack added. The
wet transfer was run at 100V for up to 1 hour. Following transfer, gels were stained
with Coomassie Blue to identify any un-transferred protein. Membranes were then
Ponceau (0.2% (w/v) Ponceau S, 5% glacial acetic acid in H2O) stained briefly and
destained in dH2O to stain total protein, confirming the success of the transfer.
Following thorough destaining, membranes were incubated for 2 hours at room
temperature in 3% BSA in TBST. Following blocking, membranes were incubated
with appropriate primary antibody diluted (1:10,000) in blocking buffer, overnight at
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4°C. Blots were then rinsed 3 times in TBST, then incubated with secondary αhuman IgG1-Fc (Sigma, UK) antibody conjugated to HRP diluted (1:5000) in TBST
for 2 hours at room temperature. These blots were then washed again three times
in TBST.
The ECL Chemiluminescence peroxide substrate(Thermo Fisher, UK) was
incubated with membranes for 2 minutes and then imaged using a CCD camerabased imaged to highlight target protein presence in membrane.
Following western blotting, protein concentrations were then assessed using
a Bradford assay. A BSA protein standard was used, serial diluted in dH2O from
2000ng/ml - 15.625ng/ml. 200µl of Bradford Dye (Bio-Rad, UK) (diluted 1/5 in
dH2O) was added to the protein standards and assay samples in a 96-well plate.
Plates were then incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes, then read in a
spectrophotometer at 595nm. Standard data was then interpreted and fitted to a
linear read-out of protein concentration to absorbance, this standard was then
used to quantify protein content of samples.

2.28 EDAC conjugation of MOPC21 to Carboxylated
polystyrene beads
To conjugate MOPC-21 protein to 0.19 µm carboxylated beads (Bangs
Laboratories, Inc., USA), an EDAC conjugation was carried out. MES Buffer 50mM
pH 5.7 was made up using 0.05M 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid and 0.05M
2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic sodium salt. Protein was dialysed in 50mM MES
buffer using a Slide-A-Lyzer Dialysis Cassette (Thermo Scientific,UK) with a 2kDa
MWCO for 12 hours and stirred constantly. 100mg of carboxyl-bearing beads were
washed twice in 10ml of MES activation buffer (15,000 x g, 10 minutes). The pellet
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was resuspended in 10ml of activation buffer and sonicated for 5 minutes. 100mg
of EDAC was then added and the mixture was incubated for 15 minutes with
continuos mixing. The mixture was then washed twice in MES buffer and beads
resuspended in 7ml of buffer. Based on a coating concentration of 60mg protein/g
of microspheres, 3ml of dialysed protein made up to 2mg/ml was then added. With
constant mixing the mixture was incubated at room temperature for 2-4 hours.
Beads were washed and resuspended in quenching buffer (40mM glycine) and
mixed gently for 30 minutes, followed by washing three times and resuspension in
storage buffer (50mM Tris, pH 8.0, 0.5% (w/v) BSA). Beads were stored at 4°C.

2.29 Validation of EDAC conjugation using on bead
ELISA and Flow Cytometry
Flow cytometry analysis was employed to assess the efficacy of the EDAC
conjugation of MOPC21 to carboxylated beads. Beads (conjugated & unconjugated) were incubated with water alone, BSA block + α-Mouse-FITC/αMouse-PE or α-Mouse-FITC/α-Mouse-PE alone. Beads were washed and
resuspended in fresh PBS, then sonicated for 10 minutes to separate aggregates.
Beads were analysed by flow cytometry with low FSC gating. Samples were backgated based on fluorescence to confirm (FSC/SSC) bead location against
background using FlowJo software, providing a relative indicator of successful
conjugation.
A more sensitive and reliable measure of conjugation success was also used
to confirm previous data. An on-bead ELISA was carried out, by incubating beads
with or without BSA to block beads for 1 hour at room temperature, followed by a
wash step using PBS. Beads were then incubated with water or α-Mouse-FITC,
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followed by washing and resuspension in 200µl of PBS per well in a 96-well plate.
The plate was then read on a fluorescence plate reader.

2.30 Relative Zeta potential quantification using TRPS
The qNano TRPS system was first calibrated using CPC200 calibration
beads diluted 1/1000 in PBS pH 7.4. Measurements were taken at three voltages
(100%, 80%, 60% e.g. 0.86V, 0.69V, 0.52V) and two pressures (positive &
negative) following manufacturer's instructions, ensuring bandwidth filters are
applied. A stretch of 47mm was applied to a NP200 nanopore and PBS was added
to upper and lower wells. A minimum of 500 beads were analysed per
measurement and output blockade duration tables exported to .xlsx files.
Following calibration and confirmation that the nanopore was suitable for zeta
potential measurements, conjugated and non-conjugated beads were analysed for
zeta potential at voltages and pressures altered as necessary. Beads were
resuspended in PBS pH 7.4 and sonicated for 5 minutes before analysis.
Beads were incubated with α-mouse-biotin or α-mouse antibodies and then
sonicated to ensure beads were not aggregated. Beads were then analysed as
previously described using the qNano TRPS system. Samples were then analysed
using ‘Zeta Template V3.1D.xlsx’ a proprietary analysis software.

2.31 Statistical Analysis
Data are expressed as the mean ± SD or SEM, for at least three independent
experiments undertaken in triplicate, unless otherwise stated. Analysis was carried
out with Microsoft Excel and Prism 7.0 software (GraphPad, USA). Statistical tests
used are details in appropriate figure legends.
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Results 1 - Fundamental Characterisation of
Apoptotic Cell-derived Extracellular Vesicles

3.1 Introduction & Aims
3.1.1 Introduction
Extracellular vesicles are a group of plasma membrane bounded packages
released from all cells that have been studied so far[273]. These vesicles can
contain many pieces of information in the form of nuclear material, proteins, lipids
giving rise to their potential as a complex and intricate communication system[273,
274]. The size and makeup of vesicles allows for dispersion locally or across large
distances within the body, carrying messages and instructions to target cells with
capacity to modulate these cells[275-277]. Due to the ubiquity of extracellular
vesicles and the current known applications and roles in both physiology and
pathology, extracellular vesicles are an important yet little understood area of
research.

Apoptosis is the programme of controlled cell death that injured, superfluous
or infected cells undergo to ensure their safe and contained removal[95]. This
structured dismantling of cells prevents eruption of cellular debris as is seen in
necrosis, ameliorating the destruction and damage that may have been
caused[95]. Yet persistent apoptotic cells in tissues will eventually proceed into
secondary necrosis, this unwanted progression is normally avoided through
clearance of dying cells by phagocytes[11, 278]. Professional phagocytes such as
neutrophils acutely then monocytes and macrophages latterly migrate to sites of
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inflammation and damage, engulfing unwanted cells and removing cell
corpses[279]. This migration is promoted by several factors released by damaged
tissue, one of which is thought to be extracellular vesicles[53].

Extracellular vesicles whilst a relatively new area of intense scientific interest
(ISEV, est.2011), have a substantial body of data regarding their characteristics
and functions (PUBMED search, 18803 related articles) with a rapid rise in
publication numbers in the past decade[280]. Vesicles produced by dying cells do
not have such a body of research behind them (PUBMED search, 1298 related
articles), revealing a dearth of knowledge. Understanding the role of ACdEV in
communication and facilitation of macrophage recruitment and clearance of
apoptotic cells is necessary to gain a fuller picture of apoptosis and its molecular
mechanisms in the context of inflammation. This research, taken with other data,
may elucidate novel targets for modulation of immune responses related to
apoptosis, normal or dysfunctional for the control of pathology.
Due to the relative novelty of the EV field, specific challenges are presented
by a lack of standardised and widely-accepted approaches to isolation,
characterisation and classification of vesicles[185, 274]. With each cell type and
condition studied yet more complications arise. This presents an opportunity to
provide input and help form appropriate methods applicable to the study of ACdEV
and ensure their inclusion in future EV standards.

Here work was directed to assess whether the vesicles produced by different
cell lines as they progress through apoptosis differ and evaluate the differences
between common methods of characterisation of those vesicles. This work will test
the hypothesis that as cells progress from viability to apoptosis and through cell
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death they will produce increasing numbers of EV and that this is conserved
across cell lines.

3.1.2 Aims
In order to assess the potential role(s) of vesicles as cells progress through
apoptosis it is necessary to characterise the vesicles released from cells that are
undergoing programmed cell death. Cells must be effectively induced to cell death
using an appropriate method which allows utility for further studies. Furthermore
utilising field standard methods of vesicle isolation, vesicles from dying cells will be
isolated and characterised using Tuneable Resistive Pulse Sensing (TRPS) and
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) evaluating the effectiveness of both methods.
Effective characterisation of the constitutive vesicle components of ACdEV
supernatants will be further reinforced by Transmission Electron Microscopy and
western blot analysis.

3.2 Results
3.2.1 Induction of Apoptosis
Investigating ACdEVs require the production of apoptotic cells. In order to do
this it was necessary to establish a robust method for induction of apoptosis.
Several groups have reported synchronous cell death induced by UV radiation[53,
281, 282]. Synchronised and rapid induction of cell death is necessary to ensure
that cells progress through apoptosis and produce vesicles at the same time. This
minimises the risk of mixing vesicles derived from viable cells yet to enter
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apoptosis and cells which have already committed to apoptosis. Further to this,
treated cells must successfully reach apoptosis in high numbers whilst not
advancing to secondary necrosis before their vesicles can be isolated and function
assessed.
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Figure.6: Ga/ng of cells to dis/nguish apopto/c cell popula/ons from live cells. Representa,ve plots
shown here of ﬂow cytometry dot plots were used to iden,fy popula,ons of live and dying cells using
forward scaIer(FSC) and side scaIer(SSC) measurements (A), which indicate the size and granularity of
cells respec,vely. Annexin V-FITC staining of cells indicated the externalisa,on of phospha,dylserine and
PI stain binds nucleic acid indica,ng the cell has become leaky, apopto,c cells are posi,ve for Annexin VFITC but nega,ve for PI, as cells become necro,c they begin to stain posi,ve for both. The progression of
cells through apoptosis stained with Annexin V-FITC and PI is shown in representa,ve plots, iden,fying
dis,nct popula,ons(B).

A well established method of analysis of cell death was used to evaluate the
titration of UV radiation dose and subsequent levels of apoptosis, annexin V/
propidium iodide (PI) staining. Annexin V-FITC, stains for externalised
phosphatidylserine (PS) and propidium iodide, a vital dye for available nucleic acid
indicating loss of membrane integrity (Figure.6B). Several doses of UV radiation
(0-200mJ/cm2) were assessed, including doses indicated in a previous study[53].
After radiation was administered to viable cell cultures, they were allowed to
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progress through apoptosis whilst incubated at 37°C for 20 hours. Treated culture
samples were then harvested and stained using annexin V and PI and analysed
by flow cytometric analysis for viability/apoptosis. Dysregulation of
aminophospholipid flippases and floppases, and uncorrected action of
phospholipid scramblases due to apoptotic stimuli results in the loss of plasma
membrane bilayer asymmetric lipid distribution, externalising PS to the outer
leaflet of the membrane[148, 283-285]. As cells progress further through apoptosis
and into secondary necrosis, membrane integrity is lost and cells become ‘leaky’
allowing the nucleic acid stain PI to enter the cell. Primary necrotic cells also stain
positive for both annexin V & PI.

Unstained cells were analysed to establish baseline auto fluorescence and
forward scatter/side scatter, which can be used as an additional measure of
viability. As cells become apoptotic they shrink (reduced FSC) and become more
granular (increased SSC) due to DNA condensation, appearing as a distinct
population from viable cells (Figure.6A). Flow cytometry allows the analysis of
thousands of cells per sample and as such representative dot plots are shown
along with complete data in charts (Figure.7).
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Figure.7: UV radia2on dose 2tra2on increases cell death a:er 20 hours. Cells were treated with
various doses of UV irradia4on and incubated for 20 hours following treatment, then analysed by
Annexin V-FITC and PI staining and ﬂow cytometry. Three cell lines, Jurkat(A), THP-1(B) and
Mutu(C), were treated with doses from 0-200mJ/cm2 and evaluated for Annexin V/PI staining
with double nega4ve cells iden4ﬁed as viable. (n=≥3) SEM shown.
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Three cell lines used to assess cell death were well established within the
laboratory and well understood within this group. THP-1, a monocytic cell line is
widely used and easily cultured[270, 286]. Jurkat, a T-cell line derived from a T-cell
leukaemia patient, Jurkat cells grow easily to high density[53]. Mutu cells, are an
Epstein-Barr virus-related Burkitt’s lymphoma derived cell line, which is not widely

Red Fluorescence (log)

used but has been published on extensively[287-291].

Viable

Viable

Dying

Dying

Green Fluorescence (log)
Figure.8: Ga-ng of cells to dis-nguish apopto-c cell popula-ons from live
cells using JC-1 staining. Representa:ve plots shown here of ﬂow
cytometry dot plots were used to iden:fy popula:ons of live and dying
cells using JC-1 stain to determine the mitochondrial membrane poten:al.
Healthy cells display a greater ra:o of red to green ﬂuorescence, when
mitochondrial membranes depolarise red ﬂuorescence decreases
indica:ng the cell is unhealthy and apopto:c.
Data shown here (Figure.7) clearly demonstrates that in all cell lines as UV
dose is increased apoptosis, as defined by annexin V/PI staining, increases until
cells reach a maximal death response of 100%. Any further dose of UV irradiation
is unnecessary and only serves to increase the likelihood that treated cells will
become necrotic due to increased oxidative stress, which is not desirable[292].
Mutu cells progress to apoptosis more readily than Jurkat and THP-1 in lower
doses of UV radiation at ~10-20mJ/cm2 which indicates Mutu are more susceptible
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Figure.9: Cells progress through apoptosis similarly when treated with 60mJ/cm2 radia>on. Cell lines,
Jurkat(A), THP-1(B) and Mutu(C) were treated with 60mJ/cm2 and analysed over 20 hours. Cells
idenFﬁed as apoptoFc (Annexin V +ve, PI -ve) (turquoise), necroFc (Annexin V +ve, PI +ve) (pink) and
dying (JC-1 green ﬂuorescence)(orange) over 20 hours show the progression of programmed cell death.
A comparison of cell lines stained with JC-1 and analysed for cell death(D) highlights Mutu’s (blue)
elevated sensiFvity to treatment, with THP-1 (red) and Jurkat (green) cells progressing uniformly over 20
hours. Similarly Annexin V/PI staining of treated cells over 20 hours(E) shows cell death proceeds
uniformly. (n=≥3) SEM shown.

to UV induced genetic injury, all cell-lines comfortably reach ~90-100% apoptosis
by 60mJ/cm2. Minimising the dose of radiation used while achieving high levels of
apoptosis induction can be achieved using a dose of 60mJ/cm2 in all cell lines.

3.2.2 Kinetics of Apoptosis
Following the confirmation of an effective dose of UV radiation (60mJ/cm2) to
induce apoptosis, the progress of cells though apoptosis over a 20 hour period
was assessed. Analysis of this rate of death enables confirmation that death is
relatively synchronous and proceeds quickly during a reasonable time frame for
future experiments. Samples were collected every hour from treated cells in
culture and stained with annexin V/PI for flow cytometric analysis.
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In all cell lines apoptosis progresses steadily over a 20 hour period with over
90% of cells displaying externalised PS within this time, demonstrated by the blue
apoptotic cell measure in Figure.9 A,B,C. Post-UV irradiation, cells progress
through apoptosis in a synchronous and rapid manner as shown in Figure.9E.

Cells scored as necrotic using annexin V/PI staining (AnxV⁺/PI⁺)(Figure.6B)
increase in all cell lines as apoptosis progresses (Figure.9 A,B,C), which may be
an indicator of original culture health, with less healthy cultures potentially
containing cells already approaching death. Fewer than 20% of cells are necrotic
at 20 hours, a timepoint at which cells should be starting to become secondarily
necrotic after going through apoptosis. These cells in a tissue would be cleared by
patrolling phagocytes, usually macrophages early in apoptosis and would not
persist to this late stage.

Changes in cell size and granularity occur later in the process of apoptosis
and as such may not be the most sensitive indicator of cells committed to
apoptosis[293]. Whereas externalisation of PS is a much earlier characteristic of
committed cells allowing for a more sensitive indicator of cell death.

A more sensitive measure of apoptosis further still is JC-1 mitochondrial
staining. During apoptosis mitochondria are affected in several ways, one of which
is a loss of mitochondrial transmembrane potential(∆ψm)[294]. ∆ψm is a useful
method of overall cell health and mitochondrial state. The lipophilic cationic dye,
5,5’,6,6’-tetrachloro- 1,1’,3,3’-tetraethylbenzimi-dazolylcarbocyanine iodide (JC-1)
can reversibly stain mitochondria red and change colour to green inline with a
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decrease in transmembrane potential. Normal healthy cells with a high ∆ψm will
form aggregates of JC-1 producing a red fluorescence, whereas apoptotic cells
and their low ∆ψm will maintain the monomeric form of JC-1 producing a green
fluorescence. The ratio of these signals can be used as an indicator of apoptosis,
earlier than other measures used (Figure.8). Utilising different death measures
allows for a more definitive determination of the rate of apoptosis and its
synchronicity. In Figure.9D THP-1 and Jurkat cells proceed through apoptosis as
measured by mitochondrial transmembrane potential near identically. Yet Mutu
appears to progress more quickly which is to be expected as this cell line is more
susceptible to unfavourable conditions and more sensitive to ‘death signals’ as
previously stated in Figure.7C. When cell lines are compared based on annexin V/
PI staining scored as noted in Figure.6B apoptosis progresses at the same rate
(Figure.9E).

3.2.3 Vesicle release as assessed using TRPS
As cells progress through apoptosis they release apoptotic cell-derived
vesicles[53]. In order to characterise these vesicles, as cells discussed in 3.2.2
progress through apoptosis, they were harvested as depicted in Figure.10. Whole
cell culture supernatant was centrifuged at 2000 x g for 20 minutes, pelleting cell
corpses and debris, leaving ACdEV in suspension with other secretome
components. Due to the nature of this work focussing on apoptotic cell derived
vesicles, exosomes, microvesicles and apoptotic bodies are isolated for analysis.
These data allow for the production of ACdEV throughout apoptosis to be
determined before functional characterisation of such vesicles.
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Figure.10: Diﬀeren/al centrifuga/on u/lised to isolated cells, debris, vesicles and soluble factors from
condi/oned culture media – a schema/c. Following culture of cells in culture media, extracellular
vesicles can be isolated from this condi9oned media through diﬀeren9al centrifuga9on. Centrifuga9on
at 300 x g for 5 minutes, pellets cells, further centrifuga9on at 2000 x g for 20 minutes pellets cellular
debris. A heterogeneous size range of vesicles are leC in suspension along with soluble factors, these
vesicles are then pelleted following ultracentrifuga9on at 120,000 x g for 90 minutes, leaving soluble
factors in suspension.

The size and concentration are fundamental factors that need to be assessed
to establish a foundational knowledge of apoptotic cell extracellular vesicles.
Tuneable Resistive Pulse Sensing using the qNano platform allows for particle by
particle vesicle characterisation, which provides an effective method for analysing
vesicle preparations and is widely used in the field[210, 295-298]. TRPS
technology uses an electric current applied across a stretchable membrane
containing a small pore. As particles travel through the pore, either under applied
pressure or through charge attraction/repulsion to the applied current they disrupt
the current across the pore. This disruption termed a ‘blockade event’ exhibits
different characteristics depending on the size and charge of the vesicle. The
amount of each size of vesicle can be scaled up to a total sample or per millilitre
following calibration with polystyrene beads of a known size and concentration.
Figure.11 shows the total concentration of vesicles released per hour as cell
suspensions (1x106/ml) progress through apoptosis following treatment with 60mJ/
cm2 of UV radiation. Untreated media control measurements were below the
threshold of detection for the machine, suggesting they contain no or very low
concentrations of vesicles/particles.
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Jurkat cells as well as Mutu cells (Figure.11 A&C) release notably fewer
vesicles than THP-1 cells (Figure.11B) over the 20 hours studied. All cell lines
produce vesicles constantly throughout this period, yet Jurkat cells only produce
noticeably larger quantities of vesicles after 8 hours. THP-1 monocytic cells
produce substantially more vesicles at all time points assessed compared to MutuBL cells and Jurkat cells.
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Figure.11: Produc2on of vesicles increases as cells progress through apoptosis. Cells treated with UV
irradia0on(60mJ/cm2) to induce apoptosis were prepared by diﬀeren0al centrifuga0on then analysed
using TRPS to determine the total concentra0on of vesicles derived from apopto0c cells in suspension.
Measurements were made over 20 hours post induc0on and show an increase in vesicle produc0on in
the three cell lines studied, Jurkat (A), THP-1 (B) and Mutu (C). (n=≥3) SEM shown.

Jurkat cells at 6 hours produce on average 106 (±10.26, SEM) vesicles per
cell and at 18 hours 800 (± 83.27, SEM) vesicles per cell, cumulatively. Mutu cells
released 173.3 (± 8.82, SEM) at 6 hours post induction and 470 (± 32.15, SEM)
after 18 hours, substantially fewer than Jurkat cells. THP-1 cells, produced the
most vesicles by each timepoint with 1100 (± 57.74, SEM) by 6 hours and 1900 (±
57.74, SEM) by 18 hours. This disparity may be due to greater cell volume and
hence quantity of membrane to allow a greater number of vesicles to be produced.
Table.1 contains the mean and mode diameters of vesicle suspensions as
Jurkat cells progress through apoptosis. Mean vesicle diameter declines from
~175nm at 1 hour to 146nm at 20 hours, similarly modal vesicle diameter
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Hour

Mean size

(+/-SEM)

Mode size

(+/-SEM)

0

168.33

1.86

132.67

2.85

1

175.33

7.54

133.33

1.67

2

164.33

3.18

130.00

2.65

3

172.67

4.91

137.67

4.33

4

175.00

2.52

135.00

5.29

5

171.33

6.23

134.33

2.33

6

167.67

5.17

124.67

0.88

7

170.00

3.79

126.33

5.21

8

173.67

4.26

135.33

4.91

9

172.00

5.69

124.67

1.45

10

156.00

14.64

109.33

7.31

11

150.67

11.57

109.33

7.17

12

149.67

19.94

114.33

9.68

13

153.67

22.98

113.67

14.33

14

150.00

18.50

110.33

12.88

15

146.33

18.41

111.67

14.31

16

143.33

17.82

115.00

15.39

17

146.33

18.17

111.00

13.00

18

148.67

19.94

111.00

13.11

19

145.33

14.31

111.00

8.02

20

146.00

19.67

114.33

14.71

Table.1: Average vesicle diameters of ACdEV produced by apopto<c Jurkat cells. Jurkat
cells treated with UV irradia3on(60mJ/cm2) to induce apoptosis were prepared by
diﬀeren3al centrifuga3on then analysed using TRPS to determine vesicle diameters from
apopto3c cells in suspension. Measurements were made over 20 hours post induc3on and
show a decrease in mean and mode vesicle diameter as apoptosis progresses. All
measurements in nanometres. (n=≥3) SEM shown. Linear regression analysis showed
whether diameter size change over 3me was signiﬁcant. Mean and mode diameter change
was signiﬁcant (p<0.0001). stats = ANOVA & ANCOVA between cell-line data sets.

decreases from ~130nm to ~110nm over the same time course. This reduction in
average diameter is likely due to the increased production of small vesicles and
fewer apoptotic bodies or large microvesicles which are limited by the abundance
of membrane in the cell. The change in mean and mode diameter over time was
significant.
THP-1 average vesicle diameters are shown in Table.2 where a similar trend
is observed for mean vesicle diameter, in that mean vesicle diameter increases
slightly. Modal vesicle diameter remains more static around 120nm with a
fluctuation of ±5nm throughout the time course, which may suggest that small
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Hour

Mean size

(+/-SEM)

Mode size

(+/-SEM)

0

136.00

3.46

117.00

2.08

1

135.67

4.67

116.00

1.00

2

137.33

4.67

116.00

1.00

3

143.67

3.76

121.33

2.03

4

144.00

2.89

120.33

2.03

5

147.33

2.03

122.33

2.60

6

149.33

2.33

126.33

3.28

7

151.33

3.76

126.00

2.00

8

148.67

4.41

122.33

1.45

9

150.67

3.18

123.67

3.18

10

152.33

1.45

127.00

1.15

11

152.33

5.04

126.33

1.45

12

153.00

2.00

118.00

2.08

13

151.67

2.40

116.67

2.03

14

153.33

2.03

120.33

1.20

15

152.00

0.58

119.00

2.31

16

155.33

2.33

118.67

2.60

17

156.33

2.03

118.33

3.76

18

158.33

0.88

115.67

1.76

19

157.00

1.15

117.00

1.15

20

154.33

2.03

115.33

0.33

Table.2: Average vesicle diameters of ACdEV produced by apopto<c THP-1 cells. THP-1
cells treated with UV irradia5on(60mJ/cm2) to induce apoptosis were prepared by
diﬀeren5al centrifuga5on then analysed using TRPS to determine vesicle diameters from
apopto5c cells in suspension. Measurements were made over 20 hours post induc5on and
show an increase in mean vesicle diameter and liKle change in modal diameter as apoptosis
progresses. All measurements in nanometres. (n=≥3) SEM shown. Linear regression analysis
showed whether diameter size change over 5me was signiﬁcant. Mean diameter change was
signiﬁcant (p<0.0001). stats = ANOVA & ANCOVA between cell-line data sets.

exosomal vesicles are produced in abundance at the early stages of apoptosis
and throughout programmed cell death. The change in mean diameter over time
was significant.
Mutu cell-derived vesicles increase in average size as apoptosis progresses
(Table.3). Mean vesicle diameter increases substantially from 269nm at 0 hours to
332nm at 20 hours post induction, even accounting for standard error this shift is
considerable. The increase in mean diameter is noticeable after 6 hours. Modal
diameter increases from ~120nm at 0 hours to 156nm at 20 hours which may
suggest the rate of production of smaller vesicle has eased and more larger
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Hour

Mean Size

(+/- SEM)

Mode Size

(+/- SEM)

0

269.00

3.61

121.33

2.91

1

284.00

10.41

124.67

2.33

2

270.67

7.31

125.33

2.33

3

281.67

11.39

141.67

11.85

4

278.67

7.69

145.00

7.23

5

295.00

5.29

153.00

3.79

6

323.00

7.88

156.33

2.19

7

325.00

7.57

148.33

1.76

8

334.67

12.71

153.33

5.24

9

334.33

13.04

150.67

2.33

10

341.67

12.99

145.33

4.98

11

344.67

16.83

137.33

3.84

12

325.67

4.37

149.00

4.93

13

320.67

3.48

144.00

5.13

14

327.33

14.08

145.33

1.20

15

338.00

3.51

143.33

3.18

16

317.67

4.67

143.33

8.41

17

339.67

10.87

144.33

2.19

18

331.67

2.03

138.00

2.31

19

326.67

10.33

134.67

9.24

20

331.67

13.54

155.67

4.10

Table.3: Average vesicle diameters of ACdEV produced by apopto<c Mutu cells. Mutu cells
treated with UV irradia2on(60mJ/cm2) to induce apoptosis were prepared by diﬀeren2al
centrifuga2on then analysed using TRPS to determine vesicle diameters from apopto2c cells
in suspension. Measurements were made over 20 hours post induc2on and show an
increase in mean vesicle diameter and modal diameter as apoptosis progresses. All
measurements in nanometres. (n=≥3) SEM shown. Linear regression analysis showed
whether diameter size change over 2me was signiﬁcant. Mean diameter change was
signiﬁcant (p=0.0005). stats = ANOVA & ANCOVA between cell-line data sets.

vesicles are being produced. The change in mean diameter over time was
significant.

Selected data from these time points representing early (6 hours) and late (18
hours) stages of apoptosis are shown in Figure.12. Whilst there is no significant
difference between any early and late vesicles from the same cell line (Figure.12
AB), Mutu vesicles are significantly larger than other cell-lines mean diameter, on
average. When vesicle concentrations are grouped by cell line, THP-1 vesicles
concentrations are significantly greater than both Mutu and Jurkat derived
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vesicles(Figure.12C) (p<0.0001). Time points compared with corresponding time
points in other cell lines demonstrate that THP-1 vesicles concentrations are
significantly higher than other cell lines(p<0.0001). There is no significant
difference between 6 hour Mutu and Jurkat vesicle concentrations, but a
significant difference can be seen at 18 hours between Mutu and Jurkat
(p=0.0014). In cell lines the increases in all vesicle concentrations between early

A

B

Mean size
ns

ns

300
200
100
0

200

ns

Diameter (nm)

Diameter (nm)

400

6h

18h

Jurkat

6h

18h

THP-1

6h

18h

Mutu

Mode size
ns

ns

ns

150
100
50
0

6h

18h

Jurkat

6h

18h

THP-1

6h

18h

Mutu

Total Concentration (vesicles/ml)

and late vesicles is significant.

2.5×109

C

****

2.0×109
1.5×109

****

1.0×109

*

5.0×108
0.0

6h

18h

Jurkat

6h

18h

THP-1

6h

18h

Mutu

Figure.12: In early and late apoptosis vesicle characteris9cs vary between cell lines, as assessed by
TRPS. Early apopto+c (6h) and late apopto+c (18h) vesicle prepara+ons were analysed with TRPS for
diameter and concentra+on. Mean diameter (A) shows no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between 6 and 18 hours
in each cell line. Modal diameter (B) also show no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between early and late
apoptosis. The concentra+on of vesicles (C) produced up to 18 hours is signiﬁcantly increased compared
to the concentra+on of vesicles produced up to 6 hours. (n=≥3) SD shown, stats = ordinary one-way
ANOVA.

3.2.4 Vesicle release as assessed using DLS
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) is a widely used method for assessing
vesicle suspensions but has some limitations due to the process by which
measurements are made and scaled. Unlike TRPS, measurements are not made
on a particle-by-particle basis instead changes in the intensity of light scattered by
particles is recorded. Using the Brookhaven Zeta90Plus machine we are able to
assess average particle sizes for each sample.

At 6 and 18 hour time points after induction of cell death, vesicle median and
mean diameter was assessed by DLS as shown in Figure.13. No significant
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Figure.13: In early and late apoptosis vesicle characteris;cs vary in some cell lines, as assessed by DLS.
Early apopto+c (6h) and late apopto+c (18h) vesicle prepara+ons were analysed with DLS for diameter.
Median diameter (A) shows no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between 6 and 18 hours in THP-1 and Mutu but a
signiﬁcant decrease in median vesicle diameter in Jurkat ACdEV. Mean diameter (B) also shows a
signiﬁcant decrease in Jurkat vesicle mean diameter, where as no signiﬁcant change is seen in other cell
line vesicles. (n=≥3) SD shown, stats = ordinary one-way ANOVA (*p=0.0254).

difference was shown between 6 and 18 hour vesicle diameters, except in Jurkatderived vesicles, Mutu vesicles have a significantly smaller median diameter
compared to Jurkat and THP-1 -derived vesicles (Figure.13A). Median diameter
as assessed by DLS showed Jurkat vesicles were on average larger at both 6 and
18 hours compared to other cell lines, but 6 hour vesicles were significantly larger
than 18 hour vesicles (Figure.13B).
Comparing DLS and TRPS measurements allows for a useful evaluation of
the effectiveness of both technologies and helps inform which system should be
used going forwards. As such the mean diameter values for identical samples is
shown in Table.4 along with a measure of polydispersity, a factor which effects the
ability of DLS to measure sample size accurately. DLS provides a crude width of
distribution in arbitrary units where the lower the number the less polydisperse.
TRPS polydispersity is noted as span, a dimensionless distribution width
calculated as (X90-X10)/X50, where the lower the value the less polydisperse the
sample.
Table.4 shows mean values calculated for each cell line at both 6 and 18
hours, where DLS produces far larger estimates of vesicle mean diameter for all
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except 18 hour Mutu vesicles. A significant difference between mean values as
measured by DLS and TRPS is seen in Jurkat 6 hour (P<0.0001), Jurkat 18 hour
(P=0.0004), THP-1 6 hour (P<0.0001), THP-1 18 hour (P<0.0001) and Mutu 6
hour (P=0.0001). Polydispersity measures cannot be compared directly between

6 Hours

Mean Diameter (SEM)

Median Diameter
(SEM)

Mode Diameter
(SEM)

Polydispersity (SEM)

DLS

TRPS

DLS

TRPS

DLS

TRPS (Span)

Jurkat

561.7 ± 51.68

167.7 ± 5.17

457.3 ± 32.2

124.7 ± 0.88

0.326 ± 0.02

1.75 ± 0.06

THP-1

435.7 ± 20.71

149.3 ± 2.03

381.4 ± 13.86

126.3 ± 3.28

0.3 ± 0.03

1.573 ± 0.05

Mutu

284.9 ± 5.7

323 ± 7.88

249.7 ± 4.79

156.3 ± 2.19

0.306 ± 0.02

1.47 ± 0.03

Median Diameter
(SEM)

Mode Diameter
(SEM)

18 Hours

Mean Diameter (SEM)

Polydispersity (SEM)

DLS

TRPS

DLS

TRPS

DLS

TRPS (Span)

Jurkat

436.1 ± 30.76

146.7 ± 19.94

379.3 ± 25.64

111 ± 13.11

0.307 ± 0.08

1.503 ± 0.07

THP-1

367.1 ± 11.12

158.3 ± 0.88

321.8 ± 10.15

115.7 ± 1.76

0.3 ± 0.016

1.883 ± 0.03

Mutu

293.8 ± 5.27

313.7 ± 2.03

257.8 ± 6.49

138 ± 2.31

0.291 ± 0.06

1.727 ± 0.06

Table.4: A comparison of TRPS and DLS methods for vesicle analysis. ACdEV harvested at 6 and 18 hours
post induc8on of apoptosis were analysed using DLS and TRPS to iden8fy diﬀerences in the assessed vesicle
characteris8cs. DLS es8mates mean vesicle diameter as signiﬁcantly larger than TRPS in all but Mutu 18
hour samples. Polydispersity of the vesicle popula8ons analysed were also recorded, polydispersity as
assessed by DLS is similar across all cell lines, but greater varia8on in polydispersity is shown in TRPS
measurements where the closer a span is to 1 the less polydisperse a sample is.(n=≥3) SEM shown, stats = 2
way ANOVA, Sidak’s mul8ple comparisons (**** p<0.0001 , ***p=0.0001 (Mutu) & 0.0004 (Jurkat)).

DLS and TRPS as they are obtained through different calculations, but they do not
observe the same trend across samples. Yet Mutu 6 hour vesicles are assessed
as being the least polydisperse sample by TRPS, which correlates with the most
similar mean vesicle diameter between DLS and TRPS for a sample. This would
support the idea that less polydisperse samples can be more accurately
characterised on the DLS system.
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3.2.5 Vesicle release as assessed using DLS and
TRPS
A physicochemical characteristic of vesicles that may play a part in their
possible function as it does in pharmaceutical formulations similar to EVs, namely
liposomes, is zeta potential[299]. Zeta potential is a measure which correlates to
the surface charge of particles, be they cationic, anionic or neutral. This surface
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Figure.14: Zeta poten2al of ACdEV, as assessed by DLS and TRPS, decreases in late
apoptosis. Vesicles derived from apopto2c cell cultures of Jurkat, THP-1 and Mutu cells
were analysed using qNano TRPS (A) and DLS (B) systems to iden2fy rela2ve zeta poten2al.
DLS es2mated zeta poten2al as greater than that recorded by TRPS. Late ACdEV are
signiﬁcantly more nega2vely charged than early ACdEV. DLS es2mates zeta poten2al as
lower than TRPS in each cell line studies (C,D&E) (n=≥3) SD shown, stats = (A & B) ordinary
one-way ANOVA, (C,D&E) 2way ANOVA
(*p=0.0119 , **p=(C)0.0067 (D)0.0052 ,
***p=0.0001, ****p=<0.0001).

charge can affect the ability of particles to interact with tissues or their ability to be
retained as noted in liposome formulations[218, 300, 301]. As such selected
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vesicle preparations, 6 hours and 18 hours were assessed for relative zeta
potential using both the qNano (TRPS) and NanoBrook (DLS) machines, in each
cell line.
Vesicles were diluted in PBS and assessed following manufacturer's
instructions. Data shown in Figure.14 identifies the relative zeta potential provided
by each method (A&B) and a comparison of these values (C,D&E). In all cell lines
studied the relative zeta potential of early apoptotic vesicles is less negative than
that of their corresponding late apoptotic vesicles, using both methods of analysis.
Zeta potential figures provided for samples using the DLS are significantly more
negative than those produced through TRPS analysis. These data suggest that as
cell progress through apoptosis the vesicles they produce become more
negatively charged at their surface.

3.2.6 TEM evaluation of ACdEV
Whilst TRPS measurements provide a detailed and comprehensive
characterisation of ACdEV it is necessary to confirm the findings in Table.1,2,3
with another method of characterisation. Due to the size of the particles being
studied and the low resolution required to distinguish them from other contents of
conditioned medium Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) is a standard
method used in the field[302]. This method has become widely used in the study
of EVs as it allows for the distinguishing of other vesicles such as HDL and LDL
particles from EVs. Non-EV particles can be counted using TRPS and DLS and
cannot be distinguished from EVs without secondary analysis. Additionally, the use
of two or more methods to corroborate data is recommended by ISEV[185]. Uranyl
acetate was used as a primary stain for contrast due to its ability to bind proteins
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and lipids with sialic acid carboxyl groups as well as nucleic acid phosphate
groups.

Vesicles were harvested from conditioned medium as previously described
(Figure.10) and adhered to formvar carbon coated grids, prior to washing and
staining with a combination of methyl-cellulose and uranyl acetate to provide
contrast. Coated grids were wicked to remove excess stain and air-dried under
cover, before imaging(Figure.15).
1

2

4

3

Figure.15: Moun/ng and staining of ACdEVs for TEM analysis – a schema/c. Formvar
carbon coated 300 mesh grids were ‘de-glowed’ then 20µl of ACdEV preparaBon was
added to grid and leC to adhere(1). Grids were then washed by inverBng the grid onto
water droplets, seven Bmes(2). Grids were then collected with a copper loop and
ﬂoated on ice cold methyl cellulose-uranyl acetate(1:9) for 5 minutes(3). Excess stain
was wicked away by running a copper looped holding a stained grid gently across
ﬁlter paper(4). Grids were then leC to dry under cover. Vesicle loaded grids were then
analysed on a T12 Tecnai transmission electron microscope.
Vesicle preparations from each cell line at 6 hour and 18 hours were imaged,
Jurkat 6 & 18 hours can be seen in panels A & B, THP-1 6 & 18 hours in C & D,
and Mutu 6 & 18 hours in panels E & F, respectively (Figure.16).
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A

Jurkat

B

100nm
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C

THP-1

D

200nm

500nm

F

Mutu
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200nm

200nm

Figure.16: TEM analysis of ACdEV prepara;ons are consistent across all cell lines and display a
heterogeneity of size. Following adherence, staining and drying of grids, mounted vesicles were
analysed on a T12 Tecnai transmission electron microscope. Jurkat 6h(A) and 18h(B), THP-1 6h(C) and
18h(D), and Mutu 6h(E) and 18h(F) vesicles show a range of vesicles sizes and clear vesicle morphology
demonstraLng the heterogenity of vesicles.

Figure.16 shows that a range of vesicle sizes were observed from small
vesicles <100nm to larger vesicles of ~1000nm+ which is supportive of data
obtained from TRPS (Table.1,2,3). These observations were consistent across all
cell lines studied. Typical artefacts of TEM staining are also observed here, such
as the cup-shaped appearance of some vesicles, or the ‘deflated ball’ appearance
(Figure.16B). The introduction of artefacts is inevitable with this process of
visualisation especially as samples are dehydrated through drying and staining.
Yet the morphology and membrane of vesicles is clearly visible due to the contrast
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of uranyl acetate staining, which allows for a confident conclusion that our ACdEV
conditioned medium do contain vesicles. Additionally there is a lack of significant
debris that may potentially have been present in conditioned medium, further
supporting the robustness of TRPS measurements.
Vesicles that are <150nm could under some classification systems be
considered exosomes, whereas others dispute their production by dying cells[222].
Here many small exosome-like vesicles are identified and would support the
hypothesis that apoptotic cells release exosomes.

500nm

200nm

200nm

100nm

Figure.17: Immuno-gold labelling of ACdEV to iden;fy TSG-101 on small
vesicles. The presence of TSG-101 on small vesicles was evaluated through
incuba>on with primary an>body an>-TSG-101. Following washing grids were
incubated with an>-mouse gold-conjugated (5nm) secondary an>body. Yellow
arrows indicate posi>ve staining and reten>on of gold-conjugated an>body in
the vicinity of possible vesicles. The morphology of vesicles is not clear due to
debris and very few small vesicles are stained here. All vesicles shown were
derived from 18 hour apopto>c Jurkat cultures. Imaging was carried out on a
T12 Tecnai transmission electron microscope.
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In order to test further this hypothesis, immunogold staining for TSG-101
protein on these small extracellular vesicles was attempted. A primary antiTSG-101 antibody was incubated with grids and then followed by an anti-mouse
gold-conjugated antibody.
Figure.17 depicts the extent to which this method was effective, yellow
arrows highlight 5nm gold particles, which have adhered to grids. This staining is
broadly consistent with expected sizes of positive vesicles and yet was not as
conclusive as anticipated. Inconsistent staining was seen across TEM grids with
very few small vesicles being stained with gold labels. Additionally the staining
process introduced debris possibly due to slight degradation of the copper grids
used, preventing effective visualisation of vesicle morphology.

3.2.7 Western blot analysis of ACdEV
The classification of different groups of EVs is still not settled within the field
and as such there is debate as to what constitutes an exosome or a microvesicle
based on size, as cellular origin is clear. Vesicles smaller than ~120nm are often
considered exosomes but this is not necessarily based on any molecular
characterisation. Plasma membrane derived EVs can also be produced in similar
sizes[303]. Exosomes, whilst present based on size classification of the vesicles
observed in Table. 1,2,3 and Figure.16 are not usually accepted as produced from
dying cells and are instead termed apoptotic bodies[304]. To establish if vesicle
preparations from dying cells do contain exosomes, assessment of exosome
markers further to that in Figure.17 was carried out.
Conditioned culture supernatant from early and late vesicle preparations,
parental dead cells and viable cells from each cell line were ultracentrifuged as in
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Figure.10 to pellet vesicles. The pellet was then solubilised in CHAPS solution
and twice sonicated for 30 seconds, on ice. The suspension was then centrifuged
at 14,000 x g for 10 minutes to remove insoluble material.
Following solubilisation the samples were assessed for total protein
concentration using a BCA assay. 30µg of protein per sample was loaded per lane
following incubation with Laemmli buffer to denature proteins and reduce
disulphide bonds.
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Figure.18: Western blot analysis of SDS-PAGE gels iden>ﬁed TSG-101 in ACdEV vesicle isola>ons.
The presence of TSG-101 was conﬁrmed in ACdEV following SDS-PAGE. RepresentaKve western blots
are shown, following the loading of 30µg of total protein and transfer of protein to a nitrocellulose
membrane. Membranes were blocked than stained with anK-TSG-101 anKbody and bands detected
using anK-mouse HRP and ECL detecKon kit. TSG-101 is present in all vesicle populaKon and enriched
in 18 hour vesicles from apoptoKc Jurkat and Mutu cells. TSG-101 was not detected in Mutu cell
protein isolaKons. Densitometry of blots are shown for each cell line, conﬁrming the signiﬁcant
enrichment of TSG-101 in Mutu 6h as well as Mutu and Jurkat 18h vesicles, normalised to total
protein. (n=≥4) SD shown, stats = 2way ANOVA(*p=0.0196, ****p=<0.0001)

Figure.18 shows representative blots for all cell lines. Solubilised Jurkat
vesicles for both 6 and 18 hours indicate the presence of TSG-101 with a higher
enrichment in 18 hour vesicles. Similar levels of enrichment can be seen in
parental dying cells for each time point. Then presence of TSG-101 is very low in
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comparison for viable Jurkat cells. THP-1 isolates show a similar picture but with
higher relative presence of TSG-101 in vesicle isolates than dying cells.
Solubilised Mutu vesicles show high levels of enrichment of the marker in 18 hour
vesicles and to a lesser extent 6 hour vesicles. Very low or no enrichment can be
seen in dying cells or viable cell isolates.
Densitometry analysis confirms the observations made in representative
plots. A significant enrichment is seen in 18 hour Jurkat vesicles from cell and in
both 6 and 18 hours compared to respective cells.

3.3 Discussion
3.3.1 Induction of Apoptosis using UV irradiation
As a foundational basis for undertaking work on apoptosis an effective
mechanism for inducing apoptosis in selected cell lines was needed. There are an
array of methods for induction of programmed cell death utilising the different
pathways of apoptosis. The extrinsic pathway can be activated by first apoptosis
signal (Fas) Ligand (FasL) normally expressed on cytotoxic T lymphocytes,
interacting with Fas receptors on the target cell surface. This interaction forms a
death-inducing signalling complex (DISC), which is then internalised and exposed
to Fas-associated death domain (FADD) which then binds caspase-8 facilitating
proteolytic cleavage and formation of the active caspase form capable of inducing
a caspase cascade[305]. Whilst the FasL pathway is effective when mediated by
cytotoxic T cells, soluble forms of FasL are less so due to their inability to induce
trimerisation and DISC formation, furthermore the cost and doses required for
work on such a large scale are prohibitive. Furthermore, the clearance of apoptotic
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cells by macrophages utilised conserved paths irrespective of method of induction,
as such the method of death induction may not be relevant to observed functions
or characteristics[281].

Alternatively induction via a cost effective method such as UV-B irradiation
was more appropriate. This method of induction causes an array of DNA damage
including bulky adducts, oxidative lesions, cross linking and single stranded DNA
breaks. These lesions cause a block in transcription and this blockage causes
cells to enter apoptosis[306-308]. The tumour suppressor protein p53 is the central
integrator of the response to damaged DNA, where accumulation of p53 results in
the activation of BAX and subsequent apoptotic pathway activation[309].

Using a titration of UV radiation doses for the three cell lines studied and then
assessing their stage of cell death after 24 hours incubation, the regime of 60mJ/
cm2 was identified as capable of inducing apoptosis without progression to
secondary necrosis (Figure.7). This analysis was undertaken using annexin V/PI
staining and flow cytometry. The dose of UV irradiation was consistent with other
doses used in this and other groups[53]. A consideration here is that due to the
nature by which DNA damage is realised and cells are committed to apoptosis, not
every cell is at the same point of the cell cycle. The committal of cells to apoptosis
is dictated by the p53 mediated response to DNA damage as cells progress
through the cell cycle[310]. If a cell is further away from a checkpoint of the cell
cycle where damage can be detected, it will not enter apoptosis synchronously
with other cells. Further to this as the process progresses it could be disputed that
vesicles derived from these cells are specific ‘apoptotic vesicles’. This is a
legitimate observation, yet as this work is looking at vesicles derived from dying
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cells the initial process a cell undergoes before being phenotypically apoptotic is
within its scope.

UV irradiation as a method to induce apoptotic cell death may be criticised as
not physiologically relevant, which may well be true when compared to FasL or
TNF mediated cell death. Although as there is no data to suggest the method of
apoptosis or even the pathway that is used to induce apoptosis alters the
production of ACdEV, their concentrations or size, UV irradiation serves as an
acceptable starting point for this area of research[281]. Further work could assess
different pathways of apoptosis and even different types of cell death, elucidating if
this leads to differing vesicle outputs. Unpublished work from colleagues would
suggest vesicles produced do not alter physically or functionally whether induced
by FasL or UV irradiation. Conversely output of vesicles does vary based on
stimuli applied to them, for example the study of EVs by cancer cells in response
to different anti-cancer drugs is noted and relevant to this question[179].

3.3.2 Isolation and Processing of Extracellular Vesicles
Isolation of vesicles from conditioned culture supernatants comes with
considerable limitations with all techniques. Key factors to be considered are
minimising processing to reduce force exerted on potentially delicate vesicles and
ensuring that changes of medium or buffer do not strip native functionality. A more
variable consideration between researchers are the desired applications for
isolated vesicles; contamination with cytotoxic chemicals, aggregation, loss of coisolated molecules, low retention rates are some of the possible problems
encountered. These issues may not affect mass spectronomy analysis but would
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render cell based assays less useful or useless. Availability and cost of the
techniques involved are also a necessary consideration.

Methods such as ExoQuick (System Biosciences, CA, USA) precipitation of
vesicles when a polymer mesh forms trapping vesicles allowing for isolation at low
centrifugation speeds, introduce polymer contamination and still co-isolate
contaminants. Size exclusion chromatography is used also and gently separates
vesicles from their supernatants and allows for buffer exchange, yet this approach
of stripping vesicles from their associated secretome is potentially problematic.
With time, more sophisticated, methods of isolation will become available which
remove the need for chemical additives or harsh physical stresses to be applied.
In this work a holistic approach, looking at a heterogeneous range of vesicles
produced from apoptotic cells will be undertaken.
As such differential centrifugation, which involves relatively low level
alteration of conditioned medium, is able to loosely separate out vesicles for
analysis in a qualified fashion. It also allows further concentration and isolation
using ultracentrifugation to pellet vesicles for analysis that does not require intact
vesicles such as western blot. This method is established and widely used across
the field to crudely fractionate vesicles from culture supernatants[267, 311].
Furthermore utilising this simplistic method the production of vesicle depleted
samples is easily achievable and allows for the assessment of any background
activity[185].
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3.3.3 Fundamental Characterisation of ACdEV
Establishing a foundational basis of physical characteristics such as size,
concentration and charge (zeta potential) for vesicles derived from apoptotic cells
is important to allow further analysis of function. The function of EVs may be driven
by these characteristics as has been documented with charge and EV uptake by
macrophages[218]. The size of particles has also been shown with exosomes to
dictate the distance they travel in circulation, altering which tissues they encounter
altering functions they can perform[197]. It also provides information that may
enable correlation of these basic physical characteristics, cell lines, stage of cell
death and a defined function.
Primarily size and concentration utilising TRPS allows the gathering of large
datasets on vesicles, which help to elucidate which types of vesicles are being
produced. The main variant noted is the concentration of vesicles produced here.
Smaller vesicles could broadly be considered exosomes or microvesicles and
larger vesicles apoptotic bodies or microvesicles. With this information the
pathways of production can be identified which may alter functionality of vesicle
preparations. As endosomally produced exosomes, contain differing contents
loaded from the cytosol following formation of MVBs, compared to microvesicles
produced through plasma membrane pinching-off.
Mutu and Jurkat cells produced broadly similar concentrations of vesicles
over the course of cell death, yet Mutu produce more vesicles per cell at the later
time point of 18 hours. THP-1 vesicles are more numerous, significantly more so
than other cell lines, which may relate to their cell volume. The most numerous
vesicles derived from THP-1 cells are small vesicles as shown by in Table.2,
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where modal vesicles are consistently small, ~120nm. Larger cell volumes
provides more membrane for production of vesicles. As Mutu are smaller than the
other cell lines studied, it would be expected on this proposition that fewer vesicles
would be produced, which is not the case. A further consideration may be the
purpose of the cells themselves and their roles within the body, THP-1 monocytes
circulate for up to three days in the blood before entering the tissue, compared to
naive T-cells for instance which spend less that 24 hours in the blood[312, 313].
With a cell that is continuously moving for a large portion of its life, a more potent
signal of communication, such as vesicles may be necessary.
Vesicles derived from Mutu cells on average (mode and mean) increase in
diameter as they progress through cell death, which is unlike other cell lines
studied. This may be due to some Mutu cells dying more quickly and becoming
secondary necrotic, this degradation of cells may produce larger packages of cell
or simply pieces of cell debris that skew the characterisation of vesicles. An
increase in debris or faster cell death and necrosis is not supported by other
analysis including annexin V/PI staining and TEM imaging (Figures.9&16).
During the apoptotic process cells go through early stages ending in late
apoptosis and necrosis, where potentially vesicle release ceases or the vesicles
that are released switch from a communication mechanism to a purely waste
disposal system, or their message changes[314, 315]. As the cell is progressively
being dismantled, the contents of apoptotic vesicles is likely to change in line with
this. As such representative time-points of 6 hours an early stage of apoptosis and
18 hours, where dying cells are in late apoptosis entering secondary necrosis were
selected for further study. These late apoptotic cells would not typically appear in a
native environment, as they would be cleared by patrolling phagocytes and tissues
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repaired quickly before a cell could cause damage through eruption of a necrotic
cell[316]. But this model allows for consideration of defective apoptotic cell
clearance as seen in inflammatory diseases and disorders[317].

3.3.4 Evaluation of characterisation techniques
There is an array of characterisation techniques that utilise different
technologies to deliver outputs, some of which are more trusted than others.
Dynamic light scattering and tuneable resistive pulse sensing are two the most
widely used techniques.
DLS depends on the scattering of a laser beam as a function of time. The
laser is fired through a suspension of particles and any particles in the beams path
scatter light. Recording this scattered light and its fluctuations with reference to
Brownian motion of suspended particles allows for size and polydispersity to be
estimated. It should be noted that a considerable limitation of this technique is its
inability to reliably estimate polydisperse particle suspensions. Furthermore the
‘ensemble’ measure employed by the instrument cannot match the accuracy of
particle-by-particle measures. As larger particles scatter more light they are likely
to block smaller particles from detection and skew populations to a larger average
size[302].
Based on the measurements shown in Figure.13 it would appear that larger
particles as also seen in TEM images (Figure.16) have skewed the sample
towards a larger average size and masked the quantity of smaller vesicles we
know to be present in the suspension (Tables.1,2,3). This is further supported by
the polydispersity measures recorded by the DLS machine ranging from 0.291 to
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0.326 which correlate with the least and most divergent measurements in terms of
size from TRPS. This technique would be of greater use if monodispersity could be
achieved through depletion of larger vesicles, in the study of exosomes, for
instance. As the characterisation of the polydisperse ACdEV isolation is the goal,
DLS is not a suitable technique[302]. This is supported by work form others that
utilise the DLS to greater effect in the study of exosomes, which possess the most
narrow size range of the vesicle sub-groups[318].
TRPS is the key technology deployed in the qNano system from iZON
Science which uses a tuneable pore, electric current and polystyrene calibration
particles to size and count vesicles on a particle-by-particle basis, based on the
Coulter principle[319]. Applying a voltage across the pore allows the flow of ions
through the pore between the upper and lower wells containing electrolyte. A
baseline current is established and calibration particles of known size and
concentration are analysed at a set pore stretch, voltage and pressure. As
particles pass through the pore and disrupt the flow of ions a ‘blockade event’ is
observed as a drop in current. The scale of this blockade event is directly
proportional to the size of the particle[320]. Mapping the calibration measurements
to those of a sample can reveal concentration and diameter for discrete
populations of vesicles and polydisperse samples.
Data in Table.4 comparing TRPS measurements to DLS measurement taken
together with TEM images would suggest that vesicles measured using the qNano
more closely represent what is present in the analysed cultures. Variation between
measurements is minimal and provides a consistent, reliable method for
polydisperse vesicle suspension characterisation. TRPS eliminates the flaws of
intensity-weighted measurements as used in DLS[321].
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The charge of vesicles has been noted by others as a determining factor as
to their uptake by macrophages[218]. Figure.14 highlights the change in relative
zeta potential of vesicles as cells progress through apoptosis. Later vesicles have
a significantly more negative zeta potential than earlier vesicles which may be due
to greater externalisation of PS an anionic molecule[322]. Further work will assess
the uptake of vesicles by macrophages and assess if this difference between early
and late vesicles translates into increase uptake.
Flow cytometry is another rapidly developing technique which when refined
further will revolutionise the field of extracellular vesicles. Currently resolution
using newer machines that are optimised for sub-micron work have a minimum
resolution of ~200nm[323]. Once advances in the technology or methodology can
distinguish <100nm vesicles from background, higher throughput analysis
becomes easily accessible. Utilising different triggering thresholds, scatter
collection angles among others parameters has been somewhat effective[324].
This still leaves considerable space for error when considering ‘swarm effect’,
whereby multiple vesicles are focussed by sheath fluid and detected by the
machine as a single particle[207]. Another possible route for this refinement would
be to incorporate a particle by particle counter into the workflow as a calibration
step. The combination of thorough and accurate size and concentration
measurements coupled with phenotyping capabilities of conventional flow
cytometry would produce a must-have machine for any extracellular vesicle
research. Recent work from James Higginbotham and colleagues at Vanderbilt
University have taken advantage of advances in electronic detectors and collection
optics to produce a Fluorescence Activated Vesicle Sorter (FAVS). This FAVS
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when vesicles are diluted to below 10µg/ml protein to avoid swarm, can purify
small (40-70nm) vesicles to a purity of 99%[325-327].

3.3.5 Exosome presence in ACdEV isolations
The presence of exosomes in ACdEV preparations is supported by TEM and
western blot data shown here based on size measurements (Figure.16&18). A
large size range of vesicles is seen in each of the vesicle preparations analysed,
which support the data gathered in Tables.1,2,3. TEM does not allow for accurate
consideration of vesicle concentrations and merely serves as validation that what
is being assessed by other techniques includes ACdEV and not cell debris or other
particulate contamination. Immunogold labelling was attempted on similar
preparations to identify TSG-101 present in small vesicles identified (Figure.17).
This was not as successful as expected when considering typical immunogold
labelling and failed to produce any meaningful staining across all small EVs.
Several factors may have contributed to this lack of TSG-101 detection other that it
not being present, such as masking of the protein by mounting or a lack of
optimisation for this specific antibody ab83 - which has not been validated for TEM
by the manufacturer. The poor Uranyl acetate staining which introduced many
artefacts also makes any identification of vesicles quite difficult and as such any
potential immunogold stained cells are hard to verify. This could be improved by
filtration of the staining reagents prior to staining with increased wash steps and
reduction of antibody incubation times coupled with increased antibody
concentrations.
Furthermore some degradation of grids was observed during the processing,
which appeared to be due to oxidation of the grids. This may have reduced
efficacy of antibody interactions and staining. Ideally a directly conjugated gold118 of 293

labelled antibody against TSG-101 would be used to minimise processing steps
and potentially yield more conclusive results. In addition enrichment of small
vesicles and concentration of vesicles may improve efficacy of this technique.
To identify exosome marker presence in ACdEV vesicle populations
concentrated vesicle pellets would be frozen, sectioned, stained and analysed
using cryo-EM, this would further remove the possibility that TSG-101 is located on
the luminal side of the membrane rendering the antibody epitope inaccessible. Yet
flow cytometry staining of serum exosomes has identified TSG-101 using the
same antibody used here, suggesting this may not be the cause[328].
Probing for TSG-101 using the ab83 antibody has been validated for western
blot analysis and was carried out identifying the protein in all cell lines studied. The
protein was particularly abundant in Mutu vesicles and Jurkat preparations.
TSG-101 was detected in lower or very low levels across all cell lines. This may be
due to cells being not particularly active when harvested compared to the
molecular machinery (ESCRT proteins) that is unregulated when cells progress
through cell death.
Some groups dispute the presence of exosomes within apoptotic cell cultures
and instead refer to them as collectively apoptotic bodies[302, 304]. The presence
of TSG-101 in these blots confirms vesicles of an endocytic origin are present.
This may well be due to pre-apoptotic cells producing exosomes that then persist
in the culture until they are harvested at 6 or 18 hours. Yet in all vesicle
preparations expression of TSG-101 increases between 6 and 18 hours (Jurkat &
Mutu significant, THP-1 non-significant increase)(Figure.18), which would not be
the case if non-apoptotic exosomes persisted in cultures at a static level.
Often other exosome markers are used in place of or in addition to TSG-101,
typically CD9, CD63 and CD81 are used. Yet as these markers are cell surface
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markers their presence on EVs does not necessarily identify their carriers as
exosomes[329]. Using markers that are localised to the cell surface cannot be an
indicator of endocytic origin and as such we challenge their usefulness as
exosome identifiers. Utilising a marker from the endosomal ESCRT machinery
such as TSG-101 would provide a better indicator that isolated vesicles have been
produced via this pathway, the pathway of exosome production[330].

3.4 Conclusion
Results here demonstrate extracellular vesicles are produced and can be
isolated from apoptotic cell cultures effectively using differential centrifugation. An
array of vesicles sizes are produced from each cell line studied from small
exosomes to microvesicles and apoptotic bodies. With smaller vesicles being most
numerous throughout cell death.
DLS is an ineffective technique for characterisation of more polydisperse
vesicle preparations and is not suitable for assessment of ACdEV in the manner in
which I will study them, as a whole. TRPS allows for particle-by-particle analysis to
accurate identify the breath of vesicles present. The data obtained relating to
diameter was confirmed using TEM analysis.
Identification of a key exosome marker, TSG-101 was ineffective using an
immunogold labelling method that requires more validation and refinement to
provide more conclusive results. Western blot staining effectively identified
TSG-101 enrichment in vesicles suspensions from each cell line. These data taken
together would support the assertion that apoptotic cells produce exosomes.
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Results 2 - Functional Characterisation of Apoptotic
Cell-derived Extracellular Vesicles and their associated
Secretomes in vitro

4.1 Introduction & Aims
4.1.1 Introduction
Viable cell vesicles have been identified as responsible for a wide array of
functions owing to their ubiquity. Their role in infectious disease specifically is
reviewed extensively in Hosseini-Beheshti et al.[331]. The role of EVs in M.
tuberculosis infection acting as both a mediator of pro-inflammatory signals and
recruitment of immune cells to the site of infection as well as immunomodulation
via down regulation of MHC class II and CD64 on naive macrophages, is
noted[331-333]. Furthermore, human pluripotent resident liver cell derived
vesicles’ role in promotion of functional recovery and hepatic regeneration,
mediated by RNA transfer has also been suggested[334].

The implications of EVs in so many processes both physiological and
pathological is primarily due to capacity to carry information between cells be they
local or distant. The complex mix of molecules loaded into EVs provides each
individual vesicle with a potential individual message or signal, based upon the
make-up of proteins, nucleic acids, lipids and even salts contained within[335]. In
addition, the method by which EVs interact with the target cell adds a further
repertoire, with interaction of the vesicle membrane with target cell receptors,
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transducing signals and activating pathways[66, 69]. Alternatively, vesicles may be
internalised releasing their contents to the cell[336]. The physical structure, a
protective phospholipid bilayer (protease or nuclease degradation), allows for
delicate and volatile structures to be transported rapidly via the circulation to
distant targets as well as circumventing typically impenetrable obstacles such as
the blood-brain barrier[274, 337, 338].

Furthermore EVs are recognised as a mechanism by which cells are able to
dispose of unwanted substances, be they nucleic acids, proteins or specific
signalling molecules[339]. In this respect they become more recognisable as
related to apoptotic bodies which function primarily as bags full of cellular
components, carefully packaged to be recycled by phagocytes. Yet these particles
may still contain immune-modulating highly functional properties. It may well be
impossible to ever decipher which if any vesicles are purely ‘waste’ or purposeful
communicators.

As EVs appear capable of interacting with all cell types tested and have such
diverse mechanisms of action, EV functions related to apoptosis and inflammation
were focussed on here.

The clearance of apoptotic cells is an essential step in effective tissue
homeostasis and avoidance of damage from apoptotic cells. As well as direct
effects on macrophage-like cells, primary T-cells and fibroblasts the role of
vesicles upon parental cell type viability is assessed here. These data will serve as
a contribution to understanding of the ability of ACdEV and apoptotic cell
secretomes to modulate immune cells and responses.
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4.1.2 Aims
Having characterised the fundamental attributes of ACdEV from three cell
lines, the next step to understanding the importance of these particles is to identify
potential roles they play in interaction with the immune system and mechanisms of
cell death. In order to elucidate the role of ACdEV in these processes key
functional roles were assessed. With this information and the characterisation of
vesicles in Chapter 3, a correlation of vesicle functions with these physical
properties and the stage of cell death at which they are produced, may be
possible. At the very least a broad functional characterisation on early vs late
ACdEV secretome will be possible.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Differentiating macrophage-like cells from THP-1
monocytes
In order to assess the ability of ACdEV preparations to interact with and
modulate cells of the immune system, particularly those involved in apoptosis, a
model cell for phagocytes was needed. The ideal cell type to study recruitment of
immune cells and clearance of apoptotic cells is a macrophage cell line.
Macrophages are a professional phagocyte that respond to signals from cells in
distress or undergoing apoptosis, following chemoattractants such as fractalkine,
EVs and chemokines[5, 58]. Once patrolling phagocytes enter the tissue where
chemoattractants emanate from, phagocytes determine what to engulf and
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process distinguishing it from healthy cells by ‘eat-me’ and ‘don’t-eat me’ signals, a
key ‘eat-me’ signal being PS[67, 68]. Upon contact the phagocyte cytoskeleton
reorganises to internalise the cell corpse leading to degradation by lysosomes.

THP-1 +VD3

40X

THP-1

Figure.19: Vitamin D3 induces morphological changes in THP-1 cells, indica?ng
diﬀeren?a?on to MØ like cells. THP-1 monocyte cells were incubated for 48-72h with
100nM Vitamin D3 or without, then imaged with a microscope at 40X magniﬁcaHon. Scale
bar=100µm.

The differentiation of the monocytic cell line, THP-1 cells into macrophagelike cells (MØ) is well established within the Devitt laboratory[53, 286]. Incubation
with Vitamin D3 induces effective differentiation to macrophage-like cells. As such
it was used as a model for phagocytes when assessing their interaction with
ACdEV. Successful differentiation to macrophage-like cells was evaluated through
morphological assessment (Figure.19) and molecular characterisation (Figure.
20). Treated cells assessed by microscopy in Figure.19 show a clear change in
phenotype from untreated cells, differentiated cells become more adherent and
spread out slightly, whereas THP-1 cells remain more uniform and circular.
A key property to assess differentiation of THP-1 cells to macrophage-like
cells is CD14 pattern recognition receptor expression[340], in Figure.20 CD14
expression is evaluated. THP-1 and treated cells were assessed using flow
cytometry for staining with anti-CD14 antibody (Red) as well as an isotype control
(Blue) and then probed with a secondary fluorescently conjugated antibody for
detection. Figure.20A shows the clear shift of the histogram peak to the right in
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treated THP-1 cells, indicating an increase in CD14 expression and successful
differentiation. Figure.20B depicts graphed CD14 staining of cells as mean
fluorescence intensity averaged for repeats. A significant increase in CD14
expression is noted (P<0.0001) between untreated and VD3 treated cells. Isotype
control staining confirms the anti-CD14 antibody is specific.
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Figure.20: Expression of CD14 signiﬁcantly increases in Vitamin D3 treated
THP-1 cells. THP-1 monocyte cells were incubated for 48-72h with 100nM
Vitamin D3 or without, then stained for CD14 (Red) and isotype control (Blue)
and analysed using ﬂow cytometry. RepresentaMve histogram plots (A) show
the increase in CD14 expression in cell treated with Vitamin D3. Increases in
mean ﬂuorescence intensity(MFI)(B), indicaMng CD14 expression, shows a
signiﬁcant increase in CD14 expression of VD3 treated THP-1 cells. No
signiﬁcant diﬀerence is seen between other bars. (n=3) SD shown. Stats= 2way
ANOVA (****p<0.0001).
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4.2.2 Apoptotic cell-derived extracellular vesicles
promote migration of macrophage-like cells
A key stage of apoptotic cell clearance is the recruitment of patrolling
phagocytes to sites of cell death in order to phagocytose dying cells and promote
healing of surrounding tissues. These patrolling phagocytes use many chemical
signals produced by dying cells to guide them to their location, ACdEV secretome
provide a similar signal that help in this chemoattractant gradient migration.

Transwell insert
SFMØ Medium
Macrophage-like
cells (MØ)
Chemoa=ractant

0 Hour

6 Hour

Figure.21: Migra.on of macrophage-like cells was assessed using a Transwell Assay.
THP-1 diﬀerenDated to macrophage-like cells(MØ), were loaded into well of a transwell
insert. The insert sits above a lower well containing chemoa=ractant or control
medium. Over Dme, MØ migrate through the transwell insert pores(8µm), se=ling in
the lower well to be imaged at selected Dme-points, here 0 and 6h.

In order to assess the ability of vesicles to recruit macrophages to sites of cell
death an assay to evaluate this was established. Utilising transwells and 8µm pore
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inserts this migration assay monitors the movement of macrophage-like cells in
response to recruitment through the upper well pores(Figure.21). Once migration
occurs cells settle in the lower well and were imaged every 15 minutes. Figure.21
also shows the representative images of the lower well at 0 hours and 6 hours into
the assay, where macrophage-like cells have migrated through the pore.
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Figure.22: Early apopto6c cell secretome promotes MØ-like cell migra6on more than late apopto6c
cell secretome. Apopto%c cell secretomes from early (Red), late (Blue) apopto%c cells and medium
only control (Green), were used as chemoa<ractants in Transwell assays. Jurkat(A), THP-1(B) and
Mutu(C) secretomes were analysed over 6 hours (15 minute intervals). At 3 hours (D) and 6 hours (E),
sta%s%cally signiﬁcant diﬀerences are seen between 6 and 18 hour secretomes in Jurkat and Mutu
secretomes. No signiﬁcant diﬀerence is seen between other bars. (n=3) SD shown. stats= 2way ANOVA
(****p<0.0001, ***p=0.0004, **p=0.0052, *p=0.0113).

Secretomes harvested at 6 hours and 18 hours post apoptosis induction from
each cell line along with a medium only control are shown in Figure.22, as well as
two time-points from this assay for statistical analysis. In all cell lines, secretomes
derived from cells at the 6 hour point (Red) promote migration more so that 18
hour secretomes (Blue), with medium only control (Green) broadly flat in all cell
lines. Most migration is seen with Jurkat secretome and to a lesser extent in Mutu
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6 hour secretome. Mutu 18 hour secretome are more able than media alone to
recruit macrophage-like cells but are still very weak, even less so than THP-1
secretome.
Three hours into the migration assay selected data (Figure.22D) highlights
the statistically significant difference between 6 hour Jurkat secretome and 18 hour
secretome (P=0.0052) and control (P=0.0004). Mutu 6 hour secretome at this
time-point are similarly statistically significant compared with control and 18 hour
secretome (P<0.0001). At 6 hours in the migration assay (Figure.22E) the same
trend is observed but with both 6 hour Mutu and Jurkat secretomes being
statistically significant from their respective controls and 18 hour vesicles
(P<0.0001). Jurkat 18 hour secretome also now show a statistically significant
difference from the control (P=0.0113).
These data shows clearly that early apoptotic cell secretomes are able to
more readily promote macrophage-like cell migration compared to their 18 hour
secretome counterparts. Jurkat secretomes provide the strongest stimuli followed
by Mutu secretomes, THP-1-derived secretomes are particularly weak and show
no statistically significant difference from each other or control.

4.2.3 Apoptotic cell-derived extracellular vesicle
microenvironment is an important factor in function
As previously mentioned in Chapter 3, processing of extracellular vesicles
and their isolation can cause considerable issues both in physical and functional
alterations. In order to assess what effect a common method of EV processing and
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Figure.23: Jurkat 6 hour secretome is less able to promote MØ-like cell migra@on than ACdEV.
Apopto%c cell secretomes from 6 hour apopto%c cell cultures (Red) were ultracentrifuged (120,000 x g,
90 min), pelleted vesicles were resuspended in fresh medium (Yellow) and isolated supernatant
(Fuchsia) were compared to medium only control (Green) in a Transwell assay (A). TRPS concentra%on
analysis (B) of secretome and resuspended pellets is shown with mean vesicle diameter noted. At 3
hours (C) and 6 hours (D), sta%s%cally signiﬁcant diﬀerences are seen between all treatments and
controls but not between treatments. (n=3) SD shown stats= ordinary one-way ANOVA (***p=0.0002).

isolation, ultracentrifugation has on supernatants, a comparison of secretome, UC
supernatant and isolated vesicle was carried out.
Whole secretome preparations (2000 x g supernatant) were compared to
ultracentrifuged vesicle pellets resuspended (in fresh serum-free medium) and the
corresponding isolated supernatants. Figure.23A compares a medium only control
(Green) with a whole 2000 x g secretome preparation from 6 hour Jurkat cells
(Red), 120,000 x g supernatant (Fuchsia), and 120,000 x g vesicle pellet
resuspended in fresh media (Yellow). Interestingly, separated vesicles as well as
their supernatant, increase promotion of migration compared to a whole secretome
preparations. At the three hour time-point of this assay (Figure.23C), all
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secretome preparations are significantly different from control media (P=0.0002)
but are not significantly different from each other. The same is observed at the 6
hour timepoint (Figure.23D) in the assay, with all preparations significantly higher
than control (P=0.0002) and not from each other. Whilst vesicles are reduced in
concentration (Figure.23B) when assessed using TRPS following resuspension
this difference is not significantly different from the whole culture supernatant.
Vesicle counts of the isolated supernatant at 120,000 x g are below the threshold
of detection for the qNano and as such no data is recorded. This confirms that
most, if not all, vesicles have been isolated by this method and the supernatant
depleted of ACdEV.
Figure.24A shows migration for THP-1 6 hour secretomes and their
associated separated vesicle suspensions. Both whole secretome and 120,000 x g
supernatant show the same ability to recruit macrophage-like cells, and
resuspended vesicles exhibit no ability to recruit cells in contrast to Jurkat vesicles.
As with Jurkat vesicles, the resuspended vesicle pellet on average is less than the
2000 x g unprocessed secretome suspension, but there is no statistically
significant difference (Figure 24B). No vesicles were detected in the 120,000 x g
supernatant.
Three hours into this migration assay both whole secretome and supernatant
migration is significantly greater (P=0.0002) than control and pellet which are close
to identical (Figure.24C). At six hours, migration has largely plateaued on average
as compared to three hours (Figure.24D), migration to whole secretome
preparations have increased slightly to become more inline with 120,000 x g
supernatant.
Mutu secretomes when processed in the same fashion as THP-1 and Jurkat
secretomes behave differently still. Figure.25A shows that when vesicles are
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Figure.24: THP-1 6 hour secretome is more able to promote MØ-like cell migraCon than ACdEV.
Apopto%c cell secretomes from 6 hour apopto%c cell cultures (Red) were ultracentrifuged (120,000 x g,
90 min), pelleted vesicles were resuspended in fresh medium (Yellow) and isolated supernatant
(Fuchsia) were compared to medium only control (Green) in a Transwell assay (A). TRPS concentra%on
analysis (B) of secretome and resuspended pellets is shown with mean vesicle diameter noted. At 3
hours (C) and 6 hours (D), sta%s%cally signiﬁcant diﬀerences are seen between whole secretome,
supernatant treatments and control. No signiﬁcant diﬀerence is seen between control and
resuspended vesicle pellet. (n=3) SD shown stats= ordinary one-way ANOVA (****p<0.0001).

separated from their native supernatant and resuspended in fresh medium their
functional capacity is reduced, along with that of the isolated supernatant. Three
hours into this assay whole 2000 x g secretomes are able to significantly
(P=0.0005) increase macrophage-like cell migration on average in comparison to
control (Figure.25C). No difference is noted between resuspended pellet and
supernatant. All attractants promote significantly more migration than control
medium (Whole P=0.0001, Pellet and Supernatant P=0.0002). At six hours
(Figure.25D) this trend and the statistical increases are maintained with overall
migration increasing slightly by approximately 100 cells/field of view(fov). As noted
in each of the other cell lines assessed with this method, vesicles are not present
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Figure.25: Mutu 6 hour secretome is more able to promote MØ-like cell migra?on than ACdEV.
Apopto%c cell secretomes from 6 hour apopto%c cell cultures (Red) were ultracentrifuged (120,000 x g,
90 min), pelleted vesicles were resuspended in fresh medium (Yellow) and isolated supernatant
(Fuchsia) were compared to medium only control (Green) in a Transwell assay (A). TRPS concentra%on
analysis (B) of secretome and resuspended pellets is shown with mean vesicle diameter noted. At 3
hours (C) and 6 hours (D), sta%s%cally signiﬁcant diﬀerences are seen between whole secretome(***),
pellet and supernatant treatments(**) and control. (n=3) SD shown, stats= ordinary one-way ANOVA
(***p=0.0002, **p=0.0008).

in the isolated supernatant (Figure.25B). They are slightly reduced in
concentration in resuspended pellet samples compared to unprocessed 2000 x g
samples, but this is not significant.
Clearly, based on qNano data represented here these various responses to
isolated vesicles are not due to retained vesicles in supernatant or significantly
altered EV populations in resuspended EV pellets. The potential reasons for these
observed differences are discussed later.
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4.2.4 Macrophage-like cells M1-M2 polarisation
response to Apoptotic cell-derived secretome
As cells progress through cell death and recruit patrolling phagocytes to clear
them from tissues, a pro or anti-inflammatory phenotype can be induced in
responding cells. In response to apoptosis and controlled cell death, an antiinflammatory response may be expected to dampen any inflammation and prevent
a worsening or propagation of more death in a tissue[341]. Pro-resolving signals
as well as anti-inflammatory signals may help to repair tissues and restore them to
their pre-cell death integrity. Macrophage cells can be characterised on a spectrum
of M1 to M2 phenotypes with various subclassifications in between[342, 343]. M1
macrophages respond to IFN-γ and LPS stimuli and produce high levels of proinflammatory cytokines, they are able to produce nitric oxide and present antigens
ultimately working to kill pathogens[344]. Where as M2 macrophages respond to
IL-4, IL-13 and LPS stimuli resulting in diminution of pathological inflammation and
repair of extracellular matrix and tissues.
In order to assess the ability of dying cell secretome to influence macrophage
phenotypic changes cells were incubated with and without LPS then incubated
with secretome preparations. Followed by analysis for key indicators of pro or antiinflammatory phenotype regulation, TGF-β, TNF-α, CCL18 & IL-10 using RTqPCR. Data is presented as Log2 fold change from appropriate controls (MØ
alone or MØ+LPS alone).
The most appropriate dosage of LPS to induce robust stimulation was
established by titration and analysis of TNF-α secretion by ELISA assay. Doses
ranging from 0.25µg/ml to 10µg/ml were used to identify the minimum
concentration required to induce maximal response. Figure.26A shows that 1µg/
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Figure.26: Vitamin D3 diﬀeren7ated THP-1 cells are eﬀec7vely s7mulated by LPS and RNA isola7on
produces good quality RNA. TNF-α produc-on assessed by ELISA (A) measured the s-mula-on of
macrophage-like cells by various doses of LPS. Cells were suspended in complete RPMI containing 10% (v/
v) ultracentrifuged (120,000 x g, overnight) FBS, to provide a source of lipopolysaccaride binding protein
whilst minimising bovine vesicle exposure. A sta-s-cally signiﬁcant increase in TNF-α produc-on was seen
in response to 1µg/ml of LPS. Quality of macrophage-like cell RNA isolated using a Total RNA I kit was
assessed by 1%(w/v) agarose gel electrophoresis, representa-ve gels are shown (B). 28s and 18s rRNA
bands are shown, no contamina-on is seen of tRNA and no RNA smears are noted. (n=3) SD shown, stats=
two-tailed t-test (****p<0.0001).

ml was able to induce a maximal response which was significantly greater
(P<0.0001) than control and not significantly different from 2µg/ml the next greater
dose. This dosage was chosen in order to stimulate a response from macrophagelike cells.
The effect of apoptotic cell secretome on LPS-induced responses was
assessed by co-culturing macrophage-like cells in the presence or absence of LPS
and secretomes. Following stimulation and incubation with secretome preparations
from each cell line, cells were harvested and RNA isolated as described (Methods
2.15). In order to assess the quality of this isolated RNA and ensure it lacked
contaminants, all samples were analysed using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer
then using a denaturing 1% agarose gel. All samples were suitably pure according
to NanoDrop analysis. Sample purity was confirmed by separating on 1% agarose
gel electrophoresis, example plots shown in Figure.26B. Ribosomal RNA appears
as two bands, 28S and 18S RNA bands are visible and distinct from each other
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Figure.27: Treatment of MØ-like cells with/without LPS, with Jurkat secretome induces diﬀerences in
expression of IL-10, TGF-β, CCL18 and TNF-α. The produc+on of four analytes was assessed through
RT-qPCR of macrophage-like cells, in response to 6 (Black) or 18 hour (Grey) vesicle secretome. The
response to secretomes alone (A) and the response to secretomes aHer macrophage-like cell
s+mula+on with LPS (1µg/ml)(B). Log2 fold change is shown from untreated control macrophage-like
cells (zero). Data is normalised to house keeping gene β-ac+n expression. (n=3) SD shown.
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responding to 18 hour vesicles from Jurkat cells. CCL18 expression in strongly
down regulated in response to early vesicles but weakly unregulated in response
to late vesicles. TNF-α, a marker of M1 pro-inflammatory macrophages is strongly
down regulated in response to both early and late vesicles to approximately the
same degree, four-fold.
Figure.28A shows down regulation of all analytes in response to all vesicle
preparations, irrespective of their time of harvest. Down regulation is particularly
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pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α relatively strongly increased in expression in
response to both vesicles to a similar level.
Pre-incubation with LPS to induce an inflammatory response from
macrophage cells allows for the analysis of the ability of secretome to dampen
down this response or cause phenotype switching to less inflammatory type
macrophages. Here in Figure.27B, all analytes are down regulated in response to
late cell death secretome, to quite a large degree. TNF-α which would be
stimulated by LPS has been down regulated by early vesicles slightly, but more so
with late vesicles from Jurkat cells. Interestingly the early vesicles caused little
change in IL-10 expression but increased expression of CCL18 to some degree.
THP-1 vesicles have down regulated expression of all analytes, with the
exception of early vesicles and CCL18 production (Figure.28B). Late vesicles
down regulate production of all analytes to a greater extent than early vesicles.
This is broadly the same as was seen in response to vesicles alone in Figure.28A.
Finally, Mutu vesicles down regulate production of TNF-α and IL-10 very
minimally (Figure.29B). Two of the anti-inflammatory cytokine, TGF-β and CCL18,
with one fold change in TGF-β in response to both early and late vesicles. Late
vesicles are able to increase production of CCL18 somewhat more so than early
THP-1 derived vesicles.
Overall the picture from this expression characterisation is unclear, but
vesicles from both early and late dying cells in all cell-lines are able to alter
expression of cytokines in macrophage-like cells. Also all vesicle preparations
down regulate to some extent the production of TNF-α, when cells have been prestimulated with LPS to induce TNF-α output, potentially pointing to an ability to
dampen this inflammatory response.
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4.2.5 ACdEV promote wound healing in a BJ Fibroblast
scratch assay model
One of the parts of dead cell clearance and resolution of inflammation is
healing and repair of wounds to tissue, replacing lost cells and ensuring the
integrity of tissue is maintained. Fibroblasts are key to this process and are used
to assess the ability of treatments to promote wound closure and healing.
Here confluent BJ fibroblasts were scratched with a sterile pipette tip to clear
cells and create a wound in the monolayer as shown in Figure.30A. In response
to treatments, the scratch is closed over time and cells migrate and divide to fill the
space left and regain a complete monolayer. Treatments were incubated with cells
and imaged over a 30 hour period, after washing and re-suspending in the
appropriate treatment. Images contained in Figure.30 show a representative
image from the assay of a scratch at 0 hours(Figure.30B) and a scratch at 20
hours(Figure.30C) showing the closed wound with fibroblasts spreading out and
closing this artificial wound.
Figure.31 shows representative images at 10 hours into imaging of scratches
with treatments from each three cell lines, red lines indicate where a scratch was
made. Two controls, serum-free and complete RPMI 1640 are shown here for
each cell line and limited closure is seen after 10 hours of incubation together with
scratched cells. Six hour whole secretome from Jurkat cells promote closure of the
wound to approximately 70% here. Secretomes derived from THP-1 cells exhibit a
similar stimulation but to a lesser extent. Mutu 6 hour whole secretome promotes
wound closure to the same degree as Jurkat secretome.
When 6 hour vesicles and accompanying supernatants are separated in all
cell-lines altered responses are noted. Supernatants facilitate wound closure but to
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Figure.30: Fibroblast monolayers were scratched and monitored for wound closure. >90%
conﬂuent BJ Fibroblast cells were scratched with pipe<e =ps (A) to leave a scratch wound in the
ﬁbroblast monolayer (B). Cells were imaged over a =me course and assessed for closure of the
scratch wound (D). Scale bar 200nm.

a small extent in all cell lines with stronger response to Mutu 6 hour supernatant.
THP-1 6 hour isolated pellets that have been resuspended produce a stronger
wound closure response. Closure is seen somewhat in Mutu and Jurkat cell lines
with this treatment but to a lesser extent than whole 6 hour secretome
suspensions.
18 hour whole Jurkat secretome promotes closure to the same degree as
resuspended 6 hour pellets but less than whole 6 hour Jurkat secretomes. Again
with THP-1 18 hour vesicles closure has begun but is slower than in whole 6 hour
THP-1 secretome and resuspended 6 hour vesicles. This observation is continued
in Mutu 18 hour secretomes.
THP-1 18 hour supernatant promotes closure at a similar rate to both whole
18 hour secretome and resuspended pellet. Jurkat 18 hour supernatant sees
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some small closure with some cells migrating but overall closure is slow and 18
hour resuspended pellet promotes faster closure than corresponding whole
secretome. Finally Mutu 18 supernatant does not promote any noticeable closure

Jurkat

THP-1

Mutu

18h Pellet 18h Supernatant 18h ACdEV WC

6h Pellet

6h Supernatant 6h ACdEV WC RPMI Control

SF Control

Imaged
at 10 h

Figure.31: Varia.ons in .me taken for wound closure are seen in response to
ACdEV and secretome treatments. The Cme taken for scratch wounds to close
when incubated with various secretome preparaCons was assessed. RepresentaCve
images taken at 10 hours aLer treatment with respecCve are shown here, red lines
indicate the scratch.
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by this 10 hour time-point, resuspended 18 hour vesicle pellet aids in closure to
the same degree as whole culture late apoptosis secretomes.

Figure.32 provides a graphical representation of the total time frame required
for wound closure in all the conditions previously noted. Conditions plotted here
are serum-free media, complete media, whole secretome, 120,000 x g
supernatant and resuspended 120,000 x g pellet for both 6 hour and 18 hour
vesicles.
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Figure.32: ACdEV and secretomes from various cell lines promote wound closure in a Fibroblast
Scratch assay model. The %me taken for scratch wounds to close when incubated with various
secretome prepara%ons from Jurkat (A), THP-1 (B) and Mutu (C) cells, were assessed. Whole
secretome (W), supernatant (S) and resuspended pellet (P) were analysed compared to serum free and
complete medium controls. (n=3) SD shown, stats= ordinary one-way ANOVA (**p=0.0007,
*p=0.0012).

Jurkat vesicles as well as their vesicle depleted supernatant from early and
late apoptotic cells promote wound closure more quickly than controls (Figure.
32A). Jurkat 6 hour whole secretome promoted complete wound closure more
quickly than any other suspension from any other cell line on average. Jurkat
supernatants are weaker at promoting wound closure, yet 18 hour resuspended
pellet, is able to increase the rate at which scratches are closed compared to
whole 18 hour secretomes. None of the differences in time taken to close the
wound are significantly different for early or late secretome preparations.
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In Figure.32B THP-1 vesicles treatments are shown. Notably less variation is
seen between treatments compared to Jurkat treatments and both early and late
secretome preparations promote wound closure at the same rate. Resuspended 6
hour vesicles appear to speed up the wound closure process but no statistically
significant difference is seen between any of the early or late treatments as with
Jurkat vesicles.
Mutu secretome preparations are on average similar to Jurkat and THP-1
treatments (Figure.32C). Whole 2000 x g secretome are able to ensure closure of
scratches more quickly that separated treatments with both early and late
apoptotic vesicles, but no statistically significant difference can be noted.
In summary, secretomes from dying cells, early or late, are able to ensure
quicker closure of wounds that control media, which might suggest a crude
damage/destruction signal is all that is required to promote BJ fibroblasts to
spread out and fill the scratch in this assay.

4.2.6 Repeated exposure of secretome containing
ACdEV to healthy Mutu cells induces no bystander
effect
Other groups have reported a role for EVs in transferring genetic material to
cells in a paracrine fashion, with this transfer inducing a similar phenotype in the
recipient cell as in the donor cell[295, 345]. This phenomenon has been termed
bystander effect. It has been shown that cells treated with a stressor such as heat
shock or radiation, condition their medium with EVs that when harvested and
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incubated with fresh untreated cells will display a heat shock or irradiated
phenotype [346, 347].
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Figure.33: ACdEV and secretomes do not induce bystander eﬀect in healthy parental cell
lines. ACdEV prepara+ons, were incubated with their respec+ve viable cell type for 24
hours at 1x and 5x concentra+ons. Cells from Jurkat (A), THP-1 (B) and Mutu (C) were
analysed using ﬂow cytometry to assess apoptosis by annexin V/PI staining (1), forward/
side scaPer (2) and JC-1 mitochondrial staining (3). (n=3) SEM shown, stats = repeated
measures one-way ANOVA (*p=0.0436).

Based on work from Berwick-Copley et al. a hypothesis that viable cells when
exposed to apoptotic cell secretomes would begin to display an apoptotic
phenotype can be formed[346]. In order to test the ability of apoptotic cell vesicles
to induce such a bystander effect in viable cells of the same cell line, secretome
containing ACdEV from each cell line were incubated with healthy viable cells from
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each cell line (Figure.33). A serum-free medium (SFRPMI) control was used to
assess the effect of serum starvation on this assay which may be factor in ACdEV
treatments. Any increase is an increase in dead cell scoring.
Figure.33 A,B,C shows cells treated with vesicles derived from 1million/cells
per ml of their own cell type or 5x concentrate, then incubated for 24 hours.
Following incubation, cells were harvested and analysed using flow cytometry for
apoptosis, FSC/SSC, annexin V/PI and JC-1 staining were evaluated. Maximum
change from the SFRPMI control in FSC/SSC measure is seen in one data point in
THP-1 cells treated with 18 hour vesicles of ~+4%. No more than 2 percentage
points change on average is seen in the FSC/SSC measure (Figure.33 A.2,B.2,C.
2). No significant difference is noted. Even less change is seen in each cell line as
scored using annexin V/PI staining for apoptotic cells, all cell lines on average
when incubated with their corresponding early or late dead cell vesicle increase or
decrease by ~1%.
Utilising the more sensitive measure of JC-1 staining that in other earlier
assays has shown changes in the status of cells prior to externalisation of PS or
condensing of cells or alterations in granularity, the picture changes little (Figure.
33 A.3,B.3,C.3). On average the maximum increase or decrease was ~4% in early
(6h) Mutu vesicle treatments. Some outlier data points in both Mutu treatments
and THP-1 6 hour vesicles see at most an 8% increase in dying/unhealthy cells
staining. No treatment, by any measure is statistically significant from SFRPMI
control.
As no strong bystander effect was observed here, a five times increased
dose of ACdEV/secretome were incubated with healthy viable cells of the same
cell line. Even with greater concentrations of vesicles per viable cell, no difference
is seen based on FSC/SSC scoring along with annexin V/PI scoring (Figure.33 A.
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1,B.1,C.1). JC-1 staining on average shows very minimal increase with this
greater concentration of vesicle treatment, but notably this increase is not
significant.
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Figure.34: Repeated exposure of Mutu cells to apopto8c cell secretomes promotes
survival. ACdEV secretomes from apopto1c cells of Jurkat (1), THP-1 (2) and Mutu (3)
cell lines, were incubated with viable Mutu cells. Mutu cells were treated at 0 hours
only, 0 & 24 hours and 0,24 & 48 hours, with 6 hour or 18 hour apopto1c secretome
as indicated(+), serum free media was added (-) when no secretome was added.
Treated Mutu cells were analysed for apoptosis with annexin V/PI staining (A) and JC-1
mitochondrial staining (B). (n=3) SD shown, stats = 2way ANOVA.

Figure.33 data showed that on average no effect was seen in inducing a
bystander effect, but interestingly some vesicle treatments reduced the scored cell
death, but not significantly. To investigate this further and assess an ability for
secretome to promote survival of healthy cells, a repeated exposure assay was
used (Figure.34). Secretomes from each cell-line were repeatedly exposed
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(dosing at 0, 24, 48h into culture) to healthy Mutu cells, which are susceptible to
death signals and are easily stressed by suboptimal tissue culture conditions. As
such Mutu was a sensitive indicator of any induced death signal from vesicles they
might have taken up from culture media.
Mutu cells were scored using annexin V/PI staining and flow cytometric
analysis. Jurkat secretomes derived from early apoptotic cell are not able to
reduce cell death when repeatedly dosed into Mutu cultures (Figure.34 A.1). The
bar depicting Jurkat 6h dose at 0h (J6 0) which was only treated with one dose of
early Jurkat secretomes actually show greater viability than cultures dosed three
times, J6 48. As the doses of late (18 hour) Jurkat cell secretomes increase, Mutu
cell viability increases from ~20% to ~+40%. Complete RPMI treatment keeps
approximately 60% of Mutu cell alive over this time course, where as less than 5%
of cells survive with only SFRPMI. This suggests that cell death is induced by
serum starvation, but this can be abrogated by repeated dosing with late apoptotic
cell derived Jurkat vesicle containing secretome.
Figure.34 A.2 shows that repeated dosing with early (6h) THP-1 secretomes
promoted survival of ~20% of the Mutu cells treated. Late apoptotic THP-1 derived
secretomes repeatedly dosed maintain cell viability to similar levels to complete
RPMI controls. But prolonged periods without treatment as in T18 0 is not
sufficient to prevent apoptosis more than repeated dosing with 6 hour THP-1
secretomes.
Mutu cells interestingly are not more readily prevented from committing to
apoptosis, by secretomes derived from Mutu cells (Figure.34 A.3). Survival is not
significantly different in all early secretome treatments and late secretome
treatments, besides M18 48 the highest dose of 18 hour Mutu vesicles, where
~40% of cells are viable.
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As a more sensitive measure of cell death JC-1 staining of Mutu cells was
also carried out, no considerable difference was noted from annexin V/PI staining
(Figure.34 B.1,.2,.3). A greater proportion of cells are scored as apoptotic by this
measure as it indicates earlier changes in cells committed to apoptosis. Across all
cell lines the trend is the same as observed in annexin V/PI stained cells.

4.2.7 Vesicle uptake and interaction is dependent on
stage of parental cell apoptosis
In order for vesicles to influence and modulate phagocytes or other recipient
cells, they need to interact with target cells and/or be taken up by these cells.
Vesicles are able to interact with cells in a variety of ways either through surface
receptors or engulfing vesicles which contain genetic material, proteins or lipids
that can transduce signals and exert a desired effect.
Vesicles derived from apoptotic cells were stained with fluorescent Bodipy-FL
Maleimide and then separated from unbound stain using a size exclusion column
produced by iZON Science. Vesicles were then counted using TRPS.
Macrophage-like cells were incubated with washed stained vesicles, samples of
cells were collected at 30, 60, 90 & 120 minutes after incubation began.
In Figure.35 mean fluorescent intensity, arithmetic and geometric is plotted
for early, late and control treated macrophage-like cells. Jurkat vesicles from early
cell death, shown in Figure.35 A.1,.2 are taken up more readily than late vesicles
in contrast to Mutu cells. 18 hour vesicles taken up by cells only increase MFI from
background slightly, which may indicate few vesicles are taken up. Again no
increase across time course is seen in any treatment.
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Panels. B.1 & B.2 show that 18 hour THP-1 vesicles are taken up more
readily than early dying cell vesicles and the magnitude of this increase in MFI is
larger compared to other cell lines. Early vesicles only show a slightly higher MFI
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Figure.35: Fluorescently labelled ACdEV are taken up by macrophage-like cells. ACdEV
were stained with bodipy ﬂ maleimide and incubated with macrophage-like cells and
samples were taken at 30 minutes intervals and washed. Cells were analysed for
ﬂuorescence using ﬂow cytometry. Jurkat (A), THP-1 (B) and Mutu (C) vesicle uptake was
measured by geometric (1) and arithmeKc (2) mean ﬂuorescent intensity. (n=3) SEM shown,
stats = 2way ANOVA (****p<0.0001).
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Mutu vesicles for early cell death are taken up less so than late cell death
vesicles, shown by an increased MFI (arithmetic/geometric) but both treatments
display increased fluorescence compared to control, confirming vesicles are taken
up (Figure.35 C.1,.2). No increase is noted across the time course in 6 hour
ACdEV, 18 hour ACdEV or control treatments, for any cell-line studied.
In order to account for the variation in vesicle concentrations following
washing using the size exclusion column, MFI was normalised to vesicle count
then plotted to help identify trends, in Figure.36. Mutu vesicles from early cell
death are still less readily taken up/bound by macrophage-like cells compared to
later apoptotic cells. This trend as with that observed with THP-1 derived vesicles
is the same as that noted in Figure.35 with uncorrected MFI values. Yet with
Jurkat vesicles early vesicles are no longer more readily taken up and now cells
that have taken up early Jurkat ACdEV are substantially less fluorescent than 18
hour apoptotic cell vesicles. All data shown in Figure.35&36 show the difference
between 6 and 18 hour ACdEV is statistically significant.
These data confirm that early ACdEV are not as readily taken up as late
ACdEV which produce a more fluorescent staining of macrophage-like cells.

4.2.8 Primary CD3+ T-cell proliferation and persistence
is altered by ACdEV and secretome treatments
The immunomodulatory effects of ACdEV and secretomes on macrophagelike cells have been evaluated through assays throughout this chapter but to this
point no evaluation has been carried out on cells of the adaptive immunity.
Extracellular vesicles produced by syncytiotrophoblasts have been shown to
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Figure.36: Normalised macrophage-like cell uptake of ﬂuorescently labelled ACdEV, highlights
the greater uptake of late ACdEV compared to early ACdEV. ACdEV were stained with bodipy ﬂ
maleimide and incubated with macrophage-like cells and samples were taken at 30 minutes
intervals and washed. Cells were analysed for ﬂuorescence using ﬂow cytometry. Jurkat (A), THP-1
(B) and Mutu (C) vesicle uptake was measured by geometric (1) and arithmeKc (2) mean
ﬂuorescent intensity normalised to concentraKon of vesicles. (n=3) SEM shown stats = 2way
ANOVA (****p<0.0001).

induce tolerance and initiate cell death of T-cells in pregnancy to ensure the
maintenance and continued viability of the foetus[133, 348]. Potentially playing a
key role in protecting the semi-allogene foetus from maternal immune attack. Here
we attempt to test the hypothesis that T-cells can be modulated by ACdEV
secretomes.
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Figure.37: Isola4on and s4mula4on of primary T-cells are conﬁrmed by CD3, CD25
staining and ﬂow cytometric analysis. Primary CD3+ T-cells were isolated from whole
blood by nega;ve selec;on using an an;body cocktail. Isolated T-cells were stained
for CD3 to conﬁrm successful isola;on and analysed by ﬂow cytometry (A). Measures
of T-cell ac;va;on in response to diﬀerent cell:s;mulatory bead(CD3+/CD28+) ra;os
are also analysed by ﬂow cytometry, including assessing average forward scaNer
(FSC) as a measure of T-cell blas;ng (B). Forward scaNer, live cell count and live cells
as a percentage of all events were normalised to non-s;mulated (NS) cells as 100%. A
further measure of T-cell ac;va;on, CD25 posi;vity was assessed on T-cells
incubated 1:1 with s;mulatory beads (C). Histograms shown are representa;ve.
(n=≥5) SD shown, stats = ordinary one-way ANOVA.

A relatively simple method for assessing T-cell responses to ACdEV is to
assess if T-cell proliferation is affected by incubation with ACdEV preparations.
CD3+ T-cells were isolated from healthy donor blood cones using a negative
selection antibody cocktail. Isolated cells were then incubated with varying ratios
(No beads, 3 cells:1 bead, 2 cells:1 bead, 1 cell:1 bead) of CD28+/CD3+ coated
bead stimulant in the presence or absence of ACdEV treatments. Cells were
incubated for 4 days and analysed using flow cytometry for total count and FSC/
SSC gating.
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Figures.38,39,40 show representative plots of all treatment combinations per
cell line, with viable T-cells gated showing the extent to which various treatments
induce blasting; of T-cells, characterised by an increase in forward scatter in the
gated population.

Jurkat
Jurkat ACdEV treatments with no bead stimulation, show that broadly all
ACdEV treatments have the effect of reducing viable cell numbers and no
proliferation is seen compared to the T-cell only control which has good survival
and some proliferation (Figure.38). Both early and late resuspended pellet
treatments of unstimulated T-cells show an increased persistence of nonproliferative viable T-cells compared to corresponding whole secretome and
supernatant. This may be due to the effect of fresh serum-free medium and
removal of any soluble factors present in the supernatant, or the liberation of any
unfavourable ACdEV contents.
Representative plots for bead-treated cell-only cultures show a decrease in
percentage of cells that are viable from 3:1 to 1:1 cells to beads ratio. All
treatments successfully blast and are stimulated by CD28+/CD3+ beads, a large
proportion of cells acquired have become apoptotic after blasting as shown by the
lower FSC/higher SSC population in each of the plots. This may be due to over
stimulation of cells leading to an inability for such large numbers of cells to survive
in the culture.
Early apoptotic Jurkat secretomes that have not been separated elicit similar
levels of persistence from T-cells at the lower levels of stimulation (3:1 & 2:1) with
some cell death but little to no blasting. 1:1 stimulation causes greater cell death
and a small percentage of total cell persist. A similar picture is seen with isolated 6
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Figure.38: Jurkat ACdEV and secretomes alter T-cell responses to an>-CD3/an>CD28 s>mulatory beads. Primary CD3+ T-cells were isolated from whole blood by
negaNve selecNon using an anNbody cocktail. Isolated T-cells were incubated with
no beads or cell:bead raNos of 3:1, 2:1 and 1:1, as well as in the presence of
ACdEV secretome preparaNons from early and late apoptosis. Dot plots shown are
representaNve.
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hour supernatant but all stimulation conditions see a greater persistence of viable
T-cells compared to whole secretome suspensions. As stimulation increases the
population of apoptotic cells increases.
Isolated pellets of early Jurkat vesicles that have been resuspended in fresh
medium, show a clearer increase in blasting, but the trend across stimulation
conditions in conserved. Increases in apoptotic cell populations is not as evident
here as in supernatant or whole secretome treatments.
Cells treated with 18 hour whole secretome show a considerable decrease
compared to untreated controls at all levels of stimulation, with significant
apoptosis and little proliferation suggesting that apoptosis occurred before
proliferation occurred. Cells treated with isolated supernatant show increased
survival and percentage of viable cells remains broadly similar across stimulation
levels, yet a greater total cell count seems clear in 1:1 stimulation.
Resuspended late pellets show notably more ‘blasting’ than isolated
supernatant and whole secretome preparations from late apoptotic cells, as well
as untreated controls, at all stimulation levels. Apoptosis increases as stimulation
level increases which leads to a reduction in percentage of cells gated as viable at
higher stimulation levels.

THP-1
THP-1 apoptotic vesicle treated cells can be seen in Figure.39, unlike Jurkat
vesicle unstimulated controls, early and late THP-1 vesicle preparation treated
cells show lower levels of survival in resuspended pellet treatments. This rate of
survival is still higher than in vesicle preparations that haven’t been separated into
their constituent components. Instead here greater persistence of viable T-cells is
seen in supernatant treated cells, substantially more so in late apoptotic cell
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Figure.39: THP-1 ACdEV and secretomes alter T-cell responses to an?-CD3/an?CD28 s?mulatory beads. Primary CD3+ T-cells were isolated from whole blood by
negaMve selecMon using an anMbody cocktail. Isolated T-cells were incubated with
no beads or cell:bead raMos of 3:1, 2:1 and 1:1, as well as in the presence of
ACdEV secretome preparaMons from early and late apoptosis. Dot plots shown are
representaMve.
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120,000 x g supernatant than early apoptotic cell supernatant. This percentage of
survival is on average the same as untreated media only unstimulated controls.
Cells alone incubated with stimulatory beads show the same responses as
seen in Jurkat plots, with cell death increasing as stimulation increases, and
blasting at all levels of stimulation.
Early whole secretomes show a broadly lower level of blasting and
proliferation than controls with similar percentages of viable cells across each level
of stimulation, but increases cells death at the highest ratio of 1:1 beads to cells.
6 hour THP-1 ACdEV supernatants are similar across all levels of stimulation,
but slighter lower percentages of viability compared to the corresponding whole
secretome preparation, which declines as stimulation increases. Notably a much
greater amount of apoptosis is seen with this treatment suggesting proliferation
has been suppressed to some extent but not as much as in 6 hour whole
secretome treatments. This cell death is to a similar extent in all stimulation levels.
Resuspended pellet treatments show a reduction in overall cell death across
all stimulation levels and increased survival when compared to supernatant. This
effect decreases as stimulation increases. Proliferation appears to be greater as
well as blasting in all treatments but percentage viable decreases as stimulation
increases.
Late apoptotic THP-1 secretome preparations are unable to promote survival
in any stimulation condition, very low survival is seen compared to control or 6
hour whole secretome preparation treatments. Cell death appears to have
happened early on and not after proliferation has occurred, suggesting 18 hour
THP-1 ACdEV have induced cell death. Isolated supernatant limits proliferation
and blasting to a lesser extent than in Jurkat 18 hour supernatant and is broadly
similar to THP-1 6 hour isolated supernatant with large proportions of apoptosis
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Figure.40: Mutu ACdEV and secretomes alter T-cell responses to an=-CD3/
an=-CD28 s=mulatory beads. Primary CD3+ T-cells were isolated from whole
blood by negaMve selecMon using an anMbody cocktail. Isolated T-cells were
incubated with no beads or cell:bead raMos of 3:1, 2:1 and 1:1, as well as in the
presence of ACdEV secretome preparaMons from early and late apoptosis. Dot
plots shown are representaMve.
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after cells have blasted and proliferated in all levels of stimulation, but marginally
more so in higher doses.
Isolated 18 hour vesicles that have been resuspended in fresh media allow
proliferation and blasting to a slightly lesser degree than controls and 6 hour
resuspended vesicles. Cell survival percentage decreases as stimulation
increases which may be due to larger cell numbers. Cell death is greater at lower
stimulation levels compared to resuspended 6 hour vesicles.

Mutu
Mutu secretome treatments are depicted in representative flow cytometry
plots in Figure.40. Cells alone without any bead stimulation exhibit a higher rate of
cell death as standard in this T-cell isolation. Approximately one percent of cells
are gated as viable in control treatments of 6 hour & 18 hour supernatant as well
as 18 hour whole secretome treatment, without any stimulatory beads. 6 hour
vesicles whole secretome preparations and resuspended vesicles, along with 18
hour vesicle resuspended pellet allowed a similar level of survival over the
incubation period as the cell only non-stimulated control.
Cells alone treated with different levels of stimulation display similar traits as
in other cell-line treatments shown previously, which is to be expected. As
concentration of beads increases cell death increases, with all stimulation levels
blasting is broadly the same and in line with other cell-line treatment analysis
(Figure.38&39).
Early whole culture secretome from Mutu cells as with Jurkat vesicles from
the same timepoint, exert an increased survival of cells as a percentage of the
total population and a lesser amount of proliferation. This is consistent across all
stimulation levels. Cell death appears to increase as cells increase in stimulation.
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In cells treated with early vesicle supernatant, as in Jurkat and THP-1, the
percentage of cells surviving remains similar at each level of stimulation. Cell
death appears to increase at increased levels of stimulation as does blasting.
Resuspended vesicle pellets from 6 hour Mutu vesicles shows a strong
proliferation, but less so than un treated controls. Percentage survival decreases
as stimulation levels increases, along with an increases percentage of cell death in
higher stimulation levels.
Late whole secretome preparations induced cell death in all stimulation levels
as in all other cell-lines assessed, cell death occurred early on in the incubation as
little to no proliferation has occurred. Proliferation and blasting is considerably
limited in 18 hour supernatant, yet percentage cell survival increases as
stimulation increases. Survival is notably similar to Jurkat vesicles but more so
than THP-1 vesicles, from the same treatment.
18 hour vesicles that were resuspended in fresh culture medium show
increased proliferation and blasting with similar percentages of viable cells and cell
death across all levels of stimulation.

Collated data
Collated data for repeats were then plotted into Figures.41-49, for variables
in the assay. The parameters shown in these figures are shown as a percentage
increase from non treated T-cell control. A measure of activation of live T-cells,
forward scatter (FSC) mean is used to identify shifts in the mean cell size, an
indicative feature of ‘blasted’, activated cells. An increase in average cell size
correlates with an increased activation. Total live cell count is also displayed here
with replicates normalised to untreated controls, which gives a representative
measure of proliferation of T-cells in response to beads and ACdEV treatments.
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The final parameter assessed, % live cells identifies the proportion of live cells
compared to dead cells and debris in the whole culture. This allows for an
understanding of whether cells are more able to survive when exposed to
treatments or are instead inhibited or killed. Each figure shows T-cells incubated
with no stimulatory beads, 1:1, 2:1, and 3:1 T-cells to beads.

Jurkat
In Figure.41, Jurkat vesicle preparations, with variously stimulated T-cells is
shown. Figure.41A, identifies a small but not statistically significant increase in 18
hour secretome and 18 hour supernatant treated cells, all other treatments are
broadly similar. The difference seen between 6 hour secretome and 6 hour pellet
are statistically significant. No large change in activation or blasting is seen in non
stimulated T-cells. When a high level of stimulation(1:1) was supplied to T-cells as
well as treatments, a greater change is seen between treatments (Figure.41B). All
treatments reduced the level of activation compared to untreated cells other than
in 6 hour and 18 hour resuspended vesicle pellet, where no clear reduction is
seen. Greatest reduction is seen in 18 hour secretome and is considerably lower
than 6 hour secretome. A statistically significant increase is seen between 18 hour
secretome and isolated and resuspended vesicles from the same isolated
secretome. When T-cells are treated with a lower stimulation of 2:1, again all
treatments reduce the activation of cells except in 6 and 18 hour pellet treatments
(Figure.41C). The largest reduction in activation is seen in 18 hour secretometreated cells. A statistically significant increase is seen between 6 hour secretome
treated cells and 6 hour resuspended pellet. At a weaker still level of stimulation
3:1 shown in Figure.41D, the trend seen in other stimulation levels is conserved
here also but to a lesser magnitude. As stimulation increases in all treatments the
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Figure.41: Jurkat ACdEV and secretomes alter T-cell ac?va?on in response to an?-CD3/
an?-CD28 s?mulatory beads as measured by mean forward scaJer. To measure blas,ng of
T-cells in response to s,muli, mean forwards sca8er was measured for CD3+ cells incubated
with s,mulatory beads and ACdEV secretome prepara,ons. T-cell blas,ng in response to no
s,mula,on (A), 1:1 cells to beads (B), 2:1 cells to beads (C) and 3:1 cells to beads (D) is
shown. Measurements are normalised to no secretome control as 100%. (n=≥5) SEM shown,
stats = repeated measures one-way ANOVA.

strength of activation inhibition is amplified, with 1:1 stimulation showing the
strongest stimulation per treatment.
Total live cell count is shown in Figure.42 for Jurkat secretome preparation
treated cells. When cells have not been treated with any stimulatory beads as in
Figure.42A an increase in live cells is seen in 6 and 18 hour secretome on
average compared to the control T-cells. Other treatments show a reduction trend
in live cell count which is not statistically significant. This increase in live cells in
unstimulated cells is interesting to note when considering cells treated with the
highest level of stimulatory beads (1:1).
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Figure.42: Jurkat ACdEV and secretomes alter T-cell live count in response to anA-CD3/
anA-CD28 sAmulatory beads. To measure the number of live T-cells in remaining a5er
incuba6on with s6muli, live cells were measured (FSC/SSC ga6ng) for CD3+ cells incubated
with s6mulatory beads and ACdEV secretome prepara6ons. Live T-cell counts in response to
no s6mula6on (A), 1:1 cells to beads (B), 2:1 cells to beads (C) and 3:1 cells to beads (D) is
shown. Measurements are normalised to no secretome control as 100%. (n=≥5) SEM shown,
stats = repeated measures one-way ANOVA.

in Figure.42B. Here all treatments reduce the number of live cells compared
to the control. 18 hour secretome treatment reduce cell count to near 0%, in
comparison to isolated vesicles which are less able to reduced cell count at this
time point. At a lower level of stimulation (2:1) all treatments significantly reduce
total live cell count (Figure.42C). Again 18 hour secretome reduces total cell count
most strongly where as 18 hour resuspended pellet does less so and is similar to
all 6 hour treatments. In the weakest stimulation of 3 cells to 1 stimulatory bead
(Figure.42D) the broad trend is seen again. All treatments significantly reduce
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total live cell count. Cells treated with 6 hour pelleted vesicles are significantly less
able to reduce cell count than 18 hour pelleted vesicles.
Figure.43 considers the percentage of events that are live in each treatment,
which give an approximate measure of cell death, if production of debris is
consistent across treated cells. Un-stimulated cells in Figure.43A show on
average increased live cell percentage to overall events in all treatments besides 6
and 18 hour pellet treatments, with 18 hour pellet treated cells reducing this
percentage. T-cell survival in cultures treated with 18 hour secretome is
significantly lower than cultures treated with 6 hour secretome. At the highest
stimulation (1:1), all treatments reduce the percentage of cells that are live based
on total recorded events (Figure.43B). Late apoptotic secretome is significantly
reduced compared to control and is notably lower than 18 hour pellet treated cells.
Cells treated with lower stimulation respond similarly to treatments, with all
reducing the percentage of live cells and 18 hour secretome being most reduced
(Figure.43C). Again in the weakest stimulation level (3:1) the same trend is
observed and 18 hour secretome significantly reduces the percentage of live cells
in the culture (Figure.43D).

THP-1
THP-1 secretome preparations were incubated with isolated T-cells and
analysed in the same way as previously stated. Figure.44 depicts the response of
T-cells in various stimulatory cultures to THP-1 derived secretome, in respect of
activation and blasting. Under conditions with no stimulatory beads present as in
Figure.44A, all treatments increase the average activation of cells with a trend
similar to that seen in Jurkat secretome preparation treated cells (Figure.41A),
with the exception of 6 hour pellet treated cells. When T-cells are stimulated with
1:1 stimulatory beads (Figure.44B), a reduction of mean FSC is seen in 18 hour
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Figure.43: Jurkat ACdEV and secretomes alter the percentage of live T-cells in response to
anB-CD3/anB-CD28 sBmulatory beads. To measure the percentage of live T-cells in total
events counted, a8er incuba:on with s:muli, live cells were measured (FSC/SSC ga:ng) for
CD3+ cells incubated with s:mulatory beads and ACdEV secretome prepara:ons. Percentage
of total events that represent live cells in response to no s:mula:on (A), 1:1 cells to beads
(B), 2:1 cells to beads (C) and 3:1 cells to beads (D), is shown. Measurements are normalised
to no secretome control as 100%. (n=≥5) SEM shown, stats = repeated measures one-way
ANOVA.

treatments, but little to no change is seen in 6 hour treatments. 18 hour secretome
treated cells are significantly less activated than 18 hour vesicle pellet treated
cells. At a lower level of stimulation of 2:1 (Figure.44C) the same trend is
observed, with 18 hour secretome treated cells significantly less activated than 18
hour vesicle pellet treated cells. Again this trend is seen in the weakest stimulatory
incubation (3:1) as shown in Figure.44D, yet here 18 hour secretome-treated cells
are significantly less activated than control as well as 18 hour pellet treated cells.
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Figure.44: THP-1 ACdEV and secretomes alter T-cell ac?va?on in response to an?-CD3/
an?-CD28 s?mulatory beads as measured by mean forward scaJer. To measure blas,ng of
T-cells in response to s,muli, mean forwards sca8er was measured for CD3+ cells incubated
with s,mulatory beads and ACdEV secretome prepara,ons. T-cell blas,ng in response to no
s,mula,on (A), 1:1 cells to beads (B), 2:1 cells to beads (C) and 3:1 cells to beads (D) is
shown. Measurements are normalised to no secretome control as 100%. (n=≥5) SEM shown,
stats = repeated measures one-way ANOVA.

In Figure.45A total live cell count is evaluated for unstimulated T-cells, most
treatments increase the number of live cells with vesicles pellets from early and
late apoptotic secretomes acting most strongly. 18 hour secretome and
supernatant have little to no effect on total live cell count. At a high level of
stimulation(1:1) with CD3+/CD28+ beads (Figure.45B), all treatments besides 18
hour vesicle pellet, significantly reduce the number of live T-cells, with the effect
being strongest in 18 hour secretome and 18 hour supernatant. The reduction in
total live cell count is significantly lower in 18 hour secretome compared to 18 hour
vesicle pellet. Lower stimulation with 2:1 beads to cells, shows the same trend
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Figure.45: THP-1 ACdEV and secretomes alter T-cell live count in response to anB-CD3/
anB-CD28 sBmulatory beads. To measure the number of live T-cells in remaining a5er
incuba6on with s6muli, live cells were measured (FSC/SSC ga6ng) for CD3+ cells incubated
with s6mulatory beads and ACdEV secretome prepara6ons. Live T-cell counts in response to
no s6mula6on (A), 1:1 cells to beads (B), 2:1 cells to beads (C) and 3:1 cells to beads (D) is
shown. Measurements are normalised to no secretome control as 100%. (n=≥5) SEM shown,
stats = repeated measures one-way ANOVA.

which is slightly amplified (Figure.45C). All treatments reduce total live cell count
significantly. Early and late apoptotic cell secretome treated cultures have
significantly fewer live cells than their respective isolated vesicle pellet. This trend
is then produced again in lower still levels of stimulation at 3:1, with all treatments
significantly reducing total live cell counts and 6 and 18 hour secretomes doing
this more so than their respective isolated vesicle pellets (Figure.45D).
The percentage of events that are live T-cells when treated with THP-1
secretome preparations are shown in Figure.46. T-cells that are treated with
secretome preparations without any stimulation show an increase in percentage
live cells in all but 18 hour secretome (Figure.46A). Pellets from early and late
apoptotic cells promote a greater proportion of cells to persist compared to their
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whole secretome counterparts. When T-cells are stimulated at 1:1, all treatments
reduce live cell percentage on average (Figure.46B), with a statistically significant
reduction in 18 hour secretome treated cultures. The reduction in proportion of live
cells from 18 hour vesicle pellet to 18 hour secretome is statistically significant.
Differences between treatments becomes more noticeable in the 2:1 stimulation
(Figure.46C), with 6 hour secretome treated cultures reduced compared to other 6
hour treatments. A statistically significant difference is seen in 18 hour secretome
treatment from control and 18 hour vesicle pellet treatment to 18 hour secretome.
The trend seen in both 2:1 and 3:1 are the same, in addition at this concentration
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Figure.46: THP-1 ACdEV and secretomes alter the percentage of live T-cells in response to
anC-CD3/anC-CD28 sCmulatory beads. To measure the percentage of live T-cells in total
events counted, a8er incuba:on with s:muli, live cells were measured (FSC/SSC ga:ng) for
CD3+ cells incubated with s:mulatory beads and ACdEV secretome prepara:ons. Percentage
of total events that represent live cells in response to no s:mula:on (A), 1:1 cells to beads
(B), 2:1 cells to beads (C) and 3:1 cells to beads (D), is shown. Measurements are normalised
to no secretome control as 100%. (n=≥5) SEM shown, stats = repeated measures one-way
ANOVA.]
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the reduction in 6 hour secretome treated cells is statistically significant (Figure.
46D).

Mutu
Mutu secretome treatments are assessed using mean FSC as a measure of
activation in T-cell cultures, as shown in Figure.47. No significant difference is
seen in cells that have not been stimulated with CD3+/CD28+ beads with any
treatment (Figure.47A). When cells are stimulated 1:1 with beads as in Figure.
47B, 6 hour treatments don't show any statistically significant difference from
control. Late apoptotic cell secretome treated cells significantly reduce the
activation of T-cells compared to control as well as compared to 18 hour vesicle
pellets. A statistically significant reduction in activation is seen in 18 hour
secretome compared to 6 hour secretome. The lower dose of stimulatory beads in
Figure.47C, shows the same trend as at a higher dose of stimulatory beads. Late
apoptotic cell secretome treatment significantly reduces activation of T-cells
compared to control. There is also a statistically significant reduction in this
treatment compared to 18 hour vesicle pellet treatment. A significant increase in Tcell activation is seen between 6 hour secretome and 6 hour vesicle pellet
treatments. The lowest stimulation of T-cells induces a near identical response to
2:1 when cells are treated similarly (Figure.47D). Both early and late secretomes
are significantly lower than the respective vesicle pellet treatment. A significant
reduction is also seen in 18 hour secretome compared to early apoptotic cell
secretome.
When considering the total live cell count in non-stimulated cells all
treatments reduce total live cell count apart from in both early and late vesicle
pellet treatments (Figure.48A).In stimulated cells the total live cell count is
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Figure.47: Mutu ACdEV and secretomes alter T-cell ac>va>on in response to an>-CD3/an>CD28 s>mulatory beads as measured by mean forward scaIer. To measure blas,ng of Tcells in response to s,muli, mean forwards sca8er was measured for CD3+ cells incubated
with s,mulatory beads and ACdEV secretome prepara,ons. T-cell blas,ng in response to no
s,mula,on (A), 1:1 cells to beads (B), 2:1 cells to beads (C) and 3:1 cells to beads (D) is
shown. Measurements are normalised to no secretome control as 100%. (n=≥5) SEM shown,
stats = repeated measures one-way ANOVA.

reduced significantly in 18 hour secretome treatments compared to control and 6
hour secretome treatment (Figure.48B).18 hour vesicle pellet treatment increases
live cell count compared to whole 18 hour secretome treated cells. At a lower level
of stimulation 2:1 (Figure.48C), all 6 hour treatments reduce live cell count but
show no difference between each other on average. The same trend as seen in
Figure.48B 18 hour treatments are seen in 2:1 stimulated cells, but the reduction
in live cell count between vesicle pellet and whole secretome is statistically
significant. Early and late secretome are significantly different and also from
untreated control. Stimulating T-cells with a lower still dose of stimulatory beads as
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Figure.48: Mutu ACdEV and secretomes alter T-cell live count in response to an@-CD3/an@CD28 s@mulatory beads. To measure the number of live T-cells in remaining a5er incuba6on
with s6muli, live cells were measured (FSC/SSC ga6ng) for CD3+ cells incubated with
s6mulatory beads and ACdEV secretome prepara6ons. Live T-cell counts in response to no
s6mula6on (A), 1:1 cells to beads (B), 2:1 cells to beads (C) and 3:1 cells to beads (D) is
shown. Measurements are normalised to no secretome control as 100%. (n=≥5) SEM shown,
stats = repeated measures one-way ANOVA.

in Figure.48D, all 6 hour treatments reduced total live cell count with early vesicle
pellet doing so less that other treatments. 18 hour secretome reduces live cell
count considerably and much more so than 18 hour resuspended vesicles. 6 hour
secretome and 18 hour secretome are significantly different. Reductions in total
live cell count for both secretome treatments are significant from control treatment.

Figure.49 shows the percentage of total events assessed in Mutu secretome
treated cells, in order to evaluate approximate cell death in T-cell cultures. No
significant differences are seen in cells that have not been stimulated, but treated
with Mutu secretome preparations (Figure.49A). All treatments reduced the
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Figure.49: Mutu ACdEV and secretomes alter the percentage of live T-cells in response to
anA-CD3/anA-CD28 sAmulatory beads. To measure the percentage of live T-cells in total
events counted, a8er incuba:on with s:muli, live cells were measured (FSC/SSC ga:ng) for
CD3+ cells incubated with s:mulatory beads and ACdEV secretome prepara:ons. Percentage
of total events that represent live cells in response to no s:mula:on (A), 1:1 cells to beads
(B), 2:1 cells to beads (C) and 3:1 cells to beads (D), is shown. Measurements are normalised
to no secretome control as 100%. (n=≥5) SEM shown, stats = repeated measures one-way
ANOVA.

percentage of live cells in all treatments besides resuspended pellets in both early
and late treatments. Whole secretome preparations reduce percentage of live cells
compared to respective vesicle pellet treatments. In cells stimulated 1:1 with
beads then treated with secretome preparations no significant change is seen
again (Figure.49B). All early secretome treatments are broadly the same as
control cells. 18 hour secretome and 18 hour supernatant reduce percentage of
live cells compared to 18 hour vesicle pellets. In cultures exposed to reduced
stimulation (Figure.49C), early apoptotic treatments show no difference from
control. 18 hour secretome significantly reduces live cells as a percentage of total
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events compared to control, 6 hour secretome, and 18 hour vesicle pellet. At a
lower still stimulation of 3:1 (Figure.49D), the same trend is seen as in 2:1
stimulated cells. 18 hour secretome treatment is significantly reduced compared to
control, 6 hour secretome and 18 hour vesicle pellet treatments, again.

Finally to evaluate the appropriateness of each level of stimulation the
controls for cell experiments were collated and compared to each other.
Assessment of activation, live cell count as well as percentage of total events that
were live are used. A greater understanding of how stimulation or over stimulation
may be elucidated from these data. Averaged number as well as data normalised
to non stimulated cells are plotted in Figure.37. Forward scatter increases as the
dosage of stimulatory beads increases fro 3:1 to 1:1, the increase from the lowest
dose to the highest is statistically significant (Figure.37C). All treatments increase
this measure of activation strongly compared to the untreated control. When these
numbers are normalised to no stimulation as 100% the increase and significant
difference between treatments is conserved (Figure.37C). When total live cell
count is considered a downward trend is seen from the lower stimulation to the
higher stimulation level, although this difference is not significant (Figure.37C).
When these figures are normalised to unstimulated cell counts as 100% the
increase is considerable with all treatments over a 10000% increase (Figure.37C).
Furthermore when the proportion of live cells to total recorded events is
considered as in Figure.37C, a reduction in average live cell percentage
decreases in higher dosages of stimulation. This decreasing trend is not seen
when the percentage of live cells is normalised to un-treated cells.
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4.2.9 Summarised effects of ACdEV and secretomes
A summary of the effects of ACdEV and associated secretomes are included
in Table.5. Early secretomes generally promote migration of macrophage-like cells
with Jurkat secretome being most effective at this. Where as late secretome
promote migration but to a much lesser extent. All secretomes promote wound
closure in a fibroblast scratch assay. No significant bystander effect is induced in
any secretome treatment. Late apoptotic cell secretome aids Mutu cell survival
over a 60 hour period to a greater extent than early secretome. All secretomes
reduce T-cell live cell count, with late secretome strongly reducing T-cell
proliferation.

Summarised effects of
ACdEV secretome

Jurkat
6
18

THP-1

Mutu

6

18

6

18

MØ Migration

++++ Secretome
+++++ ACdEV

++ Secretome

++ Secretome
⟺ACdEV

+ Secretome

+++ Secretome
++++ACdEV

+ Secretome

Macrophage
Polarisation Marker
Expression

++IL-10 +TGF-β
- - CCL8 - -TNF-α

+IL-10 -TGF-β
+ CCL8 - -TNF-α

- IL-10 - TGF-β
- CCL8 - TNF-α

- - IL-10 - -TGF-β
- CCL8 - -TNF-α

+IL-10 +TGF-β
+ CCL8 +TNF-α

++IL-10 +TGF-β
+ CCL8 ++TNF-α

Wound Healing

++ Secretome
+ACdEV

+ Secretome
++ACdEV

+ Secretome
+ACdEV

+ Secretome
+ACdEV

+ Secretome
+ACdEV

+ Secretome
+ACdEV

Bystander Effect
Induction

⟺ Secretome
⟺ ACdEV

⟺ Secretome
+ ACdEV

⟺ Secretome
⟺ACdEV

⟺ Secretome
+ACdEV

+ Secretome
⟺ACdEV

+ Secretome
⟺ACdEV

Repeated Exposure
Survival Promotion

- Secretome

++ Secretome

++ Secretome

+++ Secretome

⟺Secretome

++ Secretome

Macrophage Uptake

+++ ACdEV

++++ ACdEV

+ ACdEV

++ ACdEV

++ ACdEV

+++ ACdEV

T-cell Proliferation
Live Cell Count

- - - Secretome
- - ACdEV

- - - - - Secretome
- - ACdEV

- - Secretome
- - ACdEV

- - - - - Secretome
- - ACdEV

- Secretome
- - - ACdEV

- - - - - Secretome
- - ACdEV

Table.5: Summarised eﬀects of ACdEV and secretome in various func<onal assays. The eﬀects of ACdEV
secretomes and isolated vesicles for early and late apoptosis in Jurkat, THP-1 and Mutu cell lines is shown.
Jurkat secretome and ACdEV are able to promote macrophage migraFon, wound healing, vesicle uptake
and inhibit T-cell proliferaFon. THP-1 secretome is able to promote macrophage migraFon, wound healing,
uptake of vesicles and cell survival whilst inhibiFng T-cell proliferaFon, macrophage polarisaFon. Mutu
secretome is able to promote macrophage migraFon, macrophage marker expression, wound healing,
vesicle uptake by macrophages and inhibit T-cell proliferaFon. (+ = promote, - = inhibit & ⟺ = no
observable eﬀect)
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Isolated early ACdEV behave differently from different cell lines when
influencing macrophage-like cell migration, with Mutu and Jurkat ACdEV strongly
promoting migration unlike THP-1 ACdEV. All vesicles derived from early or late
apoptotic cells promote wound healing. Little to no bystander effect is induced by
isolated ACdEV from all cell types. Late ACdEV are more readily taken up by
macrophage like cells compared to early ACdEV. All ACdEV isolations reduce Tcell live cell numbers consistently in all treatments.

4.3 Discussion
4.3.1 ACdEV containing secretome promote migration
of macrophage-like cells
A key part of apoptotic dead cell clearance is recruitment of patrolling
phagocytes to sites of cell death. As discussed by Hawkins & Devitt (2013), ‘findme’ and ‘eat-me’ signals are produced by dying cells in the tissue, which act as a
chemoattractant for patrolling phagocytes[5]. These phagocytes follow ‘find-me’
signals including chemokines, nucleotides, lipids associated with extracellular
vesicles which have been shown to function as chemoattractants for
phagocytes[49, 50, 52, 53].
No work has been carried out to assess potential roles of vesicles derived
from early and late apoptotic cells or apoptotic cell secretomes and to evaluate
how they differ between each other or between cell types. Figure. 22 highlights
the differing abilities of early and late vesicles to attract macrophage-like cells in a
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transwell assay. Early vesicles in all cell lines are able to recruit macrophages to
migrate through the transwell pores more strongly than their later counterparts
across all cell-lines studied. Control medium shows the minimal effect of gravity on
this assay. Whilst the magnitude of this effect is different between cell lines, the
trend is conserved suggesting that vesicles derived from early apoptotic cells are
innately more attractive to macrophage like cells. These data contrast with work
elsewhere looking at the effects of early and late apoptotic cells (Jurkat) on
macrophages, which concluded no difference[349]. Although the Patel et al. (2006)
study looked at apoptotic cells, whole culture was used and cultures were not
depleted of vesicles, in addition to an unknown concentration of cells used, making
direct comparison challenging. Potentially, vesicles derived from early apoptotic
cells are enriched for factors that promote a response from MØ such as migration,
but this occurs to a lesser extent in later apoptotic cells.
When the concentration of vesicles is considered THP-1 cells produce
considerably more vesicles per millilitre than Jurkat cells yet exert a lesser
migration response to these vesicles. This would suggest concentration of vesicles
alone is not the influential factor in this assay. This further shows that the potency
of secretomes, is not defined by the concentration of EVs or potentially other
factors, rather they are defined by altered composition that exert a greater or
lesser function.
These data, taken together contradict the idea that as cell progress through
apoptosis they become more attractive to patrolling phagocytes as they become
more dangerous to surrounding tissues. It may be reasonable to consider that a
cell that has persisted for such a long period and is close to secondary necrosis
would be more attractive and more able to recruit a phagocyte than a cell which is
not as close to causing damage to surrounding tissues. This may be explained by
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the fact that apoptotic cells in normal conditions would not persist for such periods
and would have been phagocytosed before or shortly after the early apoptotic
timepoint here. So their peak activity is at earlier time-points. Alternatively it may
be that later vesicles act on different cell types promoting the uptake of persistent
dying cells that have not been cleared through the conventional phagocyte (MØ)
recruitment process.
Apoptotic bodies along with smaller apoptotic cell-derived vesicles were
originally considered as a waste disposal mechanism and later to have a more
conventional communicative role[12]. Whilst this method of waste disposal,
packaging cellular contents in vesicular bags in order to deconstruct the dying cell,
may still be important, a balance potentially exists with communication as a
primary function. As cells progress through apoptosis this functional balance may
tip in favour of being more/mainly safe packaging rather than communicative
which would explain the data seen here.
Finally the implication of the signalling of cells active within this and other
experiments and the factors they may release in response to signals from
apoptotic cell secretome, should be noted. The release of several factors typically
termed anti-inflammatory by macrophages in response to apoptotic cell uptake are
well documented[341, 350, 351]. The release of vesicles in response to the uptake
of apoptotic cell derived vesicles as well as their secretome, is likely to initiate or
alter the release of viable cell vesicles and their secretome. The secondarily
released factors may influence the responses of macrophage like cells yet to
migrate through the upper well pores (Transwell assay), potentially enhancing or
reducing the migration of these cells.
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4.3.2 Isolated ACdEV can display differing function
from whole secretome isolations
Within the field of extracellular vesicles, a considerable amount of discussion
is active about the best isolation techniques and those which are most applicable
to the various downstream applications of EVs in research. Typically isolation of
EVs extricates and washes vesicles prior to use, especially when harvested from
primary or clinical samples. Gentler techniques such as sucrose gradient
centrifugation and size exclusion chromatography, whilst maybe allaying fears of
structural damage or alteration to EVs, still remove factors present in cell
secretomes that may act against, in tandem or in addition to EVs alone. Too often
vesicles stripped from a native secretion are isolated and analysed in an assay
with any identified function stated as a native effect, when this may not necessarily
be the case.

Data shown here in Figures.23-25, 32-33 and 38-49 show the complexity of
the interplay between EVs and secretomes they are derived from. When vesicles
were isolated with the most harsh methods of isolation (ultracentrifugation at
120,000x g for 90 minutes), differences between isolated EVs and EVs in
secretome can be seen. Both a study of migration and a study of T-cell
proliferation in response to secretome preparations put this variation in function
into focus. Figures.23-25 assess the ability of secretome, 120,000 x g
supernatant, and resuspended pelleted vesicles to recruit macrophage like cells to
migrate through a perforated membrane (8.0µm) and is used as an evaluation of
ability to promote migration of phagocytes (Figure.21). In cells treated with 6 hour
secretome, and isolated vesicles from each cell line alterations in functionality are
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seen. Jurkat whole secretome promotes migration less readily than isolated
ACdEV (Figure.23). Whereas THP-1 whole secretome promotes migration more
strongly than isolated ACdEV which exhibit an effect not significantly different from
control (Figure.24). Whole secretome derived from dying Mutu cells, promote
migration more so than isolated vesicles, yet they still exert a function (Figure.25).
Alterations in function observed when stripping away factors present in the whole
secretome appear to be different per cell line, which makes these observations
harder still to make definitive claims about. However, these observations highlight
the potential risk of assigning function to cell products, whether in a complex
mixture or isolated.

When considering the scratch assay data shown in Figures.32-33,
alterations in function are apparent but not as pronounced as seen in migration
studies. In Jurkat 18 hour secretome analysis and Mutu 6 hour secretome show
that when vesicles are separated from the supernatant and resuspended in fresh
media, functions differ. In 18 hour Jurkat secretome treatments, the resuspended
vesicle pellet is more able to promote wound closure than whole secretome
(Figure.33A). Conversely Mutu 6 hour secretome is able to more quickly close the
wound than isolated vesicles or supernatant alone (Figure.33C). Whilst this
functional observation is consistent with migration data for Mutu, the direction of
alteration in function is not the same across other preparations. This suggests that
separating vesicles from whole secretome, alters function in many different
scenarios, underlining the complexity of the molecular interplay and its role in
functional activity. Considering this the assigned roles established in various
studies for isolated EVs may be different in native settings, for example the
assigned roles of EVs in amniotic fluid[352]. The complexity of amniotic fluid, not
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only its non-vesicular contents but the mix of maternal and child produced
components may all play roles some of which may regulate function observed in
response to isolated EV functions. In the context of apoptosis, the clearance of
apoptotic cells, is mediated in many ways by bridging molecules (TSP-1, SPA,
SPD, MFG-E8 and C1q), this suggests there may be similar ‘bridging’ components
that mediate or regulate the interactions and functions of ACdEV[58, 341, 353].

Another assay looking at the effect of ACdEV secretomes on primary cells
was shown in Figures.38-49, where CD3+ primary T-cells were isolated from
whole blood. The cells were then incubated with or without stimulation in the
presence or absence of apoptotic cell secretome preparations. Here another clear
identification of the changes inflicted by separating EVs from their native
secretome is underlined. Across all cell lines and all three stimulations 18 hour
secretomes induce near total cell death, well prior to proliferation taking hold.
When these late apoptotic secretomes were depleted of EVs and isolated EVs
resuspended in fresh media, treatment function alters, increasing the measure of
activation of treated cells (reduced inhibition), increasing live cell count and the
proportion of total events as live cells. In many cases the difference between
whole secretome and isolated vesicles is statistically significant, in all cases the
trend is consistent. These data clearly show the difference inherent within
processing secretomes and extracellular vesicles. Yet again the complex nature of
these vesicles and their potential related or unrelated factors within the secretome
expands further.
These data potentially crystallise the need for a more whole consideration of
how EVs function in native environments, altering the way in which they are
thought. The cell secretome, and as a constituent component, extracellular
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vesicles, are part of a whole highly complex microenvironment that exert function
in a synergistic fashion not in isolation. This complexity provides some explanation
as to how EVs seem to be involved in communication or signal transmission,
ubiquitously across the body[273, 354].

There is considerable ongoing debate and development of methods in the
field of extracellular vesicles, in order to harvest, isolate and analyse EVs in an
optimal fashion. These observations should be noted to help better inform claims
made as well as the development of techniques to add to the armamentarium of
EV researchers. Use of ultracentrifugation across studies for isolation of EVs is
used primarily due to its ubiquity and simple nature, as well as its widespread use
in the EV field[355]. As this method is particularly harsh, subjecting vesicles to
shear stress and altering suspension media, it is a good starting point as an
extreme of vesicle processing. Alterations in function could be due to a change in
EVs due to technique or due to stripping from whole secretome, exactly which
cannot be determined here, especially with such a complex interplay apparent.
Potential hypotheses as depicted in Figure.50, explain the physical and molecular
changes to vesicles and associated components that might occur through
ultracentrifugation.
Panel.1 shows the aggregation of vesicles due to pelleting and incomplete
resuspension of ACdEV isolations. This is due to the huge force exerted upon
vesicles through centrifugation, most can be resuspended through vigorous
pipetting and vortexing pellets in fresh media. Aggregated vesicles may act more
strongly on target cells through a concentration of receptor ligands facilitating
receptor cross-linking more readily, or through delivering larger stimulus via
engulfing vesicle aggregates. Alternatively it may lead to a reduction in stimulus
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Figure.50: Possible eﬀects of vesicle isola;on by centrifuga;on on ACdEV. Altera'ons in the func'on
of ACdEV are observed from while apopto'c cell secretome, following isola'on by centrifuga'on. 1Aggrega'on of vesicles due to the forces exerted in centrifuga'on. 2- Rupture of ACdEV due to forces
exerted, causing the release of cytosolic contents to the supernatant. 3- Coa'ng of ACdEV with
material in suspension (ac've/inac've) may occur, shielding vesicle surfaces. 4- Vesicle coa'ngs, such
as a bio-corona may be stripped and lost due to centrifugal forces or changes in suspension buﬀer,
uncovering vesicle surfaces. 5- Vesicle may merge due to the forces exerted upon them by
centrifuga'on and may release their cytosolic contents during merger.

due to fewer total ‘particles’ available to interact per cell and a large proportion of
vesicle surface area is shielded. As part of the migration assay in Figures.23-25
the concentration of vesicles was established before and after this process of
resuspension, vesicle numbers were reduced slightly but this reduction was not
significant and vesicles present in separated supernatant were below the threshold
of detection. Furthermore the diameter of vesicles was not significantly altered. Of
course factors such as buoyancy may play a role in determining whether all
vesicles are pelleted and may lead to enrichment of certain vesicles in supernatant
or pellet[356, 357]. Yet the qNano analysis of vesicle preparations are carried out
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under relatively high pressure (7 psi) to ensure all vesicles are counted, relative to
their populations in the whole sample.
Eruption of vesicles as a result of the forces exerted through centrifugation is
a possibility depicted in Panel.2. This scenario would lead to vesicles releasing
their luminal contents such as nucleic acid, proteins, lipids and other cellular
products which may exert their own direct effects on local cells. As well as this,
vesicle contents may interact with the vesicle surface, enhancing or masking
signalling molecules altering their specific function. These ‘emptied’ vesicles may
re-form in similar sizes and at similar concentrations or merge, further altering the
physical structure of the vesicle. Evaluation of this scenario would require detailed
analysis of vesicle content, as well as non vesicular secretome, then mapping
identified molecules to known intermolecular interactions and associated functions.
Co-isolation of soluble factors, with vesicles, which heighten EV interaction
and potentially coating the vesicles is shown in Panel.3. Some or all of the soluble
factors may be co-isolated, altering constitution of the secretome supernatant and
resuspended vesicles in addition to possible masking of the vesicle surface
ameliorating the function of proteins/receptors/carbohydrates/lipids.
Characteristics such as the weight, size or propensity to aggregate of soluble
factors may determine what is separated and what remains in suspension.
Furthermore as mentioned previously, the bridging or facilitatory function of these
co-isolated may play a role.
As characterised in nanoparticle research a protein- or bio-corona forms
around particles in suspension combined with soluble proteins, specific proteins
interact with particles based on multiple factors including surface charge, size,
coating, suspension pH and protein properties[358-364]. This coating and its
composition determines the eventual properties of the particles even affecting the
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pathophysiological effects of nano-material treatments[364-366]. Whilst no specific
published evidence is available, a biocorona likely occurs in extracellular vesicles
crudely determined by the surface charge of the vesicles and the availability of
proteins and other biological material. This biocorona may well be different in vivo
to those determined in vitro as with synthetic particles underlining the limitations of
some EV studies[367]. The opsonins present with native bio-fluids such as plasma
will inevitably be absent in vitro, also the variation in factors present alters between
tissue, such as surfactant proteins SP-A and SP-D which are only present in the
lungs[368]. Some studies have commented on the role of adsorped surface
proteins altering the function of exosomes, in particular their mobility[197]. With
vesicle migration being significantly impeded by surface protein distribution and
‘environment amplifying the size depended hinderance of exosome migration’.
This study highlighted the role of extracellular environment in the ability of small
vesicles to migrate widely. It uncovers migration as a dynamic property that can be
altered based on environmental factors altering membrane protein conformation,
glycosylation, as well as specific and non-specific surface adsorption. With this
background, Panel.4 depicts the possible stripping of this biocorona when
separating EVs from secretome supernatant. Through exerting high levels of force
on vesicles the coated surface of the vesicle may be stripped, uncovering
membrane proteins, lipids or other molecules which alter the functionality of the
EV. In addition those molecules coating the vesicle are left in suspension, more
dispersed than previously possibly moderating any effect they previous exerted.
The final scenario in Panel.5, shows the combination of vesicles which are
fused together due to processing, smaller vesicles combine together producing
larger vesicles. This size increase, as discussed previously may be enough to
change the functionality of the preparations alone. In addition, the vesicles may
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release their contents as part of this process altering the composition of the
supernatant as well. Considering data in Figures.23-25 it is unlikely this scenario
has a considerable effect on the functionality of ACdEV or their companion
secretomes. Vesicle numbers are not significantly reduced following
ultracentrifugation which suggests that vesicle numbers remain consistent and do
not fuse together considerably. It is likely many of these scenarios will occur in
tandem, causing multiple alteration and altering the composition of ACdEV or
secretomes and their subsequent function.
Further functional characterisation of vesicles isolated via different methods
compared to ultracentrifugation needs to be employed to answer this specific
question. For example if similarly different functional responses are seen from
ACdEV isolated using a size exclusion column the alteration in function is unlikely
to be due to fused EVs, aggregated or ruptured EVs and more likely to be due to
stripping of EV coatings, removal of soluble factors and alteration of adsorped
molecules. This may be either as a result of the Vroman effect or chemical
changes such as pH and buffers altering EV surface molecular confirmation, or
simply dilution[197, 369]. The observation of a potential role for co-isolated or
soluble factors offers the potential for experiments to re-supplement isolated
vesicles with components of the the isolated supernatant once established. This
would allow for the specific identification of the molecule or group of molecules
that help reinstate or remove functions.

4.3.3 ACdEV exert no notable bystander effect
Several others have previously identified a role for extracellular vesicles in
the transfer of and induced phenotype from secreted factors, by transfer of
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conditioned media to fresh cells. This mechanism is thought to be mediated by
uptake of vesicles conferring genetic changes and transfer of a treated phenotype
in un-treated cells. Previous studies have looked at both heat shock conditioned
media as well as irradiated cell conditioned media[295, 345, 346]. Furthermore,
comprehensive work from the same group showed similar small changes in wide
ranging measures from BM heamatopoietic stem cell pool as well as splenic CD4+
& CD8+ lymphocyte pool in animals treated with EVs from irradiated animals[347].
Whilst these changes are statistically significant and published, data presented
here does not complement these studies. Many factors are different in
experimental design, including the time after which EVs are harvested, the
washing of vesicles and isolation techniques, furthermore statistical analysis
differs. With these factors considered, and the lack of direct comparability, vesicles
appear to be unable to induce a significant increase in detectable apoptosis from
control.
Figure.33 shows that by any measure of apoptosis, be it annexin V/PI
staining, FSC/SSC or JC-1 mitochondrial staining, no significant difference is seen
between treated cells and control. It is clear that based on annexin V/PI staining
especially in Jurkat cell controls, cell death increase is partially due to the lack of
serum present in the culture medium. As the cultures were only incubated for 24
hours and the early indicator of apoptosis in the assay, JC-1 shows some
increases suggesting a decrease in death, if not significant, potentially a longer
incubation would be necessary. Above mentioned studies from other groups
assessed bystander effect after 24 hours which should be sufficient to elicit an
effect in a closed system such as this assay. Furthermore increased doses of EVs
(5X increase) were also assessed and this also appeared to be ineffective at
inducing an apoptotic phenotype in bystander cells. A consideration should be
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made for the effect of synchronous cell death and if all cells were proceeding
through the cell cycle similarly, would this affect apoptosis. The incubation period
used in this experiment is sufficient to allow cells to progress through the cell cycle
and commit to apoptosis minimising the risk of masked cell death, furthermore the
assessment of early and later indicators of cell death address this potential issue.
To further test this theory a more sensitive cell line, Mutu was used and
repeatedly dosed (as described in methods) with secretome preparations from
each cell line (Figure.34). Cells treated with a serum-free control suffer greatly
over this extended period of time, with near 100% cell death at the end of the 60
hour experiment. In contrast complete RPMI was not so greatly affected by
repeated dosing with SFRPMI, showing that the small amount of serum containing
medium is enough to improve cell survival. Late secretome when repeatedly
dosed into culture, provides for increased survival with Jurkat and THP-1 vesicles,
but also in the most sustained dose of late Mutu secretome. Interestingly early
apoptotic THP-1 secretome, enables some survival ~20-30% around half of what
is seen in CRPMI. Whilst this is not a direct comparison to the previous
experiment, it supports the notion that any cell death seen in cultures incubated
with secretome preparations is due to a lack of serum. Furthermore, the prolonged
and repeated doses rather than confirming cell death, allow for greater persistence
of cells, most significantly from late apoptotic secretomes. The role of serum in this
experiment could be further tested with the use of chemically defined medium
rather than serum-free to minimise the deleterious effects of serum starvation.

A potential explanation for the ability of late apoptotic cell secretomes to
promote survival, may be due to the loading of later ACdEV with more cellular
components and material of use, enabling phagocytosis and use of this debris.
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Alternatively, as a cell enters the final stages of apoptosis and begins necrosis,
vesicles released may provide a pro-survival signal to surrounding cells, be it
soluble or vesicle-mediated to limit damage and the spread of cell death. A proapoptotic signal released from dying cells does not necessarily make sense,
insofar as the spread of apoptosis particularly in the case of trauma would not be
beneficial. The rapid propagation of death could result is significant loss of cells
and lead to compromise of tissues. An increase in resistance to death would be of
more use, raising the threshold for healthy cells to fortify them against
unnecessary cell death or targeting by recruited immune cells. Conversely, in the
case of viral infection the propagation of a localised cell death signal may be of
use in limiting the spread of infection, yet the machinery or apoptosis mediated by
a bystander effect is not quick enough to control viral spread adequately.

Another assay which allows for the evaluation of a possible bystander effect
mediated by ACdEV or apoptotic secretomes in T-cell proliferation assays is
shown in Figure.38-49. Here secretome preparations were incubated with
stimulated and unstimulated primary T-cells, so the affects on T-cell proliferation
can be assessed. Although these cells were not stained with annexin V/PI for
externalisation of PS and membrane integrity, information from forward and side
scatter provides sufficient information to evaluate live and dead cells, especially
when considering the 5 day incubation period[269]. Consistently cells stimulated at
all levels of stimulation when incubated in the presence of 18 hour whole
secretome, cells die, prior to the cells being able to proliferate in any significant
fashion. This is conserved across all cell-lines. These data suggests that in
primary T-cells, secretome from late apoptotic cultures induce cell death early on
in the 5 day incubation period in contrast to the survival promoted in repeated
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dosing in Figure.34. This effect could potentially be considered a bystander effect
induced by secretome but more likely highlights the diverse and changeable role
secretome preparations play, when used to treat different cells.

4.3.4 Early ACdEV secretome exert differing functions
from Late ACdEV secretome
As cells progress through apoptosis, cells would logically communicate this
change in status, with cells progressing to late apoptosis/secondary necrosis after
failed clearance a further communication may occur. Further to this,
physicochemical changes that occur through programmed cell death are
translated to vesicle release whether deliberate or inadvertently. This change in
physical properties or composition may in turn lead to a dynamic response to a
secretome released from a dying cell, and specifically ACdEV. This plasticity of
ACdEV is further enhanced by the variation in functionality shown in various
extracellular conditions[197]. Changes in extracellular pH for instance, which can
occur in cell death, may alter membrane protein conformation, glycosylation as
well as specific & non-specific surface adsorption[370]. These alterations may
simply affect mobility of vesicles, preventing certain sub-populations of vesicles
from interacting with specific tissues, or may be a mechanism of turning on/off
function and performing a regulatory function. All of these factors layered as well
as others that are unknown, make the study of EVs incredibly complex, here the
comparison of two secretomes from separate time points representing early
apoptotic and late apoptotic/secondary necrotic is undertaken. Whilst this is a
simplification, it should only act as a foundational analysis of this area of cell death
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and EVs to inform future more specific and comprehensive studies crediting EVs
with the immense complexity they display.

Comparing these two time-points (early 6h and late 18h), whilst being aware
of the limitations of this approach, gives some indication of the potential roles of
early and late secretomes, elucidating how EVs change physico-chemically and
functionally as cells die. The clearest functional difference between these two timepoints is seen in the macrophage-like cell migration assay (Figure.22) where
consistently across all cell lines studied early apoptotic secretomes promote
migration more readily than late apoptotic secretomes. Whilst magnitude of
response differs, this difference between early and late secretome is clear in all
cell lines, and statistically significant in Jurkat and Mutu treatments. Due to the low
migrated cell counts and consequently the deviation from the mean, THP-1
secretomes are not statistically significant. This suggests some vesicles may be
less potent, which would suggest further experiments are needed to titrate vesicle
concentrations to be more definite about the importance of EV concentration
alone.
A potential explanation for the different responses to ACdEV preparations
from different time-points may be due to a need to recruit circulating phagocytes
from the circulation during early cell death. In a normal clearance of dead cells,
after 18 hours professional phagocytes would have been recruited long ago and
this strong chemoattractive signal would be unnecessary. This is supported by
Kerr et al. which identifies no free apoptotic cells in tissues[10]. Additionally if the
recruitment of professional phagocytes has been unsuccessful and dying cells
have persisted to late apoptosis/secondary necrosis then a continuation of this
targeted recruitment would not be effective in resolution of inflammation and
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maintenance of tissue homeostasis. Potentially later ACdEV may act on different
cell types that are not professional phagocytes or that are not resident in the
circulation, but rather in the surrounding tissues such as fibroblasts. This ‘all
hands’ approach where any cell can phagocytose a critical cell which is soon to
become necrotic, would prevent chronic inflammation and destruction to
surrounding tissue. Further investigation to look at the effect of EVs on local
‘amateur’ phagocytes are needed to assess if EVs act as an appetiser to the main
course of apoptotic cells.

The role of EVs as a waste disposal system or communication mechanism
may not be exclusive, with these purposes acting together and a balance of
communication function or waste disposal at play. The spectrum of vesicles from
mainly communication to mainly disposal system with some information, possibly
about contents or cause of cell death, could explain the difference in this assay.
Assuming secretomes diffuse into the tissue/circulation differently with early
secreted vesicles released into the circulation, they may not be taken up, fulfilling
a ‘find-me’ role and delivering a chemotactic gradient. With later vesicles
remaining in the tissue, taken up and phagocytosed, cleaning up the surrounding
tissue and removing any hazards ameliorating deleterious affects on the healthy
surrounding tissue.
A matter not assessed here that requires future consideration and discussed
in reviews elsewhere[371], is the modulation of secondary vesicles related from
target recipient cells which may have a further effect on other cells in culture.
These secondary vesicles may act as a propagation of the original signal or act to
regulate it adding another dynamic to the interaction of EVs with target cells.
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In order to assess the interaction of apoptotic vesicles with macrophage-like
cells, an uptake assay was undertaken (Figure.35&36). When the measure for
uptake, mean fluorescence intensity (gMFI or aMFI), is normalised to vesicle count
after washing with a size exclusion column a clear difference between early and
late vesicles is seen in all cell lines (Figure.35). The hypothesis that late vesicles
are taken up more readily by macrophages and may be more of a disposal
system, compared to the early vesicle communicator, is supported by these data.
Early vesicles acting as a communication mechanism are able to travel more
widely in the body, where as late vesicles contain more ‘hazardous’ material from
the deconstructed cell that has to be taken up and processed to remove it from the
tissue and prevent the spread of apoptosis. These data support ideas discussed in
a review by Hawkins & Devitt, (2013) where local cells are described as potentially
the ‘professional’ phagocytes of early apoptotic cells [5, 372]. Furthermore other
work has shown the ability of macrophages to communicate with non-professional
phagocytes mediating their uptake of microvesicles and altering their inflammatory
response in apoptosis[373]. Cells recruited later, the traditional professional
phagocytes, such as macrophages are the ‘professional scavengers’ of dying cells
that have not been cleared sooner as their fundamental purpose is to clean up
dead cells and debris.
Several limitations are present in this experiment, primarily the size range of
vesicles studied. Heterogenous vesicle diameters, when stained and taken up by
macrophage-like cells may result in larger vesicles making cells more fluorescent,
not acknowledging that other cells may have taken up more small EVs.
Additionally, due to the short time frame of the experiment, vesicles may not
actually be internalised by cells but merely interact with the cell surface strongly
enough not be removed by wash steps.
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The process by which EVs play a role in skin wound healing is reviewed
extensively by Cabral et al., 2018 specifically in the context of animal models of
wound healing and progenitor/stem cell-derived EVs[374]. Highlighted within this
review is the role of fibroblasts in acting to proliferate and migrate at the site of
cutaneous damage to close the wound and maintain the structural integrity of the
skin and ensuring its barrier function is maintained. This along with short periods of
inflammation, allow for the site to be cleared and for the damage to be resolved
quickly. Collated within the review are the influence EVs can have in promoting
wound resolution and acting on the various cell types involved in the healing
process. In particular, fibroblasts when dosed with EVs from various cell types,
promote proliferation[375, 376], migration[377, 378], collagen secretion[375] and
α- Smooth Muscle Actin secretion[379]. These studies look at progenitor or stem
cell-derived vesicles from viable cells, as a treatment to enhance the speed of
repair or modulate the process of healing to reduce scar tissue. At the site of injury
in treated tissues, apoptotic cells are present and likely produce vesicles which
may modulate the normal process of repair. Other studies evaluating the role of
apoptotic cells in wound healing have shown that dying cells release ‘signals’ that
promote wound healing and tissue regeneration[380-383]. In order to assess the
potential for ACdEV and apoptotic cell secretome, a fibroblast scratch assay was
used. In Figure.32 A&C, early Jurkat and Mutu secretomes show an ability to
promote wound closure more so than late secretome, this is not apparent in THP-1
secretomes. There is no statistically significant difference between early and late
preparations in this assay. Consistently isolated secretome supernatant was either
no different to or less effective at promoting closure of the fibroblast monolayer
scratch compared to either whole ACdEV secretome or isolated ACdEV at either
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early or late points in cell death. Whilst the study set up cannot comment with
certainty on the proliferation of fibroblasts, migration is clearly seen in quite short
periods of time. Ultimately apoptotic cell secretomes promote wound closure
significantly compared to serum-free medium only control. These data would
suggest that as cells die they do release factors irrespective of cell type that
promote a general proliferative or migratory response. Other work with vesicles
from cancer cells have been shown to promote migration in scratch assays[384].
Where cell death occurs and fibroblasts are present, it is likely tissues are
damaged and restructuring or remodelling of this damaged area is necessary to
maintain tissue integrity.

As discussed in section 4.3.3 bystander effect is not seen to any
considerable degree in cells treated with ACdEV secretome preparations. Between
early or late secretomes no consistent significant difference is seen in any of the
measures used, even the more sensitive measure of JC-1 staining for
mitochondrial membrane potential only shows a marginal difference (~2%)
between treatments (Figure.33). Jurkat cells treated with apoptotic early Jurkat
secretome at higher concentrations appeared to increase apoptosis in cultures
compared to late secretomes. This is in contrast to THP-1 and Mutu cells treated
with their respective secretomes, yet is not significantly different.

When secretomes from different cell types were used to treat Mutu cells as a
more sensitive measure of the ability of secretomes to influence apoptosis or
survival of cells, clear differences between early and late treatments were seen
(Figure.34). Here repeated exposure of all late cell secretome treatments, but
especially Jurkat and THP-1 derived secretomes, produce an increase in cell
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survival over a 60 hour period compared to early apoptotic secretome (Figure.34
A.1,.2,.3). A significant difference is seen between early and late treatments in all
cultures treated with Jurkat secretome (0 hour**, p=0.0044, 24 hour***, p=0.0001,
48 hour****, p<0.0001). No significant difference is seen in THP-1 and Mutu
secretome treated cells at 0 hours and 24 hours, at 48 hours a significant
difference is seen in both. THP-1 late secretome significantly increases survival
compared to early secretome (*, p=0.015) and similarly in Mutu secretome (****,
p<0.0001). This repeated exposure promotes survival which may be as described
previously as a mechanism of limiting damage to surrounding tissue and
regulating the microenvironment and the spread of apoptotic signals. Alternatively
these preparations contain more cellular material and may function as a source of
some sustenance in cultures with no serum. Potentially ACdEV are a limiting factor
for expansion of cell death propagation in tissues with defective dead cell
clearance, ultimately allowing cells to die but preventing an automatic spread of
death to neighbours. If this affects the ability of the treated cell itself to die when
critically injured should be assessed in the future to evaluate this hypothesis
further.

Early and late secretome and isolated ACdEV treated primary T-cells reveals
differences that provide further support to the idea that vesicles released from cells
at different stages of cell death in different cell lines exert different effects (Figure.
38-49). Across all cell lines whole secretome treatments at 6 hours are able to
reduce activation of T-cells when compared to control treatments, but less so than
18 hour secretome under all stimulatory conditions. In unstimulated cultures, 18
hour whole secretome increases T-cell activation slightly, unlike 6 hour secretome
treatments, which is again consistent across all cell lines. The isolated vesicles
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effect on T-cell activation across all cells lines and time points increases activation
compared to control in stimulated cultures. Little or no difference is seen in
unstimulated cells, from control. Both early and late isolated vesicles act similarly,
stripping away differences seen between whole secretome treatments. These data
suggest that the reduction of activation seen with late secretomes may be due to
the soluble factors that are present in the whole culture, which mask the effect of
the ACdEV which provide a stimulatory effect in isolation.

Total live cell count, as a measure of proliferation and survival, is reduced in
late secretome treated cultures compared to early secretome treated cultures
which are both reduced compared to controls, in stimulated T-cell cultures.
Unstimulated cultures treated with Mutu secretome still maintain this trend. In
THP-1 and Jurkat secretome treated cultures, cell count is increased compared to
control in all treatments but early apoptotic secretome more so than late apoptotic
secretome. When vesicles are isolated, live cell count reduction is the same
between 6 and 18 hour ACdEV treatments in stimulated cells. Unstimulated cells
respond similarly to 6 and 18 hour treatments, yet they increase cell count
compared to control in contrast to unstimulated cells. This supports the findings of
the repeated exposure experiment in Figure.34 where secretomes appear to
support cell survival. Interestingly, as in this earlier assay Mutu cells do not support
this survival as readily as THP-1 and Jurkat cell-derived vesicles. Yet this only
applies to unstimulated cultures which are comparable.
In stimulatory conditions proliferation is reduced across the board in response
to secretome treatments, but this effect is potentially in a large part due to secreted
factors as seen most strongly in THP-1(Figure.45) and to a lesser extent in
Jurkat(Figure.42) and Mutu(Figure.48) secretomes.
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Evaluating the effect that whole secretomes exert in terms of causing T-cell
death, shows that late secretome reduces the percentage of events that are live
cells significantly compared to control and early secretome in all stimulated cells.
The effect is most dramatic in Mutu treated T-cells where 6 hour secretomes have
little or no effect at all in stimulations, in contrast to other cell-lines where early
secretomes reduce total percentage of live cells. In unstimulated cells all early
secretomes increase the proportion of live cells compared to late secretome. Yet
Mutu treatments have a lower percentage of live cells than untreated controls,
whereas Jurkat and THP-1 treatments show no significant reduction or an increase
compared to control. When vesicles are pelleted and resuspended, stimulated
cells show a reduction in 18 hour Jurkat ACdEV treated cells compared to early
ACdEV unlike in Mutu and THP-1 treatments. Jurkat and THP-1 ACdEV reduce
the percentage live cells by both early and late preparations where as 6 hour Mutu
vesicles fail to show a change from control. In unstimulated cells all treatments
appear to increase the percentage live cells in THP-1 & Mutu but little change is
seen in Jurkat ACdEV treatment, where 18 hour vesicles appear to slightly reduce
the percentage of live cells in the culture.

Ultimately ACdEV exert effects by reducing T-cell count by killing cells as well
as by suppressing their proliferation. This effect is clearest in 18 hour ACdEV,
where Jurkat and THP-1 vesicles appear to kill cells and reduce their proliferation,
whereas Mutu vesicles do not appear to increase cell death but still limit
proliferation. This suggests that this vesicle suppression signal can be varied and
specific as dictated by the progenitor cells. The ability of vesicles to suppress
specific T-cell proliferation is important and has been shown to be necessary in the
maintenance of a normal pregnancy[348] as well as being able to activate T-cells
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alone[385] or enhance negative selection signals[386]. ACdEV may carry similar
signals, allowing for negative selection of T-cells or dampening T-cell responses by
inducing anergy[387]. ACdEV secretomes may have acted directly on cells
inducing cell death prior to stimulation with anti-CD3/anti-CD28 beads or after
stimulation reducing activity and inducing cell death[388]. In conditions without
stimulatory beads they may have acted to stimulate T-cells with CD28, MHCs,
ICAM-1 and CD40 or other molecules carried on their surface[128, 389-392]. Also
certain ACdEV secretomes may have acted directly on anti-CD3/anti-CD28 beads
shielding them from interaction with T-cells due to blocking of bead surfaces due to
specific or non-specific adsorption.

Fundamental limitations of these experiments exist in that irrespective of the
number of independent repeats carried out variation is problematic. This is
primarily due to the variability of the donor population for primary T-cells isolated
from blood cones sourced from the NHS Blood and Transplant service. As such no
matching was done for age, gender or Cytomegalovirus status around donors, all
of which have considerable affects on the activity and responses of CD3+ Tcells[393, 394]. All of these factors when controlled for may result in reduced
variation and greater statistical significance between treatments.

4.3.5 Some properties are conserved across ACdEV
secretomes derived from different cells
Three different cell types have been used throughout to produce ACdEV by
inducing cell death, whilst differences between these treatments have been
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evaluated elsewhere some features are consistent across ACdEV and secretomes
from different cell-lines. Properties that are conserved across all vesicles/
secretome types may potentially be conserved across ACdEV more generally.
Early secretomes from all cell lines promote migration by macrophage-like
cells more so than late secretomes derived from the same cultures(Figure.22).
Whilst the magnitude is different across cell types this trend is conserved in all.
This may support the theory mentioned previously, that late apoptotic cells are
scavenged by macrophages as local cells have failed to phagocytose these cells
sooner. As cells begin apoptosis, they release ACdEV/secretome to recruit MØ to
the site of cell death, if the dying cells are not cleared by neighbouring cells,
professional phagocytes will soon be infiltrating the tissue following the
chemotactic gradient. If local cells have cleared the dying cell, the recruitment
signal will be attenuated and recruitment factors (ACdEV, Chemokines, Cytokines)
will no longer be released.
Secretomes derived from all cell types reduce the expression of both IL-10
and TNF-α in MØ cells pre-incubated with LPS and is generally reduced more so
in response to late secretome than early secretome(Figure.27-29). IL-10 an antiinflammatory cytokine, exerts potent effects that regulate immune responses and
limit inflammatory responses to pathogens. When macrophages are stimulated by
LPS they are induced to produce IL-10 through TLR4 and a cascade of autocrine/
paracrine signalling resulting in activation of transcription factors STAT1 and
STAT3 to transcribe IL-10[395]. Potentially secretomes from dying cells reduce the
anti-inflammatory response propagated by MØ, more so in later secretomes. This
may mean that secretomes try to induce a more pro-inflammatory response from
MØ to help resolve cell death and maintain tissue homeostasis when something
has gone wrong. Where as in infection this may be different.
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TNF-α is involved in the regulation of several cell functions including
proliferation, cell death, and differentiation, with macrophages producing and also
responding to it most. The ability of TNF to signal in an autocrine manner and its
importance in macrophage differentiation is shown in work by Witsell and Schook
(1992), when this signal is removed cells proliferate instead[396, 397][398]. With a
reduction in this pro-inflammatory signal also, rather than as suggested previously
that secretomes tip macrophages towards an M1 phenotype it is possible anergy
is induced.

Consistently as shown in Figure.32, both ACdEV and secretomes from all
cell types promote fibroblast migration to quicken wound closure in both early and
late apoptosis. This suggests that fibroblasts respond to cell death uniformly by
closing any wounds through migration primarily.
Survival of Mutu cells in cultures repeatedly dosed with secretomes is
consistent across all cell lines, whereby late apoptotic secretomes allow cells to
survive for longer and the higher dosages of secretome ensure greatest survival.
Early secretomes do not exert the same survival effect. This may be due to late
secretomes needing to ensure that surrounding cells survive until the innate
immunity can respond and start to repair the tissues. This is not to say the early
secretomes promote cell death, just they lack such a strong pro-survival signal.
As discussed previously, late ACdEV are taken up more readily by
macrophages than early ACdEV, but early vesicles are still taken up.
Finally all late secretomes reduce T-cell activation, yet all 6 hour isolated
ACdEV increase activation. Total live cell counts are reduced in 6 and 18 hour
ACdEV treatments, but most strongly in late apoptotic cell secretome treatments.
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The percentage of events that are live cells is reduced in all 18 hour secretome
treatments from each cell line.

4.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, extracellular vesicles and their companions in secretomes from
dying cells represent an immensely complex and intricate communication system
which exerts dynamic and wide ranging effects on recipients cells.

4.4.1 Early and Late ACdEV
Clear differences persist between early and late ACdEV when isolated from
secretome, but evaluation of their effects has limited impact when the role of the
wider secretomes effect on function is in question.

4.4.2 Early and Late Apoptotic Secretome
Early and Late secretomes containing vesicles exert diverse effects
depending on which functional assessment is being carried out. Early secretome is
able to recruit macrophages to sites of cell death, promote structural repair of a
fibroblast monolayer and moderate the response of T-cells to stimulation, without
inducing cell death in bystander cells. Late secretome is much less able to recruit
macrophages, but is still able to encourage wound closure, yet late secretome is
able to increase cell persistence in cultures when repeatedly dosed suggesting it
encourages cell survival. Late cell secretome has a dramatic effect on stimulated
T-cells.
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Results 3 - Towards developing a Tuneable Resistive
Pulse Sensing assay for vesicle-by-vesicle
phenotyping

5.1 Introduction & Aims
5.1.1 Introduction
Vesicles from any progenitor cell carry an array of cargo as part of their
dynamic communication mechanism giving rise to their diverse and wide-ranging
functions across the body. To better understand these vesicles, phenotyping
methods have been and continue to be developed to identify key molecular
components. Some of the challenges which hamper these approaches are related
to the size of vesicles and the resolution required to image and process the large
volumes of biological fluids required. With potentially large volumes of culture or
biological fluid required to produce very small amounts of vesicles for analysis,
many limitations are apparent. Basic methods applied to the field such as western
blotting, ELISA, and microscopy provide information about the molecular
components of vesicles at low throughput, often through homogenisation of
vesicles and single analyte analysis. More specialist techniques such as mass
spectrometry are also being used to elucidate the molecular components of bulk
vesicle preparations. They require large volumes of material and extensive
processing to obtain any data, with the specialist nature making the technique
inaccessible to most laboratories.
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The most ubiquitous technique, when considering the similarities of EVs to
cells is flow cytometry analysis. With an array of widely-available fluorophores and
an even larger range of antibodies to identify myriad target proteins or other
molecules, flow cytometry is the obvious technology ripe for application in the field.
The small size of exosomes at the lower end of the EV spectrum pose the biggest
challenge when looking to resolve the whole range of vesicles in suspensions.
Several groups are working to optimise specialist flow cytometers, minimising the
limitations of commercially available machines such as background noise, vesicle
optical density, swarming, standardised light scattering, sensitive light detection
and other factors[204, 207, 324, 399, 400]. This variation and ambiguity between
experimental conditions limits the reproducibility of data and usefulness of EV
characterisation and its application in diagnostics and therapeutics.
The main methods by which others are working to optimise systems for EV
detection, focus on improving fluidics, optics and electronics of cytometers,
resolving particles directly. The primary development in fluidics is to create a slow
velocity core stream, focussing particles into a small diameter stream that can
reduce swarming of vesicles[324]. This, combined with using high powered lasers
with a smaller beam focussed spot allows for single vesicles to be illuminated
rather than clusters[401]. As Welsh et al. (2017) highlight, simple serial dilution
reveals a linear decline in vesicles count coupled with a maintenance of the
fluorescence intensity of positive vesicles, validating this approach[399, 402].
Electronic and optical innovations and standardisation are focussed on
improving fluorescence detector sensitivity as well as smaller fluorescence and
side scatter apertures. In comparison to conventional flow cytometry which uses
forward scatter (0.5-5°), specialist EV cytometers use side scatter (15-150°) as a
determinant of trigger threshold, because EVs scatter light similarly to sheath fluid
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in the range of electronic noise to FSC detectors[302, 403, 404]. Due to the
variations in angles of collection of side scatter and the different light scattering
exhibited by vesicles unlike in Mie theory (the signal intensity of scattered light is
dependent on the angle at which light is directed and collected towards a
detector), calibration and standardisation is difficult. Of particular interest is the
variation in refractive index between particles, due to cytosol and its ratio to
membrane, as well as surface proteins expression and density of any cargo
contained within. In addition, EVs from different cell lines appear to show different
refractive indices, further complicating analytical challenges[405].
Greatly improved fluorescence detector sensitivity is needed to address the
smaller surface area of EVs and low copy expression of target protein and
associated fluorophore molecule present on EVs. This is especially important
when fluorescence is used as a discriminator in vesicles differentiation from
noise[406].
A newer addition to EV flow cytometry is imaging flow cytometry, which
combines high-resolution (20nm) imaging with standard flow cytometry to identify
vesicles clearly from other contaminants[407, 408]. Smaller EVs are detected and
a greater sensitivity for fluorescence has been demonstrated[409].
Ultimately, flow cytometry is working towards effective particle-by-particle
measurements across the full spectrum of EVs(~40->1000nm). With this already
available for sizing through the qNano TRPS system, an adaptation of the
machine could allow for effective phenotyping on a single particle level. Without
altering vesicle size dramatically through aggregation, the combination of multiple
probes to alter vesicle zeta potential, a measure of surface charge, could allow for
multiple analytes to be assessed in a single sample. As particle charge is integral
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to the functioning of the instrument, TRPS presents an effective system for this
analysis.
Zeta potential is a measure of the voltage on the edge of the double layer, a
layer of oppositely charged ions on the surface of a particle above a closer layer
known as the stern layer. Alternatively it is the potential difference between the
solution medium and the layer of the solution medium attached to the dispersed
particle[297, 410, 411]. It is commonly used in studies of particulate dispersions
and zeta potential above 30mV or below -30mV indicates good stability[412]. Zeta
potentials below this will eventually result in agglomeration and aggregation due to
van der Waals forces overcoming zeta potential associated repulsion, causing
particles to stick together. Salt content and pH of dispersions play major roles in
altering zeta potential, insofar as the addition of acids to a solution, provides
protons which associate with the particle double layer making the particle more
cationic[297]. The isoelectric point of a material dictates the point at which the
material has zero zeta potential. Salt content of solutions also alter zeta potentials,
with more salt compressing the particle double layer which can collapse, leaving
particles vulnerable to agglomeration. With these factors noted and maintained,
relative zeta potential of particles can be assessed.

5.1.2 Aims
In order to assess vesicle phenotype on a particle-by-particle basis, a novel
approach is required to address the inadequacies of current commercial flow
cytometry applications. In order to test the application of TRPS to this end a mock
vesicle is needed. Here a surrogate vesicle is attempted by producing and
isolating Fc protein regions of ICAM-3 and CD14. The conjugation of target protein
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to carboxylated beads was also attempted. Mock vesicles were then probed using
antibodies and relative zeta potential assessed.

EDAC

Figure.51: Schema1c of development of TRPS zeta poten1al based vesicle
phenotyping. Cells transfected with CD14-Fc and ICAM-3-Fc DNA can be grown
to yield soluble protein that can be isolated by HiTrap protein G columns.
Isolated protein can be conjugated to carboxylated beads by EDAC conjugaHon.
Conjugated beads can then be probed for target proteins, using negaHvely
charged anHbodies, proteins or aptamers. Changes in zeta potenHal measured by
TRPS could elucidated vesicle phenotypes. This system could then be applied to
ACdEV, for phenotyping.
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5.2 Results
5.2.1 Selection of E. coli colonies with CD14/ICAM-3 Fc proteins and isolation of plasmids
In order to generate cDNA for CD14-Fc and ICAM-3-Fc protein transfection
into cells for expression, plasmid constructs from glycerol stocks were expanded in
bacteria. Chemically competent E. coli (MC1061/P3) from stocks previously
transfected with pIG CD14/ICAM3 plasmids (Figure.52A) of the desired protein
were grown on agar plates containing carbenicillin (100µg/ml)[47, 413-415].
Carbenicillin inhibits cell wall synthesis in peptidoglycan cross linking as with other
A
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Figure.52: Plasmids containing CD14-Fc and ICAM-3-Fc protein coding inserts were
successfully isolated from transfected E.coli cells. E.coli were selected from glycerol
stocks containing plasmids with CD14-Fc and ICAM-3-Fc protein coding inserts(A).
Glycerol stock samples were grown up in LB broth and the plasmids isolated by Maxiprep. Isolated plasmids were treated with restricLon enzymes NotI and HindIII to
excise the protein insert. Whole and digested plasmids were analysed by 2% agarose
gel electrophoresis and separated bands conﬁrmed the excision of plasmid DNA (B).
RepresentaLve gel shown.
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members of the penicillin family. It was used instead of ampicillin as it
demonstrates improved stability in growth media, resistance to heat and low pH
degradation, and reduction of satellite colonies. Here the pcDNA3 plasmid confers
resistance to the cells which contain it and these colonies are selected over those
which do not contain the plasmid.

Single colonies were then selected and grown in Lysogeny culture broth (LB)
over night in a shaker flask. Cells were pelleted and plasmids isolated by using a
Mini-prep kit. Isolated DNA was digested using restriction enzymes NotI and
HindIII to linearise the plasmid and excise the DNA of interest. Digestions were run
on an 2% agarose gel in ethidium bromide to confirm excision and successful
isolation of insert in five colonies for each protein. Colonies producing plasmids
that were successfully excised and linearised were grown up in 300ml LB
overnight, then plasmids isolated using a Maxi-prep kit. Plasmids were digested
and analysed using a 2% agarose gel as previously. Figure.52B shows lane 2,
ICAM-3-Fc (~2400bp) and lane 3, CD14-Fc (~2700bp) excised cDNA and
corresponding linearised plasmid further up in the lane (>5000bp). Undigested
plasmids were loaded in lanes 4 & 5 for reference. This confirms successful
isolation and digestion of plasmid. Concentrations of plasmid DNA were
established using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer, ensuring sufficient
concentrations for transfection.
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5.2.2 Transient transfection of HEK 293 cells using
TransIT-LT1
The efficacy of transient transfections was assessed by the presence of
proteins of interest in culture supernatants from cells transfected with Fc protein
DNA, using sandwich ELISAs. Isolated DNA from respective Maxi-preps were
added to CaCl2 at appropriate concentrations and then combined with Hank’s
balanced salt solution.
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Figure.53: Successful produc7on of soluble protein was assessed by sandwich ELISA
following transfec7on of HEK293 cells. HEK293 cells were transiently transfected
using either CaCl2(B) or TransIT-LT1(C) to insert respec#ve protein DNA. Successful
transfec#on and protein produc#on was assessed by sandwich ELISA (A) and
absorbance measured for wells in triplicate. (n=3) SD shown. stats= one-way ANOVA
(****p=<0.0001,*p=0.0279).
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HEK 293 cells were incubated with isolated CD14-Fc or ICAM-3-Fc DNA,
over night in DMEM 1% FCS (pre-absorbed with protein G column to remove any
bovine IgG present in serum). Transfection using CaCl2 resulted in significant cell
death in all treatments, fouling of cultures and low yield of protein which led to the
abandonment of this method. Cell cultures were isolated and centrifuged at 2000 x
g for 10 minutes to pellet cells and large debris, then supernatant was analysed for
proteins of interest using a sandwich ELISA as depicted in Figure.53A. Figure.
53B shows the low yield of any protein that could be specifically identified using
primary antibodies against CD14/ICAM-3, no significant increase in expression is
seen from control.
The broad spectrum DNA delivery, TransIT-LT1(Mirus Bio, USA) which
exhibits low toxicity and high efficiency delivery to a range of cell types, was then
used. TransIT-LT1:DNA complexes were prepared following manufacturer’s
instructions and incubated with HEK 293 cells in low-serum medium, as previously.
Figure.53C shows the culture supernatants isolated from cultures after 48 hours
analysed by sandwich ELISA. A statistically significant increase in yield of CD14Fc and ICAM-3-Fc protein is seen in each respective cell culture supernatant.
ICAM-3 yield is considerably higher than CD14 expression in these culture
supernatants.
The presence of the proteins of interest in the culture supernatant confirms
that the TransIT-LT1 transfection was successful.
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5.2.3 Evaluation of protein isolates from Hi-trap protein
G column isolation
Cell culture supernatant containing secreted proteins, contain various
contaminating proteins and had to be purified in order to successfully conjugate
desired proteins to carboxylated beads. The secreted Fc-region proteins bind
selectively to Hi-Trap protein G columns and are eluted through a change in buffer
allowing for purer antibody fractions to be released. Elution of proteins from the
protein-G column was carried out using an ÄKTA pure system that allowed for the
monitoring of eluent fractions and the identification of high protein fractions based
on UV 280 absorbance, as buffers are titrated out (Figure.54). In order to assess
the purity and quality of protein released from the column, fractions were assessed
using a western blot assay. Following transfer total proteins were stained with
Ponceau S (Figure.55A) then destained and incubated with anti-human IgG1-Fc
conjugated to HRP, then treated with ECL and imaged.
Bands of protein are visible in Figure.55B in both elution fraction lanes of
representative blots for CD14-Fc and ICAM-3-Fc at ~40kDa which is
approximately the expected molecular weight of 35kDa. Bands are more clearly
visible in lanes 3 & 4 containing CD14-Fc elutions (ÄKTA wells 2.A.4 & 2.A.
5(Figure.54A)) compared to lanes containing ICAM-3-Fc eluates in lanes 7 & 8
(ÄKTA wells 1.A.9 & 1.A.10(Figure.54B)) (Figure.55B). No staining is seen in run
through or pre column samples. A low concentration of Fc protein as a proportion
of total protein may be why no Fc protein is detected in either pre column sample.
These bands correlate with faint bands seen in Ponceau S stained membranes as
in Figure.55A. To confirm complete transfer of protein, gels were stained for
protein using Coomassie Blue, revealing bands of protein at the top of the gel,
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Further to the blotting assay, a Bradford Assay was carried out to establish
the concentrations of protein present within specific fractions. A titration of the
fraction dilutions were tested against a BSA standard dilution and concentrations
calculated. CD14-Fc protein content (407.6ng/ml) was considerably higher than
ICAM-3-Fc protein (133.6ng/ml) (Figure.55D).
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In order to saturate 100µg of 200nm carboxylated beads with IgG1-Fc protein
via an efficient EDAC conjugation, a minimum of the below calculated protein is
required, as advised by manufacturer's product note(Bangs Laboratories)[416].

S=(6/pSd)(C)
S= amount of representative protein required to achieve surface saturation
(mg protein/g of microsphere)
pS= density of solid sphere (g/cm3)
d= mean diameter (µm)
C= capacity of microsphere surface for a given protein (mg protein/m2 of
sphere surface)

Based on Cantarero et al. (1980)[417], C ~3.5 mg/m2:
S

=

(6/[1.05 * 0.19µm])(3.5)

~

10.5 mg of protein per 100µg of beads

With this calculation noted there was insufficient protein to conjugate to
beads for the assays first envisaged, based upon an efficient conjugation reaction.
Instead a readily available stock IgG1 antibody MOPC21 was used to test the
principal of this system.

5.2.4 Validation of EDAC conjugation
Following the unsuccessful isolation of sufficient Fc protein conjugate to
carboxylated beads, an altered strategy was employed. Lyophilised MOPC-21, a
mouse IgG1 κ monoclonal antibody commonly used as an isotype control was
conjugated to 200nm carboxylated polystyrene beads [418](Figure.56). A
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chemical reaction takes place, where carboxylic acid groups on polystyrene beads
react with 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC/EDAC) to form an
active O-acylisourea intermediate. This intermediate is then displaced by a primary
amine on MOPC21, which forms an amide bond. The products of the reaction are
beads conjugated by amide bond to protein and a urea derivative. As the
intermediate O-acylisourea molecule is unstable in aqueous solution if the reaction
fails to complete, this intermediary is hydrolysed back to a carboxyl group. In order
to evaluate the effectiveness of this conjugation reaction, flow cytometry and on
bead ELISAs were carried out.
Primary Amine
Protein

Protein Bead
Conjugate
Protein

Carboxyl-ated
Bead
EDAC

O-Acylisourea
Ac9ve Ester

Isourea
by-product

Figure.56: EDAC conjuga5on of protein to carboxylated beads. A schema9c of EDAC conjuga9on to
carboxylated beads is shown. Carboxyl groups on polystyrene beads react with 1-Ethyl-3-(3dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDAC) to form an ac9ve O-acylisourea intermediate. The
intermediate is then displace by a primary amine on the protein, forming an amide bond. Reac9on
products consist of a protein conjugated by amide bond to beads and a urea deriva9ve.

To confirm successful conjugation, beads were stained with fluorophore
conjugated antibodies (anti-mouse-PE/FITC) against mouse proteins. Beads were
washed and analysed using flow cytometry. Figure.57A shows the statistically
significant increase in fluorescence, between non-conjugated beads and
conjugated beads. This increase is small, potentially due to the nature of the assay
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which requires very low discriminators set on the flow cytometer, and may be due
to the low resolution required to differentiate small beads from background, which
is not easily achieved on an Beckman Coulter FC500 flow cytometer, without
extensive optimisation. BSA blocking of conjugated beads appears to block the
binding of fluorophore stain. Furthermore, lower concentrations of antibody (antimouse-FITC) were used here.
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Figure.57: EDAC conjuga6on of protein to carboxylated beads was
evaluated using ﬂow cytometry and on-bead ELISA. Conjugated beads were
evaluated to conﬁrm the successful conjuga7on of protein. Beads were
incubated with an7-mouse FITC (A) and an7-mouse PE(B) an7bodies, prior to
washing. Mock-conjugated and conjugated beads were analysed, with BSA
blocking or with an7body alone(*). Beads were analysed by on-bead ELISA
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(****p=<0.0001 and ***p=0.0001).
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An increased antibody concentration (10X) was used in Figure.57B, of antimouse-PE antibody showed more dramatic increases in MFI recorded between
samples. Increased MFI is seen in mock treated beads which have no conjugation
on their surface. This may be due to a number of factors including sub-optimal
wash steps or non-specific interaction with BSA and the antibody stain. In
MOPC21-conjugated beads, a statistically significant increase in MFI is seen from
similarly stained mock non-conjugated beads. This increase is seen in both beads
stained without BSA and those blocked with BSA prior to staining.
Due to the low resolution and inability to clearly distinguish beads from
bubbles or background electrical activity, another method of evaluation was also
employed to evaluate the conjugation. An on-bead ELISA was carried out.
Conjugated and non-conjugated beads were incubated with and without BSA
to block any unbound carboxyl groups and limit potential adsorption of proteins
(antibodies) to beads providing false positives. Following blocking, beads were
incubated with anti-mouse HRP conjugated antibodies as well as other controls.
Beads were then washed several times then incubated with OPD and plates
assessed for absorbance using a plate reader at 450nm absorbance. Figure.57C
shows that MOPC21-conjugated beads are significantly more able to induce a
colour change than unstained beads and uncoated beads. No significant
difference is seen between blocked beads and non-blocked beads which have
been conjugated to MOPC21. These data confirm the presence of MOPC21 on
conjugated beads and no false positive is given by adsorption of HRP conjugated
anti-mouse antibody probe. This indicates that the conjugation was successful and
provides a useful particle to manipulate for further analytical studies in this chapter.
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5.2.5 Measuring relative Zeta potential of beads and
probing for phenotypic changes using antibodies
As altered zeta potential may be a route to assessing EV structure following
probing with specific reagents, zeta potential measurements on altered beads
were made as proof of principle. To analyse vesicles for relative zeta potential and
establish a baseline for any changes in surface charge to be compared to,
MOPC21-conjugated and non-conjugated beads were analysed using the qNano
TRPS system. Beads were all suspended in normal PBS at pH 7.4 and incubated
as described for a maximum of two hours then sonicated for 5 minutes twice to
ensure no aggregation.
Figure.58E shows the different relative zeta potentials of both nonconjugated beads and coated beads prior to any probing with antibodies. Nonconjugated beads display the lowest millivolt(mV) charge at -21.4 (SD=0.5292)
which is in clear contrast to conjugated beads which show an increase to -3.23
(SD=0.4726), this increase is statistically significant (p<0.0001). This increase in
zeta potential is likely due to the shielding of surface carboxylic acid groups on the
surface of uncoated beads, with conjugation the external protein cover is of a more
positive nature.
Comparisons of representative plots of beads characterised using TRPS
along with charges recorded, are shown in Figure.58. Panel.A shows the
decrease in relative zeta potential of conjugated beads incubated with α-mousebiotin (-14.1mV) in purple compared to α-mouse (-8.7mV) in green. Panel.C
compares these two bead measurements to conjugated beads alone without any
antibody probe in orange. The average zeta potential recorded for beads alone
was higher than probed beads at -6.7mV. These representative data when
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combined with repeats in Figure.58E shows that probing with antibodies with or
without biotin reduces zeta potential significantly compared to beads alone.
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Panel.B shows non-conjugated beads with α-mouse in orange with an
average zeta potential of -19.2mV and non-conjugated beads with α-mouse-biotin
in purple with an average zeta potential of -20.1mV. Panel.D compares nonconjugated beads alone in red (-21.9), with a α-mouse (green) and α-mouse-biotin
(purple) antibody incubated beads. Compiled data for repeated measurements
shows that both antibodies slightly increase zeta potential, with biotin conjugated
antibodies doing this more so (Figure.58E). The difference between antibody
incubated and uncoated beads alone is not significant.

Bead diameter measurements were also made as part of zeta potential
characterisation, but in an unoptimised assay (Figure.58F). No significant
difference is seen between each of the non-conjugated bead measurements.
Conjugated beads show a significant difference between beads alone and both αmouse-biotin treated beads (p=0.0226) and α-mouse (p=0.0056). This may
suggest some aggregation as unaltered beads are smaller in diameter (~190nm).
Alternatively the alteration in surface charge and as such speed at which particles
pass through the pore may affect calculated diameter.

5.3 Discussion
5.3.1 Production of synthetic vesicles for phenotyping
The model used here to assess the ability of TRPS to measure relative zeta
potential as a method for phenotyping of surrogate extracellular vesicles, was
vastly simplified to facilitate analysis. In order to identify phenotypic changes in
surrogate vesicles two molecules could be conjugated to beads in different
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proportions (Figure.51) to adapt the zeta potential sensing measures of TRPS to
phenotyping[419].
Whilst the original method of producing soluble Fc proteins for isolation and
purification via protein G column was unsuccessful due to low yields of secreted
protein, the overall method was successful insofar as changes in protein on the
surface of ‘vesicles’ were detected by changes in zeta potential (Figure.58).
The three main areas whereby the original method may have failed are low
protein yield due to low expression from transfected cells, column failure in
isolation of proteins or protein degradation during or after protein isolation. Low
yield of protein from transfected cells is difficult to quantify without isolation of the
desired proteins first, but potentially an ELISA with serial dilutions of samples
along with known concentrations of pure ICAM3-Fc or CD14-Fc could have been
used. The transfection itself was successful (Figure.53C) and based on
manufacturer’s instructions, as well as previous work within the group, sufficient
cells and DNA were utilised to ensure sufficient yield of secreted protein. Future
work could look to maximise transfection efficiency.
Potentially, the HiTrap column did not efficiently isolate soluble IgG protein
and this led to little protein in elutions. Various factors affect the binding efficiency
of the protein G column including flow rate, successful buffer exchange and buffer
composition. Yet all these factors were in line with manufacturer’s instructions.
Additionally, the presence of protein labelled with α-human-IgG1-Fc in eluent
fractions would suggest the isolation step was successful and specific immunereactive complexes for IgG1 protein fragment has occurred (Figure.55).
The degradation of protein is a more likely reason for the low yield of protein
in eluent fractions for each protein. Due to the low pH and storing of proteins,
degradation is possible, but this was limited by the addition of neutralising agents
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to elution fraction wells, bringing the pH of solutions back to neutral. This would
provide an explanation for the additional bands seen in Figure.55B, as protein
may have aggregated, and or degraded yet can still be seen in ECL exposure of
HRP blots.
Nevertheless adapting the original methodology to utilise a commercially
produced protein that was lyophilised, quantified and quality assured allowed for
circumvention of this roadblock.

5.3.2 Efficacy of TRPS for vesicle-by-vesicle
phenotyping
Whilst published work is available on the ability of TRPS to be utilised to
characterise the zeta potential of synthetic particles and other biomaterials in
suspension, little to no data is available on utilising this method for phenotyping
vesicles[202, 297, 364, 419, 420].
Figure.57 confirms the success of the EDAC conjugation using flow
cytometry and on-bead ELISA assays. Whilst flow cytometry cannot be totally
relied upon due to the poor resolution of small particles from background, analysis
based on fluorescence intensity of the total populations gives an approximate
indication of positive staining. A more effective method of analysis was an on-bead
ELISA which confirmed the data obtained via flow cytometry and showed MOPC21
had successfully been coated onto carboxylated beads. It also showed that
blocking beads with BSA solutions did not significantly alter false positive signals/
non-specific staining. This ELISA assay may be more effective than fluorescence
for detection of changes due to the use of enzymes which can amplify the signal
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only limited by substrate concentrations, compared to fluorophore conjugate
antibodies.
Through probing the protein coated particles with specific antibodies against
target proteins, changes in charge can be correlated to the presence or absence
of that protein. Figure.58E highlights that coating surrogate vesicles alone can
dramatically alter zeta potential, without the addition of probing antibodies/
aptamers or targeted proteins. This alteration is important because it again
reiterates the previously made argument that vesicle coating either as a biocorona or conjugated protein’s presence significantly alters the vesicle[421].
Disruption of, or addition to this layer, alters the zeta potential of the vesicles as
well as possible alterations to function.
This assay proved the ability of TRPS to be used to assess zeta potential as
a measure of phenotypic changes on a particle-by-particle basis. On a simplified
level, clear alterations of zeta potential in the presence of antibodies against
protein coating is seen. Interestingly, the alteration in zeta potential was not as
dramatic as expected between α-mouse antibody and α-mouse conjugated biotin.
D-Biotin was used here as it has a pI of 3.5 which as buffers used in TRPS assays
are at pH 7.4, would confer a strong positive charge, providing the antibody
conjugate was neutral. Both α-mouse and α-mouse-biotins are effective in shifting
zeta potential sufficiently to distinguish them from untreated populations (Figure.
58E). Conversely in non-coated beads, a small increase in zeta potential, is seen
with α-mouse and α-mouse-biotins treated beads. This increase is not statistically
significant, and may be due to weak non-specific adsorption of proteins to beads
masking zeta potential through disruption of the stern or double layers.
This method can easily be optimised and extended to basic characterisation
of vesicles.
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5.3.3 Application of TRPS in vesicle phenotyping
With scaling of this vesicle phenotyping technique, incremental changes on
an optimised system could provide distinctive phenotypic signatures for vesicle
sub-populations. Utilising a range of distinctly charged probes, summative
changes in zeta potential could be used to identify specific vesicle populations.
Multiple probes deployed against specific vesicle populations could produce a
similar ‘multi-colour staining’ as in flow cytometry, allowing for single vesicles to be
identified by multiple markers of interest. This method would be most effective on
more discrete vesicle size ranges such as exosomes or microvesicles alone and
does assume a uniform expression of target proteins on vesicle sub-populations.
Further limitations of the techniques would mean that serial incubations and wash
steps would be required if multiple targets were being assessed in a single
sample. Providing pH and salt content were kept consistent between steps this
would potentially mean vesicles remain less disrupted and significantly more intact
than other phenotypic characterisation methods such as MS or WB.
Additionally, TRPS could be combined with flow cytometry as a method of
calibrating a system for fluorescently stained vesicles. The combination of TRPS
with a specialised flow cytometer could distinguish between EVs and noise or
bubbles and with carefully optimised electronics trigger detection of a TRPS
blockade event, effectively acting as a real-time calibrator of the cytometer.
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5.4 Conclusion
5.4.1 TRPS is an effective method for vesicle
phenotyping using Zeta potential and charged probes
Whilst a relative and indelicate measure in this unoptimised set-up, TRPS is
effective at distinguishing between particles which do or do not possess target
proteins and allows for expansion to multi-target analysis. This technique requires
further development and protocol optimisation to ensure most utility in the field.
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Discussion

6.1 Discussion
6.1.1 Fundamental characterisation of ACdEV
The characterisation of dying cell vesicles is important for better
understanding of the importance of ACdEV in the process of programmed cell
death, dead cell clearance and wider indirect death related effects. Currently little
is known about ACdEV and until only recently has comprehensive work been
undertaken on these potentially significant mediators of cell death, cancer
progression, autoimmunity and immune tolerance.

Taking into account the limitations of the techniques used for characterisation,
fundamental morphological characterisation of ACdEV along with size and
concentration data is shown in Results 1. These data were achieved through two
corroborative methods as suggested as a minimum requirement for
characterisation in the ISEV position paper[185]. Vesicles released from the cell
lines studied, are heterogeneous in size with a higher concentration of smaller
vesicles (<300nm), reducing the average size of the mean vesicle diameter. This
mean diameter increases in all cell lines besides Jurkat cell where it decreases
slightly. The modal size of vesicles highlights a significant proportion of the
vesicles produced are <150nm and would potentially be considered
exosomes(Tables. 1,2,3). If the role of dismantling the cell is the only event taking
place when a cell is undergoing apoptosis, then production of very small vesicles
as documented here, would be a highly inefficient method of achieving this. A
more logical method of efficiently deconstructing a cell would be to produce larger
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vesicles (300-600nm), moving volume and cellular components more quickly,
ultimately being the perfect size for easy phagocytosis by local cells or
professional phagocytes. Furthermore, the fact the modal size of vesicles
decreases over the course of apoptosis studied, would suggest that small EVs are
being produced throughout this time course when cells are unequivocally
apoptotic. This observation somewhat abrogates the concern that vesicles may
persist in cultures from before the cells become apoptotic, mentioned previously.
The concentration of vesicles produced is greatest from THP-1 monocytes of
the cell lines studied here. These data suggest the production of ACdEV is
variable between cell lines and the rate at which they produce vesicles may be
dependent on a number of other factors including cell volume and whether they
are adherent or not(Figure.11). Part of this consideration especially in the context
of migration, is the quantity of vesicles required to effectively establish and
maintain a gradient to guide migration. Cells in suspension, which may circulate in
the blood will likely struggle to maintain a gradient as they move around the body
and may be quickly removed, but adherent cells in tissues likely need a sustained
release.
The relative zeta potential as characterised by TRPS or DLS whilst quite
different, follow the same trend in that later vesicle populations are broadly more
negative than early vesicles(Figure.14). There are several potential reasons for
this, but the most obvious would be the increase in PS externalisation which
provides a greater negative surface charge[216]. This could be evaluated with the
introduction of positively charged probes against PS being titrated and zeta
potential then reassessed, if charge alters and vesicles are then similarly
increased (late ACdEV becomes more positive than early ACdEV)in positivity, PS
is a significant contributor to this charge. Additionally, the presence of glycans and
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their heavy sialylation may contribute to the general net negative charge of
vesicles[217]. Interestingly, this increase in negative charge correlates with the
increase in uptake of vesicles seen in Figure.36, this supports the analysis in the
2017 paper from Matsumoto et al., which showed uptake of EVs by macrophages
was correlated with greater negative zeta potential[218]. This may suggest that
electrotaxis may be involved in the effects of ACdEV and how they mediate
responses, especially as it has been reported that electrotaxis is important in
wound healing studies, providing a link to wound healing studies here[422].

As with the function of vesicles it is not possible to extrapolate specific
physicochemical characteristics to all cells or in response to various stimuli. These
characteristics are different in response to different stimuli, in different microenvironments and with different cell-types. Elsewhere, characteristics such as
charge have been linked to altered cell responses, with vesicle charge correlating
with increased uptake of EVs[218]. This study used a discrete size range of
vesicles they described as exosomes (>200nm) which may have allowed for better
correlation of cell responses (function) and physicochemical characteristics.

Key to the characterisation of ACdEV is the clear definition of what
constitutes an apoptotic cell-derived extracellular vesicle and what does not. Due
to the considerable ambiguity and confusion regarding what constitutes specific
subcategories of EVs, using broad definitions in this context is most useful and
accounts for what is essentially ill-defined subject matter. Within this question is
that of exosomes and microvesicles, and whether they constitute ACdEV. Here we
include vesicles that are within the exosome/microvesicle size range as well as
larger vesicles which would be termed apoptotic bodies. Some define these small
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vesicles as small apoptotic bodies rather than exosomes[222]. Here we have
identified the exosome marker TSG-101 in vesicle isolations as well as shown the
presence of small vesicle <100nm by both TEM imaging and TRPS analysis. For
example, vesicular contents which might indicate a vesicle is an ApoEV/apoptotic
body such as DNA-binding histones have been identified in exosomes[137, 230].
Furthermore, the accepted markers of exosomes, ALIX, tetraspanins and TSG-101
are not exclusive to exosomes and are merely enriched, this is a difficult
assessment to make especially when heterogenous vesicle populations are being
analysed. Specific exosome markers often used in the literature such as flotillin-1
HSP-70 or MHC proteins are present in large EV fractions and small EV fractions
identified by western blot, in addition to the presentation of tetraspanins[223]. The
same study by Kowal et al. (2016) suggests TSG-101 as a good ‘small EV’
marker[223]. The presence of TSG-101 and ALIX which form part of the ESCRT
machinery that produce ILVs within MVBs, are logical markers for exosomes, yet
use of CD markers such as tetraspanins are less so. Classical CD exosome
markers, CD9, CD63, CD81 are widely distributed in the plasma membrane of
cells and likely will be present in any blebs and plasma membrane vesicles[423].
CD9 has been ruled out previously as a good marker due to its presence in large
vesicles and its non-uniform expression[424, 425]. CD63 and CD81 have been
identified in exosome like vesicles, but these EVs originated through budding of
the plasma membrane, which prevents a definitive identification as exosomes[423,
426, 427]. Additionally, flow cytometric analysis of bead immobilised EVs showed
the presence of tetraspanins on exosomes, microvesicles and apoptotic bodies
from different cell lines, although this was achieved with the imperfect method of
differential centrifugation[425].
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Exosome markers used widely have also been shown to be enriched in
microvesicles as well as being important in microvesicle biogenesis, which further
devalues their use as exosome markers[428-430]. The ubiquity of exosome
production further complicates matters and enrichment of these markers may be
cell-type specific rather than conserved across all cell types explaining some of the
anomalous data[431].
Based on data here (Results.1) and a lack of evidence presented in the
literature, it cannot be stated with certainty that apoptotic cells do not produce
exosomes. This is further supported in the ISEV position paper on minimum
requirements for definition of extracellular vesicles (2014) which states no EVspecific list of markers can be proposed[185]. The paper suggests the
identification of proteins that are expected and those that are not, grouped as
transmembrane or lipid bound extracellular proteins, cytosolic proteins,
intracellular proteins and extracellular proteins. These targets for characterisation
seem to be in the context of endosomal origin vesicles and does not account for
ACdEV or whole spectrum analysis of EVs (Exo, MV, AB). More effective
characterisation of apoptotic cells is needed, using TEM or Cryo-TEM to help
identify MVB trafficking to cell surface, fusion with the plasma membrane and
released exosomes, to answer this question more conclusively.
It is likely that at the earliest stages of apoptosis, even before cells present
any molecular or morphological changes the cell is producing exosomes. Again,
the timepoint at which a cell becomes ‘apoptotic’ is central to this discussion. A cell
might only be considered apoptotic when it is displaying morphological changes,
or when mitochondrial membrane potential is lost or when death receptors are
activated prior to molecular changes. Additionally, a precise breakdown may not be
possible, if extracellular vesicles exist as a continuum, an acceptable sub229 of 293

categorisation may never be achieved. Nevertheless, until more effective
characterisation and definitions of EV subtypes are established, simple definitions
that facilitate communication should be used. ACdEV are different from ApoEVs
that have been discussed in literature, in that we believe ACdEV contain
exosomes and microvesicles as well as larger EVs, apoptotic bodies.

6.1.2 Complex microenvironment of ACdEV
One of the main issues discussed as a result of Results.2 was the problems
associated with the lack of widely accepted standardised isolation techniques for
extracellular vesicles. Various isolation techniques are used in different groups,
often out of tradition or based on down stream applications which potentially fail to
consider the wider implications of processing and isolation of vesicles. The
minimal requirement for defining extracellular vesicles position paper from ISEV
highlights some of these issues, including the co-isolation of RNA-protein
complexes, extracellular RNA and protein aggregates[185]. This paper confirms
there is no ‘gold-standard’ and no optimal method for isolation of EVs from
biological fluids. The negative controls suggested in this paper allude to the
background functionality that may be present in vesicle-depleted conditioned
media, for functional assays. Various RNA species as well as proteins such as
MMP9 have been reported as co-isolated as well as independently isolated
soluble factors[185, 432-434]. These observations would suggest support for the
idea that co-isolated proteins as well as those released by disruption of EVs may
play a role in attributed EV function. Further to this, authors express their concern
about the attribution of function to EVs and specific components of EVs, their
subsequent IP registration and therapeutic/diagnostic applications in a young and
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poorly standardised field. The suggestion of qPCR of flotation gradient isolated coisolated products to attribute an association to vesicles, does not necessarily
account for factors that are loosely adhered to vesicles or adsorped to vesicles.
Taking note from the field of liposomes and nano-materials the roles of
adsorped soluble factors and the subsequent biocorona created may play a role in
the function of vesicles[197, 364-366]. Considering the data shown in Results 2
where differing functions appear in vesicles separated from the total secretome
(2000 x g supernatant) and the vesicle depleted secretome (120,000 x g
supernatant), the effects of isolation techniques have to account for these
differences. Furthermore, it supports the assertions of the ISEV position paper and
underlines another area of the field we know little about. It should be noted that
differing function or ‘background’ function is not summative with isolated ACdEV
and in some cases is greater than whole secretome or ACdEV alone.
The altered function is considerable and variable between cell lines and the
functional studies in which they are applied, adding layers to the complexity of the
heterogeneous ACdEV output. Whilst several scenarios which could account for
the variations in functional outcomes are presented in Figure.50, a convergence
of several scenarios is more likely at play. The fusion of vesicles due to g forces
from ultra/centrifugation along with release of some contents or disruption of
adsorped material would likely occur together. The scenarios in Figure.50 account
for alterations due to force as well as alterations due to buffer changes and the
associated pH and salt content alterations that occur by resuspended vesicles in
fresh media. As described previously these factors may play a significant part in
‘stripping’ adsorped soluble factors, removing a biocorona that masks vesicles
surfaces and releasing soluble factors into the supernatant. Furthermore, as the
vesicles being studied here are derived from apoptotic cells they consist of more
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externalised PS and as such have greater membrane flexibility. This reduction in
membrane rigidity facilitates pinching off of vesicles from the plasma
membrane[148]. Additionally, the increases of lipid asymmetry may reduce the
force necessary to fuse vesicles or disrupt their integrity, rendering vesicles
structurally different after processing.

6.1.3 Immunomodulatory role of ACdEV secretomes
Several immunomodulatory roles are suggested by the data in Results.2,
whilst these roles are varied between cell types and the stage of cell death of their
parental cell all are important and will inform future studies.
The chemoattractive effects of ACdEV are noted here and follow on from
those observed in apoptotic cell experiments published previously[53]. Both early
and late ACdEV secretomes promote migration of macrophage-like cells towards
the chemoattractant and as such can be implicated in the ‘find-me’ signals
produced from apoptotic cells, leading to their clearance. This process of apoptotic
cell clearance is mediated by several factors at each stage, ACdEV likely act as
appetisers to surrounding cells increasing their uptake of apoptotic cell material, in
addition to the ‘find-me’ signals[59, 87, 88].
The ability of vesicles and their associated whole secretomes, to increase the
rate at which wound closure is achieved in a fibroblast model is shown in Figure.
32. All preparations seem to promote wound closure from all the cell lines studied,
this would suggest that several factors be they soluble, non-vesicle associated or
vesicular promote wound closure and a healing response in a simplistic wound
model, to maintain tissue integrity.
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Many of the T-cell suppressive effects of ACdEV secretomes appear to be
associated with the supernatant or soluble factors derived from the whole
secretome,this is especially apparent in late apoptotic preparations. Isolated
vesicles still exert an effect by way of T-cell suppression, reducing activation and
proliferation somewhat, but this is dramatically less effective than when whole
secretome or isolated supernatant is used as a treatment. This potentially means
that apoptotic cells may exert immunosuppressive effects on T-cells due to
defective dead cell clearance as seen at 18 hours post induction, possibly as a
way of dampening reactions to dead cells.

Apopto5c cell

Recipient cell

Figure.59: Apopto0c cells release ACdEV which
cause the release of recipient cell EVs and other
factors. The release of ACdEV by apopto5c cells
and their subsequent uptake by neighboring and
distal cells may lead to further release of EVs and
other factors such as cytokines, by recipient cell,
exer5ng their own eﬀects.
One factor that has not been accounted for in studies here, but should be
acknowledged is the potential and highly likely scenario of supposed ‘recipient
cells’ studied releasing their own EVs(Figure.59). The release of the vesicles may
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be independent of signals received via ACdEV/secretome or may be in response
to ACdEV/secretome. This would be interesting to assess in macrophage, T-cell
and fibroblast based studies, such as migration, metabolism, wound closure and Tcell responses. A systems biology approach to the field is a necessity and reflects
the complex interplay of signalling pathways, work here highlights the flaws of
reductionist approaches to EV biology.
A potential consideration for future work, to gain greater insight into ACdEV
secretomes as well as isolated ACdEVs may be to separate EVs into subtypes
based on size. This would allow functions to be elucidated using current protocols
and instruments based on classifications which may have more utility or at least be
more palatable to the field. Yet there is little benefit in deliberately altering
biological samples just to fit an easier to use analysis technique. This also does
not reflect native vesicle release from dying cells in vivo and as such will inevitably
neglect the synergistic effects of these vesicle populations.
Ultimately, mapping of vesicle function to basic vesicle properties may not be
possible as the functions vary greatly and vesicle populations are incredibly
heterogeneous. The extrapolation of single functions or signalling to all cell types
cannot be achieved. More tissue specific models such as co-cultures should be
utilised to account for vesicles released by various cells and the cross-talk
between cells in response to stimuli. A method similar to this would allow for cell
types to be removed or manipulated to assess their importance and necessity for
normal communication of dying cells with their surrounding or the immune system
more widely. Furthermore the harvest, analysis and re-supplementation of EVs
produced can help better characterise the vesicle size heterogeneity and influence
of concentration on effects, tipping responses in for example a pro or antiinflammatory direction.
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6.1.4 Early vs Late ACdEV containing secretome
The differences between early and late ACdEV/secretome documented here
are not as would be expected insofar as the preparations do not follow a
conserved pattern of influence across all assays and often differing responses are
seen between cell lines. One might expect that early ACdEV/secretome may
promote silent immune responses, recruiting cells of the immune system in an
anti-inflammatory manner, encouraging wound closure and suppressing T-cell
responses. The opposite being seen in cells that have progressed to late
apoptosis and secondary necrosis, which becomes more inflammatory and causes
more damage to surrounding tissues.
The migration of macrophage-like cells to ACdEV secretomes from early and
late apoptotic cells is quite consistent across the cell lines studied in terms of the
observed trend(Figure.22). Early secretome promotes migration towards the
secretome more so than late ACdEV secretomes from the same cell lines,
although the magnitude of migration and differences between early and late
preparations is different between cell lines. This early recruitment effect on
professional phagocytes of early ACdEV secretomes may be to account for the
fact that their migration may take time. If this signal is initiated before an apoptotic
cell is close to necrosis, if local clearance processes fail macrophages will be on
hand to clear the cell. If the neighbouring cells are able to clear the cells quickly
and efficiently this migration stimulus is attenuated and infiltration of immune cells
is prevented.
The promotion of cell survival in cultures treated repeatedly with secretome
preparations shows a clear difference across cell lines insofar as late ACdEV
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secretomes promote survival more so that early ACdEV secretomes(Figure.34).
This may be due to a promotion of resistance to cell death, or more simply an
increase in factors that provide sustenance to cells, where ACdEV may act as an
energy/food source[112]. Further work looking at the expression of genes and
signalling pathways is required to determine whether cells become resistant to cell
death.
Another clear example of where cells have responded to early and late
ACdEV differently is the uptake of fluorescently-labelled vesicles by macrophagelike cells(Figure.36). Late apoptotic ACdEV were taken up significantly more
readily by macrophages compared to early ACdEV, which may suggest a
difference in potential composition. As mentioned previously this may be due to
increased PS exposure. Furthermore, these data give credence to the suggestions
in Hawkins & Devitt (2013) and elsewhere that early ACdEV behave as appetisers
to promote phagocytosis of surrounding non professional phagocytes in vivo,
primarily acting on these cells[5]. Later ACdEV may act on professional
phagocytes clearing up apoptotic cells that have not been cleared, by the
potentially overwhelmed non-professional phagocytes.
When responses of CD3+ T-cells were assessed (Figures.38-49) whole
secretome decreased T-cell activation but this decrease in activation from control
was less pronounced in cells treated with late ACdEV secretome. When isolated
ACdEV are analysed, all treatments appear to increase the activation of T-cells.
The hypothesis discussed earlier is not evident here which may be due to the
reductionist approach taken in separating out various functions that act together,
synergistically with viable cells and their released signals, as well as other
constituent components of an apoptotic cell. As such it is difficult to make any
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definitive claims about the effects or either early or late with an explanation as to
why this might be, especially from purely in vitro studies.

6.1.5 Phenotyping of ACdEV
The application of zeta potential measurements as a method of phenotyping
vesicles is demonstrated in principle in Results.3. Whilst other methods are
rapidly developing to phenotype vesicles effectively, small vesicles still remain
elusive when considering technologies used widely such as flow cytometry. In
current methodologies that can resolve small particles effective phenotyping is
challenging and rarely lend themselves easily to multiplexing. Immuno-Gold
labelling using TEM for example allows for identification of small vesicles but is
incredibly challenging to effectively characterise vesicle-associated proteins and is
very low throughput.
The assays detailed in Results.3 prove that phenotyping probes (antibodies)
can be used to alter the zeta potential and indicate the presence or absence of
markers in a particle-by-particle manner using TRPS. The assay can be expanded
to ACdEV rather than ‘surrogate’ vesicles. This allows for further development that
may facilitate understanding of relative expression or quantification of target
proteins on the vesicle’s surface correlating alterations in charge with protein
presence. Furthermore, multiplexing may be be possible where discrete zeta
potentials, if achieved, based on a combination of probes indicate the presence of
certain proteins or their absence.
This method of course has notable limitations and requires much
development to be effectively deployed. The heterogeneity of vesicle size and
charge pose a challenge as no single control for negative vesicles can easily be
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established in a non-synthetic sample. In heterogeneous samples, this method
may serve as an ensemble analysis methods where the population is considered
as a whole. The TRPS system analyses vesicles singularly, which would
potentially allow for alleviation of the large size range of some EV samples,
grouping all vesicles in size ranges (e.g 111-120nm, 121-130nm). Averaging of
vesicles zeta potential either by mean or ranges, could allow effective comparison
of ‘un-probed’ vesicles to probed vesicles, within these discrete size ranges.
The long term applications of this system would allow for phenotyping of
vesicles in a prognostic or diagnostic assay for monitoring of CD14/CD16 vesicles
derived from monocytes in circulation. This analysis could give valuable
information to clinicians for the monitoring of sepsis, cardiovascular disease,
kidney transplantations and their associated management[435, 436]. This would
minimise the invasiveness of current monitoring techniques.
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Conclusions & Future Work

7.1 Conclusion
7.1.1 Fundamental characterisation of ACdEV
Heterogenous populations of extracellular vesicles are produced from dying
cells, with a range of sizes represented. The majority of vesicles produced are
small vesicles(<200nm diameter) and the average modal size decreases as cell
progress though apoptosis. As expected, cells produce more larger vesicles
towards the end of apoptosis and into necrosis, causing the mean size to increase
somewhat, but the quantity of smaller vesicles produced minimises the effect of
these large vesicles on this average. The heterogeneity and size profiles of
vesicles are broadly consistent across all cell lines studied here.
Surface charge of vesicles as assessed through relative zeta potential
measurements garnered through DLS and TRPS analysis show that vesicles
exhibit a net negative surface charge and this surface charge decreases as cell
progress further through apoptosis.
The only area of fundamental characterisation where clear differences
between cells can be identified is concentrations of vesicles produced by dying
cells. THP-1 monocytes produce substantially more vesicles than the other cell
lines analysed.
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7.1.2 Complex microenvironment of ACdEV
One of the key points highlighted from this work is the potential importance of
vesicles in the context of their secretome, which is often overlooked in the study of
EVs. The conventional methods for isolation may introduce artefacts and could
fundamentally alter the composition as well as the functionality of EV isolates.
Whilst the activity of soluble factors within EV suspensions has been suggested in
ISEV position papers previously, their viewpoint assumed that this effect was
summative to that of EVs. Work here shows that the interaction of EVs, associated
secretomes and cells they interact with, are far more complex than first
appreciated.
Based on this work it is necessary to caveat future work that isolates vesicles
from native supernatants, with the development of appropriate controls a priority.
At the very least, understanding of the effects & contents of supernatant remaining
after EV isolation is necessary to make more useful determinations of EV
properties and attributable functions.

7.1.3 Immunomodulatory role of ACdEV secretome
Diverse immunomodulatory roles are attributed to EVs derived from viable
cells in myriad environments that function to maintain homeostasis and regulate
key processes. Identified immunomodulatory effects of ACdEV are potentially
important in achieving successful clearance and resolution of programmed cell
death. The role of ACdEVs in recruitment of professional phagocytes to engulf
dead cell corpses in tissues is clear and are one of several mechanisms to recruit
cells to the site of cell death. ACdEV secretomes exert clear effects on CD3+ T240 of 293

cells limiting their activation and subsequently their proliferation. This preliminary
analysis is not sufficient to make any wider claims or hypothesis about as to what
purpose this might serve in vivo. A larger panel of markers for pro/antiinflammatory effects is needed to determine the effects of early and late ACdEV on
the M1-M2 spectrum of macrophage phenotypes as no clear trend was observed
here. The promotion of wound closure is apparent in ACdEV and their secretomes,
all of which reduce the time taken to close wounds in vitro. This suggests that
damage, signalled by dead cells generally promote the closure of wounds either
through proliferation or migration.
Ultimately, the contents of ACdEV may have different inflammatory profiles
but as shown here that does not clearly translate to pro/anti-inflammatory functions
in vitro. This may be down to limitations of these reductionist experiments or may
be due to other components of ACdEV and ACdEV secretomes balancing out/outweighing this specific signal. A holistic approach to studying vesicles generally but
especially in cell death mirroring the native microenvironment is needed to move
the field along.

7.2 Future Work
Whilst counter to a preferable approach looking at vesicles produced from
dying cells as a whole, for the benefit of early foundational research in the field,
studies may benefit from selecting discrete vesicle populations to improve the
ease of study. Selection of, for example, exosomes and their associated effects in
vitro may provide an easier route to attributing functions and understanding
composition of ACdEV. As noted previously this isolation approach is challenging
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and significant problems are faced relating to isolation methodology and
instruments.

7.2.1 Comprehensive characterisation of non-ACdEV
secretome and co-isolated products
Central to some of the ambiguity in the study of ACdEV and EVs more
generally is co-isolated products and other factors within secretomes that may play
a role in EVs exerting an effect. Furthermore, it is acknowledged that some
molecules are associated with the surface of EVs, but often cannot be
distinguished from ‘contaminants’ that are co-isolated through, for example,
differential centrifugation or filtration. Thorough characterisation of secretomes can
be achieved through techniques such as LC-MS, yet this requires significant
quantities of substrate especially when they are highly dilute. In order to
characterise vesicles isolated from supernatant alone, several litres of tissue
culture supernatant can be required.
Future work should more broadly consider other factors present in a holistic
manner and at least seek to identify what is present, as potentially important
factors can be dismissed as “dust” or “rubbish bags” as EVs have been in previous
years.
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7.2.2 Systems biology approach using co-culture
system
The establishment of mock tissue co-cultures should be sought as a route to
understanding the reactions of multiple cells to ACdEV, facilitating the removal of
cell types or the blockage of vesicle release to better grasp their effects as a
whole. This would also allow for the evaluation of vesicles produced by viable cells
in response to ACdEV which are likely a key player in the potential effects of
ACdEV, especially the inflammation resolving and wound healing response. The
application of whole cell labelling using stable isotopes, would allow for tracking of
EVs and pinpointing the route of release and uptake and subsequently contents of
specific vesicles.

7.2.3 Vesicle phenotyping of single ACdEVs from
clinical samples
In the long term the development and potential combination of TRPS as a
preliminary calibration step that can trigger detection using a laser light source
such as a flow cytometer may be a method that reduces current limitations of flow
cytometry of small EVs.
Further work developing the TRPS system to phenotype vesicles from
biological samples would be possible to establish clinical applications of the
technique. Single target molecules would be the first step in achieving this,
followed by other markers. This would require precise calibration of the system to
allow for even small variations in zeta potential of vesicles characterised to be
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noticed. The most obvious application of this in clinical samples, as mentioned
previously, would be the assessment of CD14/CD16 levels in circulation, mirroring
the assessment made of circulating monocytes in the monitoring of disease
progression and response to treatment.

7.2.4 Do synthetic vesicles elicit changeable immune
responses and their applications in therapeutics
Through correlating vesicle functions to their physicochemical properties it
was hoped synthetic vesicles could be produced to mirror those physical features
and elicit those same responses. This was not possible due to the complexity of
the vesicles studied.
The identification of active components or groups of molecules that exert
specific effects can still be utilised and deployed in synthetic vesicles such as
liposomes to achieve functional outcomes. This, combined with improved
screening methods for liposomes being developed by colleagues, could provide a
rich vein for therapeutics. This approach is not perfect but may be a useful basis
for developing ‘synthetic vesicle’ applications.
The precision used in biological studies of EVs and the understanding
garnered applied to pharmaceutics, specifically liposome therapeutics could
greatly improve the efficacy of, and widen the applications of these vehicles.

7.2.5 Further functional characterisation
Although a battery of functional characterisation assay have been used here,
the ubiquity of EVs in tissues and their release from myriad cell types would
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suggest further roles and interactions are likely at play in vivo. As functional assay
design and associated instrumentation the information elucidated about the role of
ACdEV will become more useful. Investigation of the role of electrotaxis mediated
by ACdEV would be one possible new functional aspect of apoptotic vesicles that
should be considered. The charge difference between early and late apoptotic
vesicles would suggest a potentially important charge related aspect to their
function.
Internal standard approaches, failing the production of international
standards, which produces isolated products that have been throughly
characterised on a molecular level(including their associations) are needed.
Following this the functional characterisation of ACdEV can be better informed and
uncover new insight into EV functions.
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